
 

 

 

M E M O R A N D U M 
 

To:   Mayor and City Council  

From:   Elaine Hart, Deputy City Manager  
  Brion Oaks, Chief Equity Officer  
   
Date:   August 19, 2019  

Subject:  Report on Civil Rights Enforcement – Staff Report (Resolution 20180628-062) 

 

The purpose of this memo is to provide a report and update to Resolution No. 20180628-062, which 

called for the review of possible structures for civil rights enforcement. Currently, the City of Austin’s 

Equal Employment & Fair Housing Office (EEFHO) is empowered to enforce business regulations and 

laws against discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodation.  EEFHO also provides 

education and outreach to the residents of Austin through associated media plans to advance public 

knowledge of their legal rights and protections. 

The Equity Office consulted with the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) to conduct a study 

to document how jurisdictions across the country are structured to accomplish civil rights enforcement. 

The nation-wide study included three elements: 1) an environmental scan, 2) a survey with key 

informants, and 3) follow-up interviews with key informants. The national environmental scan included 

a review of online materials, including institutional websites, municipal codes, strategic plans, annual 

reports, departmental audits, ordinances and mayoral decrees, and organizational charts. The scan 

sought to understand structure, accountability, and authority of a diverse range of civil rights 

enforcement entities, each representing a breadth of governmental systems, structures, and political 

climates. To augment the scan, a survey of Civil Rights Enforcement Directors from across the nation 

was performed. 

The overall study focused on three main areas of inquiry to better understand the strengths, challenges, 

and opportunities for civil rights work within governmental contexts across the country. These areas of 

inquiry included: 

1) Structure: What is the structure of civil rights enforcement bodies?  How does the form of 

government impact the work of these entities and the ability of jurisdictions to carry out 

compliance, enforcement, and prevention?  

 



 

 

2) Accountability:  What is the relationship between the civil rights entity and to whom are 

they accountable? What institutional accountability mechanisms exist and how are entities 

held accountable to communities of color and those most impacted by discrimination?  

3) Authority: What judicial powers do civil rights enforcement agencies hold and who holds 

authority over investigations? Who has the authority to hire and fire leaders? Who 

determines budget, work priorities, final review of reports and publications? Who makes 

final rulings on appeals? 

Summary of Findings 

Analysis of an environmental scan of 60 jurisdictions nation-wide revealed three major structural types, 

which were further reflected in our survey data and interview results. The three structures indicate 

where civil rights activities are housed within the given government. 

Types 1 & 2: Jurisdictions that house civil rights enforcement as an independent entity with 

varying authority  

Type 3: Combined jurisdictions that have civil rights and another department or office housed 

together 

Civil rights respondents operating independently were more likely to mention themes of authority and 

autonomy when discussing the strengths in their structure, and the importance of having the capacity 

and focus necessary to be effective in their body of work. Civil Rights Enforcement Directors showed 

general agreement that their entities have sufficient authority in decision-making power. This was a 

similar trend across the three types of structures—with a majority either agreeing or strongly agreeing 

they had sufficient decision-making power. Stronger agreement was found among respondents located 

in separated offices civil rights only entities. In addition, interview respondents from jurisdictions with 

combined entities (Type 3) were more likely to note the implications of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) and Fair Employment Practices Agencies (FEPA) contracts and the prioritization of 

quantity of cases closed, push towards monetary settlement, and lack of focus on more systemic 

outcomes. 

Recommendation 

We are recommending an intentional and robust community engagement process that involves City 

staff, City Council, and community members to develop a model for civil rights enforcement that reflects 

the values and priorities of Strategic Direction 2023. Funding has been identified in the proposed FY2020 

Budget to support this engagement process.  

This civil rights engagement process should consider the inventory of the varying Civil Rights Office 

structures, levels of authority, and accountability mechanisms provided by the report in order to best 

determine what works ideally for the City of Austin. Success in protecting civil rights depends largely 

upon clarity and perception of purpose and vision, staff ability to leverage relationships, proximity to 

various positions of power, and resources that reflect racial equity as a priority.  

In addition, the civil rights engagement process should include an assessment of our current civil rights 

related initiatives to determine the optimal design for civil rights enforcement for our city. This 

assessment process should review in which department civil rights initiatives are housed, the degree of 



 

 

their effectiveness, and their strengths and challenges. Doing this would allow for comparison against 

patterns that emerged across other jurisdictions.  

We are committed to convening a core team of City staff in Fall 2019 to begin this process, with the goal 

to provide an update with recommendations in January 2020. The full report is attached for further 

clarification. Please contact Jason Alexander with questions at (512) 974-2306. 

Attachment:  Report – Local Government Structures for Civil Rights Enforcement 

  Typology Sheet 

   

cc:   Spencer Cronk, City Manager 

Assistant City Managers 

  Department Directors 
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Background 
The City of Austin is charged through Resolution No. 20180628-062 to review possible structures 
for civil rights enforcement.  The purpose of this study is to understand how jurisdictions across the 
country are structured to accomplish similar work.  The findings will inform recommendations to 
structure and position civil rights enforcement in the City of Austin for future success. 
 
In an effort to understand how jurisdictions across the country are structured to accomplish civil 
rights enforcement, a nation-wide study was performed. The study included three elements: 1) an 
environmental scan, 2) a survey with key informants, and 3) follow-up interviews with key 
informants.  The national environmental scan included a review of online materials, including 
institutional websites, municipal codes, strategic plans, annual reports, departmental audits, 
ordinances and mayoral decrees, and organizational charts. The scan sought to understand 
structure, accountability, and authority of a diverse range of civil rights enforcement entities, each 
representing a breadth of governmental systems, structures, and political climates. To augment the 
scan, a survey of Civil Rights Enforcement Directors from across the nation was performed. 
Additionally, interviews were conducted with self-selecting Directors from the pool of survey 
respondents. 
 
The overall study focused on three main areas of inquiry to better understand the strengths, 
challenges, and opportunities for civil rights work within governmental contexts across the country. 
These areas of inquiry included: 
 

STRUCTURE: What is the structure of civil rights enforcement bodies?  How does the form of 

government impact the work of these entities and the ability of jurisdictions to carry out 
compliance, enforcement, and prevention?  

ACCOUNTABILITY:  What is the relationship between the civil rights entity and to whom are they 

accountable? What institutional accountability mechanisms exist and how are entities held 
accountable to communities of color and those most impacted by discrimination?  

AUTHORITY: What judicial powers do civil rights enforcement agencies hold and who holds 

authority over investigations? Who has the authority to hire and fire leaders? Who determines 
budget, work priorities, final review of reports and publications? Who makes final rulings on 
appeals? 

Overview of Research & Methodology 
Research 

National Environmental Scan 

In an effort to understand how jurisdictions across the country are structured to accomplish civil 
rights enforcement, a nation-wide study was performed. The study included three elements: 1) an 
environmental scan, 2) a survey with key informants, and 3) follow-up interviews with key 
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informants.  The national environmental scan included a review of online materials, including 
institutional websites, municipal codes, strategic plans, annual reports, departmental audits, 
ordinances and mayoral decrees, and organizational charts. The scan sought to understand 
structure, accountability, and authority of a diverse range of civil rights enforcement entities, each 
representing a breadth of governmental systems, structures, and political climates. To augment the 
scan, a survey of Civil Rights Enforcement Directors from across the nation was performed. 
Additionally, interviews were conducted with self-selecting Directors from the pool of survey 
respondents. 
 
Analysis of the environmental scan data of 60 jurisdictions nation-wide revealed three major 
structural types. The three structural types were further reflected in our survey data and interview 
results.  
 
While these three types support a general typology of how civil rights is structured nation-wide, 
approaches to civil rights work appears to vary greatly, with complexity rampant in investigations, 
enforcement, compliance, appeals, and policy-making. There are also a significant number of 
jurisdictions who have undergone structural changes to their investigations and enforcement 
bodies, not only in name but also in function. This complexity is apparent not only in the scan but 
also in responses received through the survey and interviews.  

Navigating the Scan 

A spreadsheet of all scan findings has been provided as an appendix to this report. The following 
rubric outlines key research questions and where to find information for individual jurisdictions:  

– What type of government does the jurisdiction have? (Columns T) 
– Where is the entity located in relation to executive and legislative branches? (Column E) 
– How is the director chosen and who do they report to? How is the Commission/Board 

chosen and who do they report to? (Columns H-I) 
– What is the appeals process? (is it internal or external to the entity responsible for 

enforcement/investigation?) (Column J) 
– What powers and responsibilities does the Commission/Board hold (including 

independence, appellate body, and judicial authority? (Column E, G, O) 
 
As a stand-alone product, the national scan provides an overview of:  

– Civil Rights Enforcement Structure, Authority, and Accountability 
– Location of civil rights enforcement (where applicable) 
– Form of government in relation to enforcement1 

                                                
1

1=Strong Mayor 

2=Weak Mayor  
3=Council Manager* 
4=Board of Supervisors/County Executive 
5=Commission/Manager 
6=governor/senate 
7=it’s complicated/other 
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– Reporting relationships and degrees of autonomy 
– Policy-making authority related to civil rights (where applicable) 
– Community accountability and engagement in practice (where applicable) 

 

Surveys & Interviews  

We administered a questionnaire to potential survey participants for Civil Rights Directors (or 
equivalent). The survey included both multiple choice and open-ended questions to gather more 
detailed information about director perceptions and experiences fulfilling their duties to enforce 
civil rights. At the end of the questionnaire, survey respondents were asked whether they would be 
willing to participate in a brief follow-up interview, and interviews were conducted with those self-
selecting individuals.  

 

The data from the surveys and interviews is intended to fill gaps in information that is not available 
through departmental websites, municipal codes, or public reports, as well as document more 
nuanced understandings of capacity, accountability, authority, and decision-making capabilities. 
The open-ended interview questions were also designed to collect perceptions about the strengths 
and challenges related to form of government and proximity to the executive. 

 

Methodology 

Environmental Scan 

Cities, counties, and states were identified that would represent multiple forms and levels of 
government. The sample included regional and state representation, with a focus on cities that 
would most similarly align with the scope and scale of the City of Austin. Directories of FEPA and 
HUD certified local enforcement agencies, as well as the Directory of the International Association 
of Human Rights Commissions were used to identify jurisdictions for the scan. Population size, 
demographics, median income, rates of U.S. born residents, and home-ownership rates were also 
considered to ensure that cities similar to Austin were included in the analysis. Due to the fairly 
limited sample size, efforts were made to include the majority of these jurisdictions. 138 
jurisdictions were identified through this process, and 60 were selected to form the basis of the 
environmental scan. 
 

Survey Outreach 

As previously noted, Directors of Civil Rights were our population of interest. To obtain a sample of 
Directors in that capacity, several approaches were utilized. An electronic invitation to participate 
in the project was sent to 138 jurisdictions identified through the process outlined in the 
environmental scan section above. A total of 23 Civil Rights Directors completed the online 
questionnaire. 
 

                                                
*includes one Representative Town Meeting structure 
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Interview Outreach 

Survey respondents who volunteered to participate in a follow-up interview were contacted to 
participate in a 30-45 minute telephone interview. Of the survey respondents, 13 had completed 
the questionnaire and indicated a willingness to participate in an interview.  

 
Figure 1 

36 Jurisdictions participated in the 
survey66.7%--Cities  

22.2%--Counties 
11.1%--Statewide 

 

➢ Nationwide representation 

41.1%--Midwest  
25.0%--East/Northeastern States 
16.7%--South/Southwest  
16.7%--West/Pacific Northwest 

 

Methodological Limitations 

Environmental Scan Limitations 

➢ Transparency of Government Websites 

– Government websites with limited information on civil rights enforcement and websites 
with difficult navigation features 

– Limited number of jurisdictions with recent annual or quarterly reports for civil rights offices  
– Outdated program information and/or annual reports not available for the past 1-3 years 

➢ Divergence between organizational charts and reporting structures in practice  

Municipal charters note reporting requirements to executive/council, but often do not specify 
approval process for publishing independent investigations and reporting on internal agencies.  

  

 Environmental Scan: 
60 

 Survey: 
36 

 

Interviews: 
13 
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Municipal charters and/or office websites note “dotted-line” reporting structures without clear 
picture of division of power between Executive and Legislative Branch (particularly in jurisdictions 
without a strong Mayor). 

➢ Divergence between policy and practice of accountability mechanisms 

– Limited information about policy-making processes and role of Directors vis a vis Mayor or 
Council approval. 

– Limited information about policy-making authority for entities serving in an advisory 
capacity 

➢ Limited sample size 

– There are a limited number of jurisdictions included in the study.   

Survey and Interview Limitations 

➢ Focus on Director-level perceptions 

– Outreach targeted those most likely to be knowledgeable of all aspects of project inquiry to 
ensure accurate responses on budget, staffing capacity, reporting structures, and proximity 
to potential political influence 

– To preserve integrity of data and prevent duplicative/contradictory data from jurisdictions, 
outreach included only leads from jurisdictions 

– Outreach was forced to rely on readily available contact information or personal contacts 

➢ Due to lack of contact information for department employees in every jurisdiction, an all 

staff survey would have required Directors to volunteer to participate, which would have 

introduced bias due to self-selection Self-selecting nature of respondents  

– Directors volunteered to participate 
– Sensitive nature of sharing perceptions and opinions 

➢ Disaggregated data analysis 

– Small sample size did not permit sophisticated analysis Due to complexity of forms of 
government, structure, and limited sample size, limited ability to identify major trends or 
comparative analysis of jurisdictions based on form of government and typology 

 

Study Findings 
The section is broken down into three sections: Structure, Authority, and Accountability. Within 
those sections, findings are organized by data source: scan, survey, and interview. The findings 
include analysis of structure types and trends emerging from each category. Any data that 
identifies specific jurisdictions has been pulled from the environmental scan. Data from interviews 
and surveys is confidential and will not be identified as specific jurisdictions, but as examples of a 
Type or trend.  
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Environmental Scan Findings: Structure 
Civil Rights Enforcement Responsibilities 

Overview: Housing, Employment, and Public Accommodations 

The majority of jurisdictions in the environmental scan are authorized to enforce federal statutes 
and ordinances. These jurisdictions complete three years of interim certification and are then 
certified for five years under the Substantial Equivalence Certification. Following federal protocols, 
local government investigates claims and issues findings pursuant to federal standards. 
 

➢ Fair Housing Assistance Program: There are currently agencies in 39 states participating in 
the Fair Housing Assistance Program; 16 of these states have agencies located in local 
government in addition to state level Civil Rights Offices. Under Title VIII of Civil Rights Act 
of 1968, the Fair Housing Act recognizes seven protected classes:  race, color, religion, sex, 
handicap, familial status, and national origin. Under municipal law, the City of Seattle is also 
responsible for 11 additional protected classes recognized by the municipal code. 

➢ Fair Employment Practice Agencies (FEPAs): The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) current contracts with 90 agencies across 15 nation-wide districts and 53 total field 
offices. Most employers with at least 15 employees are covered by EEOC laws (20 
employees in age discrimination cases). Most labor unions and employment agencies are 
also covered. The laws apply to all types of work situations, including hiring, firing, 
promotions, harassment, training, wages, and benefits. 

➢ Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (1990): The ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits 
discrimination against individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life, including jobs, 
schools, transportation, and all public and private places that are open to the general public. 
It guarantees equal opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public accommodations, 
employment, transportation, state and local government services, and telecommunications. 
There are five sections of the ADA (amended in 2008); Title II of the ADA prohibits 
discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities in all programs, activities, and 
services of public entities. It applies to all state and local governments, their departments 
and agencies, and any other instrumentalities or special purpose districts of state or local 
governments. 

Civil Rights Investigations 

➢ Complaints Process 

– The majority of jurisdictions centralize complaints (housing, employment, and public 
accommodations) processes within one entity, typically a Human Relations Commission 
or Human Rights Commission. Commissions tend to be staffed by the Director and 
employees of aligned Office/Department. 

– In states where civil rights enforcement is handled at the state level, local investigations 
are often limited to employment complaints with internal departments and public 
accommodations/ADA complaints. 

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/partners/FHAP
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/partners/FHAP/agencies
https://www.eeoc.gov/field/
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– In jurisdictions with limited civil rights enforcement authority, Equal Opportunity 
Offices, Constituent Relations, and ADA coordinators often play a referral role to state 
level enforcement bodies. 

– In larger jurisdictions, equal opportunity officers are often located in multiple 
departments that report or refer complaints to Human Resources or equivalent. 

– In many jurisdictions, particularly medium-to-large cities, there is a separate intake 
division or staff dedicated to reviewing complaints and determining legal thresholds to 
proceed. 

– Human Resources Departments often process intakes and refer complainants to the 
appropriate state entity (in the case of counties, often refer to city level entity for public 
accommodations and housing). 

➢ Investigations & Findings 

– In the majority of jurisdictions, Commissions and/or Civil Rights Offices hold quasi-
judicial powers, with at minimum the authority to investigate complaints, pursue 
mediation or alternative dispute resolution, settle cases, issue findings, and recommend 
cases for public hearing. 

– In jurisdictions with quasi-judicial Commissions, hearing panels are often composed of a 
certain number of Commissioners that were not involved in the investigation; in other 
cases, hearing panels are composed of private attorneys and staff from the City 
Attorney’s Office/Law Office, in addition to Commissioners. In a limited number of 
jurisdictions, hearing panels are composed of community volunteers appointed by the 
Commission. 

– In the majority of jurisdictions, Chair of the Commission or the staff Director of the 
Commission/Office has the authority to issue findings. 

– Slightly fewer jurisdictions authorize Commissions to revoke licenses and/or pursue 
monetary claims from businesses in violation of civil rights law. 

– Slightly fewer jurisdictions have Directors of Commissions or Offices with subpoena 
power; often subpoena power is held in the Legal Department/City Attorney’s Office/ 
Administrative Trial Division. 

➢ Appeals 

– In the majority of jurisdictions, findings issued by the Chair or Director are considered final. 
In these jurisdictions, appeals often revert back to Chair or Director for reconsideration. 

– In some jurisdictions, findings are sent for review and approval to Mayor, Council, and/or 
City Attorney. 

– In many jurisdictions, appeals are sent directly to district or state court. 
– In a few jurisdictions, particularly with Strong Mayor form of government, Mayor has 

authority to overrule findings of Chair/Director. 
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Overview: Structures for Civil Rights Enforcement 

The three structural types help form the basis of our analysis. These structural types identify 
whether a jurisdiction houses civil rights and another department or office in the same entity (e.g., 
combined office, department, or division).. The types also help to identify the reporting structure 
and relation to both the Executive and Legislative branches of government. In some cases, civil 
rights enforcement authority (both the type of discrimination complaint handled as well as judicial 
powers of a local enforcement entity) is limited due to a) state-level pre-emption of local 
enforcement of state and federal law and/or b) county jurisdiction over civil rights complaints. 
 
The survey respondents and interview participants from the Civil Rights Director survey identified 
structures that aligned with the three types emerging from the national environmental scan. Please 
note, however, the example jurisdictions provided below are drawn from the environmental scan 
results. 
 

Table 1. Types of Organizational Structure 

1. INDEPENDENT CIVIL RIGHTS 
ENTITIES: COMPLETE 

2. INDEPENDENT CIVIL RIGHTS 
ENTITIES: LIMITED 

3. COMBINED 

Civil Rights only with quasi-judicial 
powers 

Civil Rights only; limited judicial 
authority 

Civil Rights and another department 
or office housed together 

 

➢ Type 1: Independent Civil Rights: Complete -- Jurisdictions that house civil rights 

enforcement as an independent entity with quasi-judicial powers. Civil Rights 

Enforcement is located in a stand-alone office / department / commission 

– Ex. The Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights 
– Ex. Fairfax County Office of Human Rights  

➢ Civil Rights Enforcement is located in an independent office / department / commission 

– Ex. Boston Civil Rights within the Department of Health and Human Services and Fair Housing 
Office & Commission 

– Ex. Louisville Civil Rights within the Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission 

➢ Civil Rights Enforcement located in a stand-alone Office/Department with an internal, 

independent Human Rights Commission 

– Ex. Alexandria Office of Human Rights 
– Ex. Washington D.C. Office of Human Rights 
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➢ Civil Rights enforcement is located within an Administrative or Service Department 

– Ex. Raleigh Office of Civil Rights (Community Services Department) 

➢ Limited civil rights enforcement occurs via individual staffers or other departments 

– Ex. Oakland Equal Employment Investigations and Compliance Department 

Type 2: Independent Civil Rights Enforcement: Limited -- Jurisdictions that house civil 

rights enforcement as an independent entity with limited judicial authority. 

– Ex. Lincoln Senior Civil Rights Investigator within the City Attorney’s Office 
– Ex. Peoria, IL Equal Opportunity Office (with recent hire of Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer) 

Type 3: Combined -- Jurisdictions that have civil rights and another department or 

office housed together 

➢ Civil Rights enforcement and another entity are housed together in an office/department, 

with various reporting structures (i.e. Director is part of the Executive Team, Director 

reports to Mayor, Director reports to Deputy City Manager or City Manager) 

– Ex. St. Paul Department of Human Rights & Equal Economic Opportunity 

➢ Enforcement and another department or office are housed together in an independent 

entity (Directors report to Executive and/or Commission) 

– Ex. New York City Human Rights Commission 
– Ex. Michigan Department of Civil Rights 
– Ex. San Francisco Human Rights Commission 

 
Across all jurisdictions, a large variation in structure emerged, notably as it relates to strong 
mayoral jurisdictions and council-manager jurisdictions. This suggests there is an opportunity to 
consider the structures and strategies of jurisdictions with different civil rights alignments. 
The majority of jurisdictions included in the environmental scan house civil rights enforcement 
(housing, employment, public accommodation) in one entity, although some larger jurisdictions 
have multiple points of intake for complaints beyond their centralized enforcement entity. In 
jurisdictions that have Equal Opportunity Officers/Coordinators, these positions tend to sit either 
within central Civil Rights office OR within Human Resources/Human Services. Sometimes these 
positions play a role in the appellate process after a Commission’s finding. Similarly, ADA 
Coordinators often sit in centralized civil rights enforcement entity; Disability Commissions often 
located in executive offices/Commissions. Typology 3 (Civil Rights Only) tend to house civil rights 
enforcement in independent Human Relations Commissions with direct report to Executive.  
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Trends: Organizational Structure for Civil Rights Enforcement  

➢ Intake, investigation, conciliation, and compliance housed internally in one 

office/department 

➢ Dedicated offices or division for conflict resolution and/or mediation 

– New York City Human Rights Commission’s Office of Mediation and Conflict Resolution  
– City of Albuquerque Alternative Dispute Resolution Program (within Legal Department) 
– Philadelphia Community Relations Division (within Human Relations Department) handles 

most matters of intergroup conflict and neighborhood disputes within the City, and offers 
mediation, conciliation, counseling, and referral services for individuals and households in 
conflict. 

– Chicago Inter-Group Relations (IGR) Community Mediation: IGR responds to requests from 
individuals or communities who are involved in a dispute and attempts to reach a 
resolution. A staff mediator can facilitate the communication between people in conflict 
and help each party understand the other person’s point of view and rights. 

➢ Intake and mediation/conciliation housed internally; investigation and enforcement 

external.  

– Sometimes, particularly in smaller jurisdictions, complaints that have preliminary 
reasonable cause are passed on for investigation to other departments, specifically the City 
Attorney’s Office, Legal Department, and/or Office of Administrative Trials & Hearings 
provide attorneys. 

➢ Separate units within centralized entity to promote impartiality and distinguish between 

enforcement and community relations mandate (i.e. Law Enforcement Bureau and 

Community Relations Bureau) 

– Ex. San Francisco Human Rights Commission 
– Ex. NYC Human Rights Commission 
– Ex. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Rights 
– Ex. Pittsburgh Office of Municipal Investigations 

 

Box 1. Promoting Impartiality and Division of Responsibility 

Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights Anchorage Municipal Ombudsman's Office  
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– Complaint Investigations Division--

handles all discrimination 

complaints. The director of 

Minneapolis Department of Civil 

Rights may assess complaints at 

intake to dismiss or pass to 

Commission. Director may request 

enforcement decision from district 

court for respondents to comply 

with Hearing Order.  

– Housed under the Legislative 

Assembly 

– Established in addition to other 

remedies or rights of appeal, as an 

independent, impartial municipal 

office, readily available to the public, 

responsible to the Assembly. 

– Empowered to investigate the acts of 

Municipal agencies and the 

Anchorage School District, and to 

recommend appropriate changes 

toward the goals of safeguarding the 

rights of persons and of promoting 

higher standards of competency, 

efficiency, and equity in the provision 

of municipal services. Complaints 

alleging discrimination are usually 

referred back to the Anchorage Equal 

Rights Commission. 
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Budget & Staffing 

Budget and staffing were also of interest. The following data was pulled from jurisdiction websites, Annual Reports, and Budget Reports. In 
some instances, staffing capacity and enforcement data were not readily or publicly available; in other cases, civil rights enforcement work 
budgets were not disaggregated from umbrella department budgets and were, therefore, not included in this chart.  
 
Table 3. Budget and staffing in the national environmental scan 

Jurisdiction Budget Staff Cases 

Albuquerque 
NM 
 
Population: 
558,545 

Office of Equity & 
Inclusion and Civil 
Rights Unit located 
within Legal 
Department. Legal 
Department Budget: 
$6.2 million 2019 
 

Unknown 2017 rates of cases:  
# ADA cases closed: 75 
# Employment cases closed: 30 
# Housing cases: 50 
#Other cases closed:200 
Referral (passed to more appropriate agency after 
intake): 100 
# of mediations/facilitations: 105 
 

Baltimore, 
MD 
 
Population: 
611,648 
 

Community 
Relations 
Commission:  
2018 Budget 1.89 
million  
 
Discrimination 
complaint 
investigations is 
50.8% of that 
budget 
 

  

Kansas City, 
MO 

Human Relations 
budget FY19-2020: 
$2.5 million 27.5 FTE 

FTE: 27.5 FTE Within Human Resources Department (separate from 
Human Relations Department):  
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Population: 
488,943 
 

for entire 
department 
 

Labor and Employee Relations:  
Budget for LER: $979,613 
FTE: 11 
EEO complaints received: 120 
Grievances/appeals: 71 

Madison, WI 
 
Population: 
255214 
 
 

2019 Adopted: Civil 
Rights 1,855,926 
 

FTE 2018: 18  

Minneapolis, 
MN 
 
Population: 
422,331 

Civil Rights FY 2018: 
4,866,000 
 
FY 2016-2017: $3.63 
million (overall CR 
budget); 23 staff 
across all divisions. 
Complaints 
Investigation 
Division 
recommended 
budget 2016: 
~$600,000. 
Employment Equity: 
$630,000 
 
Race & Equity within 
City Coordinator’s 
Office 2018:  

2018: 30 FTE 
within Civil 
Rights 
Department 
 

Commentary on investigator-population ratio: 
Seattle labor standards investigator: ratio is 
approximately 1 to 60,400 (12 investigators for a 
population of 724,745 in July 2017). That same 
calculation for Minneapolis is approximately 1 to 211,200 
(2 investigators for a population of 422,331 in July 2017) 
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General Fund: 
$486,000  
Other Funds: 
$950,000 
 
 

Multnomah 
County, OR 
 
Population: 
748031 
 

2019: $500,000 to 
implement the 
employee-driven 
Workforce Equity 
Strategic Plan and an 
organizational 
consultant’s 
recommendations 
on the county’s 
training, policies and 
employment 
practices. 
 

FTE: 6  

New York 
City, NY 
 
Population: 
 
8.623 million 
 

$14.7 million 2018 
 

130-150 staff 
(includes 
Bureau 
based 
Community 
Service 
Center staff) 

Complaints filed 2017:  
747 Determinations & Resolutions: 609 Most frequent: 
Employment & Housing  
 

Philadelphia, 
PA 
 
Population: 

2019:  $2,202,336 
 

FTE: 32 
(2017) 

CHR receives $700 for each dual-filed discrimination case 
it investigates and closes under contract with EEOC as a 
Fair Employment Practices Agency (FEPA).  
In FY17, the PCHR received $139,000 from the EEOC.  
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1.58 million In FY18 the PCHR anticipates closing 159 FEPA cases 
generating $125,000 from its case closings. 
 

San 
Francisco, CA 
 
Population: 
884,363 
 

2017-2018 Adopted 
Budget: 3,187,554  
 

FTE: 17 (per 
2017 Annual 
Report) 

2017 
637 unique public inquiries 
230 intakes conducted 
65 complaints filed 
20 formal mediations 
 

St Paul, MN 
 
Population: 
306,621 
 

2018-2019 Budget of 
Office:  
$4.73 Million (24.7% 
is budget for River 
Print press division) 
 

FTE: 31.00  
 
1 director 
11 Contract 
Compliance 
7 Human 
Rights 
3 River Print 
9 Contract 
Analysis 
 
 
In order to 
better serve 
all Saint Paul 
residents, 
the 2019 
budget 
includes the 
addition of 
one 
employee to 

2018: Human Rights investigators opened 79 new cases 
and collected $34,000 in settlements for individuals filing 
complaints. The majority (63%) of cases were related to 
allegations of employment discrimination.  
Hundreds of inquiries about the Earned Sick and Safe 
Time ordinance, 37 formal complaints were received.  
 
 
Case load by intake year has declined from a high of 121 
cases per year in 2008 to 51 cases in 2016.  
 
Average time between the assignment of the case and 
final disposition has increased from a low of 100 days in 
2007 to over 350 days in 2016. 
 
The findings indicate that 70% of cases from 2005-2017 
had No Probable Cause as the finding. 10% of cases 
included a Probable Cause disposition, 7% were resolved 
through a Pre-Settlement Disposition Agreement, and 
about 10% were withdrawn, transferred, or 
administrative closure. 
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coordinate 
Multilingual 
Engagement 
and 
Communicati
on (MEC) and 
compliance 
with the 
American 
with 
Disabilities 
Act (ADA). 
 
 

The Police Civilian Internal Affairs Review Commission 
(PCIARC) was moved to HREEO in 2017. The commission 
reviewed 29 cases including 54 officers and 63 total 
allegations.  
 
 

Washington 
D.C 
 
Population: 
693,971 

Office of Human 
Rights 2019 
$5,566,569 
 
 

45 FTEs FY2018: Inquiries rcvd-1483, intakes conducted-563 
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Structural Changes for Maximum Effectiveness 

A number of jurisdictions have undergone structural changes in the last 5-10 years, both in name as 
well as in structure and positional authority. Trends to decentralize civil rights enforcement 
functions to better equip staff to manage the work load has been matched by efforts to centralize 
some functions to streamline work and make services more accessible. In some cases, efforts to silo 
different aspects of the work have attempted to communicate the priorities of a particular agency. 

⮚ Decentralizing functions  

– Larger jurisdictions have the ability to silo departments and increase neutrality, i.e. NYC has 
a separate Office of the Chairperson who is not involved in investigations or public hearings 
to process appeals. 

– Washington DC Office of Human Rights (2018) established a separate and distinct Intake Unit 
to handle OHR’s large volume of inquiries and docketed complaints and eliminate delays in 
processing.  

– Dubuque City Council (2018-2019) approved hiring a civil rights investigator in the Legal 
Department to process both external and internal complaints. Formerly, these were 
processed by Human Rights Department and Personnel Department, respectively. The new 
position will operate under the City Attorney, does not operate under the City Manager and 
is appointed by Council. 

Additional Functions of Civil Rights Enforcement Entities 

Civil Rights Enforcement entities are charged with a number of additional duties related to civil 
rights, protected classes, policy implementation, and community engagement. Almost all 
jurisdictions included in the scan were tasked with public education and awareness raising. Most 
jurisdictions highlight that communities are the target audiences for their trainings and education 
opportunities, while a few specify their relationships and responsibilities towards businesses and 
employers. A selection of additional functions performed by civil rights entities can be found 
below. 

⮚ Policy Enforcement 

– San Francisco Human Rights Commission: Implementing the Sanctuary Cities Ordinance 
– Washington D.C. Office of Human Rights: Enforcement of District of Columbia Bullying 

Prevention Act of 2012 

⮚ Issue-Area Task Forces 

– New York City Bias Response Teams 
– Philadelphia: Fair Criminal Record Screening Standards Law, or “Ban the Box” Coalition for 

Restaurant Safety and Health and Interagency Civil Rights Task Force that is made up of 
local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies and community partners who work to 
prevent intergroup tension and bias crimes. 
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⮚ Community Services 

– Community Relations Bureau supports formerly incarcerated individuals in the re-entry 
process: New York City Commission on Human Rights 

– Language Access Programs: San Antonio, NYC, DC 
– U&T Visa certifications: New York City Commission on Human Rights 
– St Paul Vendor Outreach Program (VOP) is a small business assistance program for small, 

woman-, and minority-owned business enterprises 
– Atlanta Human Rights Commission is mandated to convene conferences on public 

accommodations, private employment, and housing and work with leaders in these fields in 
developing programs of voluntary compliance and enforcement of the Human Relations 
Code 

 

Surveys & Interviews Findings: Structure 
Overview: Budget and Staffing 

Survey respondents were asked to report on the number of employees in their department and 
their annual budget. All jurisdictions who receive 200-499 complaints annually and have a staff of 
more than 20, reported an annual budget of $3.0 million or more. For those who receive 500 or 
more complaints annually and have a staff of more than 20, 16.7% reported an annual budget 
between $1.0 and 1.499 million, while the remainder reported a budget of $3.0 million or more. 
 

Capacity 

Annual Reported Budget and Complaints among Civil Rights Directors 

Civil Rights Director survey respondents’ annual budget was explored by the size of employees.   As 
would be expected, reported annual budgets increased as employee size increases (See Table 4).  
 

Table 4. Annual Budget by Employee Size among Civil Rights Director Survey Respondents 

Budget 1-5 Staff 6-10 Staff 11-20 Staff More than 20 
Staff 

Less than $100,000 37.5% 40.0% - - 

$100,000-$499,999 37.5% 20.0% - - 

$500,000-$999,999 12.5% 40.0% - - 

$1.0 million-$1.499 million 12.5% - 100.0% - 

$1.5 million-$2.999 million - - - 14.3% 
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$3.0 million or more - - - 85.7% 

 

Civil rights directors were also asked to report the number of complaints filed in their office 
annually. The most frequently noted amount among respondents were 500 or more complaints 
(30.4%), followed by 50-99 complaints (21.7%) (See Table 5). 

Table 5. Percentage breakdown of annual civil rights complaints, as 
reported by Civil Rights Director Survey Respondents 

Complaints  Percent 

0-49 17.4% 

50-99 21.7% 

100-199 17.4% 

200-499 13.0% 

500 or more 30.4% 

 

Structures for Civil Rights Enforcement 

In terms of civil rights enforcement activities, Civil Rights Directors were asked to indicate the 
breakdown of complaints they undertook, across the domains of housing, labor standards, public 
accommodations and other complaints. Respondents indicated wide variation in the composition 
of their complaints across the complaint types (See Table 7). 

 
Table 7. Reported percent of civil rights complaints across complaint types, as reported by civil 
rights directors  

TYPE OF COMPLAINT MINIMUM PERCENT OF 
TOTAL CASES 
PROCESSED 

MAXIMUM PERCENT OF 
TOTAL CASES 
PROCESSED 

Housing 0% 57% 

Labor Standards 0% 19% 

Public Accommodations 0% 40% 
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Other 1% 67% 

Trends observed by Civil Rights Directors (as reported during interviews) 

– Increase in cases filed in complaints related to immigration issues 
– Increase in cases filed related to disability 
– Decrease in overall number of complainants since 2016 election, particularly in certain 

states 
 
 

Strengths and Challenges of Civil Rights Enforcement--

Independent vs. Combined 

All survey respondents and interview participants were asked to reflect upon the strengths and 
challenges of their existing structure. Qualitative responses were analyzed to produce major 
themes. Results below are presented across the three primary structures of civil rights previously 
highlighted: independent/exclusively civil rights (Type 1 + 2) and combined entities (Type 3).  
 

Strengths of structure 

⮚ Type 1+2: Strengths of Independent Structures 

Civil rights respondents mentioned themes of authority and autonomy when discussing the 
strengths in their structure, and the importance of having the capacity and focus necessary to be 
effective in their bodies of work. Respondents mentioned the importance of collaboration with 
external parties, both within government as well as community, and also leadership support to 
carry out their work. A survey respondent noted that the two biggest strengths of being a separate 
entity were “The flexibility to focus on discrete areas and flexibility to collaborate with other 
agencies and community partners to develop solutions,” and “buy-in from Mayor and city 
council/state legislator buy-in from community leaders.” 
 
One civil rights survey respondent remarked that their local ordinance with additional protected 
classes was a strength in their work. 

⮚ Type 3: Strengths of Combined Structures 

When asked about the strengths of the current structure of work, most respondents did not have 
particularly strong opinions about the pros of centralizing civil rights with another office or 
department. Leadership buy-in, including support from executives was a more common theme. 
Many highlighted the strengths of their individual teams, hiring the right people with the right 
skills. 
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Challenges of Structure 

⮚ Type 1+2: Challenges of Independent Structures 

In addition to general funding challenges, one survey respondent noted “our greatest challenge is 
probably resources to do the work we want to do. Typically, we have more resources for law 
enforcement than community education and policy.”  
 

⮚ Type 3: Challenges of Combined Structures 

Many directors noted federal funding in particular, noting the “biggest challenge is the reliance on 
federal funding. Federal funding pays for about 60-70% of staffing.  General fund pays for the 
remainder.  It is very difficult to get additional general fund dollars to expand and grow work, 
outreach, etc.” For combined structures, finding staff that had the ability to carry out both civil 
rights work requiring one particular set of skills, along with the additional requirements of the 
office it had been combined with presented challenges (Ex. Civil Rights embedded into Human 
Resources or Civil Rights embedded in Law Dept.)  
 
The number one concern raised in the civil rights survey across all structures was budget and 
staffing. “Available staffing resources in all Departments to further actualization of goals.”  

Environmental Scan Findings: Authority 
Authority in civil rights enforcement work comes from several different factors, including the 
appointment process for Directors and Commissioners, internal reporting structures, and 
relationships with the executive and legislative branches. There are also factors that can lead to 
increased autonomy of decision-making and policy-making that minimizes undue influence from 
external parties, and there are different levels of legal authority for enforcement and compliance.  

Appointment Processes & Internal Reporting Structures 

Civil Rights Enforcement: Directors & Commissioners 

⮚ Strong Mayor Civil Rights Director Reporting 

 In strong mayor governments, nearly all civil rights directors are appointed by the Mayor 
and are subject to removal by the Mayor, with council approval.   

– Philadelphia Director of Human Relations Office: Appointed by Mayor, Executive Director of 
the Commission 

– Washington DC: Director of the Office of Human Rights reports to Deputy City Mayor of 
Public Safety & Justice, within executive branch 

 

⮚ Commission-appointed Directors, Mayor-appointed Commissioners 

In many strong mayor governments, the Commissioners are appointed by the Mayor and approved 
by the City Council, reflecting the same reporting structure as the civil rights directors. However, 
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there are some jurisdictions where the Commission has the authority to independently appoint the 
staff Director.  

– Director of the San Francisco Human Rights Commission is appointed by the Chair of the 
Commission, with approval of the Commission; Commissioners are appointed by Mayor 

– Director of Gary Human Relations Commission is appointed by the Commission, 
Commissioners appointed by the Mayor 

– Boston Fair Housing Commission: 3 years, 5 seats, appointed by Mayor-- Director of 
Commission is appointed by Commission 

– Commission on Citizens’ Rights and Community Relations of the City of Buffalo has a director 
selected by the Commission, whose 11 members are appointed by the Mayor 

 

⮚ Direct Report to Strong Mayor 

– Boston Fair Housing Commission: Can create and empower subcommittees to investigate 
problems of discrimination in housing; reports to Mayor and City Council with findings of 
discrimination complaints 

– Chicago Commission on Human Relations: Four Advisory Council Chairs and 15 other 
members all appointed by the Mayor and approved by Council; each Advisory Council 
has 21 members appointed by the Mayor and approved by Council. The Commission also 
has an outward facing Board of Commissioners serving as the community voice of the 
department and receiving reports on the department’s work from staff. The Board also 
reviews and recommends policies to address issues of discrimination and prejudice. 

 

Box 3. Examples of mayoral authority in strong-mayor jurisdictions 

⮚ In Atlanta, GA, the Mayor can inquire as to whether there is due cause for revoking 

professional or business licenses, ask a city agency to investigate alleged offenders or 

patterns of violations from an offender, request community agencies to investigate 

whether an offender has violated other state or federal laws. 

⮚ In Miami-Dade County (strong county mayor structure), the Commission on Human Rights 

Director is appointed by and reports to the County Mayor; the Mayor is also responsible 

for appointing any of the Director’s assistants. After Directors have issued findings on 

complaints, the Mayor or Mayor's designee may sustain, reverse or modify the Director's 

decision.  

⮚ Council-Manager 

In council-manager governments, directors are predominantly appointed and approved by City 
Manager & Council. In 2-3 jurisdictions found in the scan, the position is filled through a regular 
recruiting and hiring process, with the final decision approved by Council or the Commission.  
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– City Manager & Council: Des Moines Human Rights Commission Director appointed by City 
Manager (policy implementation/code enforcement/administrative branch) 

– City Manager & Council: Dubuque Human Rights Director appointed and reports to City 
Manager, Dubuque Human Rights Commissioners appointed by City Council. 

 
In council-manager governments, often times the Director has a different reporting line than the 
Commission Chair, including in Alexandria Virginia. The Human Rights Commission has fourteen 
members, each appointed by City Council. 14 members, all appointed by City Council (legislative)--
different report than Director of Office, who is appointed by City Manager and reports to Deputy 
City Manager 
 
In council-manager governments, there are a number of Commissions whose authority is limited by 
the Council’s right to overrule or veto their decisions. For example, the Austin Human Rights 
Commission is deemed a sovereign body with 11 members, 1 appointed by the Mayor and 10 by 
Council. The Commission holds subpoena power, investigative power, can hold public hearings, 
serves as an advisory body to all Council, Mayor, departments, and agencies. City Council can 
overrule or disregard any Commission recommendations.  

⮚ Examples of Council or Administrator authority over Commissions and Directors 

– Austin Civil Service Commission, as the independent Commission ruling on employment 
decisions, has the authority to overrule City Manager final decision on firing decisions. 
Commission reports to City Council, Council has power to determine what the Commission 
can investigate, demotes Manager power. The Commission is appointed by Council 
members. 

– Brookline Town Administrator can change the location of the Director at any time based on 
where they would be most effective (stipulated in town charter). 

⮚ Appointments and Reporting in Other Forms of Government 

– County: Fairfax County Board of Supervisors selects its Human Rights Commissioners. The 
Director of the Office of Human Rights has multiple reporting lines to Executive and the 
Commission, and the position is appointed and approved by the County Executive and the 
Board of Supervisors. 

– County: Pinellas County Office, FL Office of Human Rights operates under the direction of the 
Human Rights’ Board and is headed by the Director of Human Rights. The director is 
appointed by and answerable directly to the Human Rights’ Board. Coordinating 
relationship with County Attorney and City Administrator, no direct authority report to 
Board of County Commissioners. 

– Town Meeting/Administrator: Brookline Director of the Office of Diversity, Inclusion and 
Community Relations: also serves as the Chief Diversity Officer, is appointed by the Select 
Board. The position is the equivalent of a Department Head/Senior Administrator, reports 
to Town Administrator. 

– Strong Council: Minneapolis Civil Rights Director is one of only two positions that report 
directly to the Mayor, the other is the Chief of Police. All other departments report to the 
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executive committee, made up of the Mayor, Council President, Vice President, Majority 
Leader, Minority Leader, and City Coordinator. 

Variations in structure for increased autonomy and/or decreased political influence 

⮚ Dotted-line structure of autonomy in Strong Mayor Government 

– St. Paul: Human Rights & Equal Economic Opportunity Commission (HREEOC), with 21 
members, has dotted line independence between the Mayor and City Council 

⮚ Director reporting, accountability, and yearly review shared with Commission 

– St. Paul (strong mayor) has a particularly strong review process for its Director of HREEO. 
This position has general supervision over all programs of the city with respect to human 
and civil rights, subject to policies established by the Mayor. The Director reports to the 
Commission, and prior to 120 days from the expiration of the director's term, the 
commission reviews the work of the Director and recommends to the mayor whether the 
director should be re-appointed. 

⮚ Commissions housed within an Office functioning independently  

– DC Human Rights Commission has 15 commissioners nominated by the Mayor and approved 
by Council. It is housed within the Office of Human Rights and is adjudicatory and handles 
private entity investigations. Although the Commission is within OHR, the Commission acts 
independent of OHR in order to adjudicate cases in an impartial manner. Administrative law 
judges are also housed within the Commission.  

– Strong Commission in Washington D.C. applies a secondary review of all cases prior to cause 
finding regardless of the Office of Human Rights investigation. 

⮚ Alternatives to direct executive report: There are some instances across multiple forms 

of government where Human Rights Commissions are located in Administrative 

Divisions, one or two steps removed from direct report to Executive leadership 

– Boston Human Rights Commission Director reports to Director of Health and Human Services 
Department; HHS Department reports to Chief of Staff. 

– South Bend Human Rights Commission is located in the Administration and Finance Division 
– City of Austin Equal Employment and Fair Housing Office is located within Human Resources 

Department, HR Director reports to Deputy City Manager under "Government that Works 
for All" Branch. 

– Cambridge Human Rights Commission is located under General Services, with the Executive 
Director reporting via Deputy City Manager. 

⮚ Mixed appointment process allowing both the executive and legislative branches 

appoint a certain percent of the Commissioners 

– Seattle Human Rights Commission: Eight members shall be appointed by the Mayor, eight 
members shall be appointed by the City Council, and four members shall be appointed by 
the Commission as constituted; provided, that such appointments shall be made so as to 
reflect the diversity of the community. 
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– Atlanta Human Relations Commission (strong mayor): consists of seven members with three-
year, staggered terms. Two are appointed by the Mayor of Atlanta, two by the President of 
the Atlanta City Council, and three by the at-large Members of the Council. 

– Fort Worth Human Relations Commission: Administrator is appointed by Legislative and 
Intergovernmental Affairs Committee, approved by the City Council. Terminating the 
administrator requires Commission and City Manager approval, with the Council breaking 
any disagreements. 

– South Bend Human Rights Commission: Members of the Commission may be removed by the 
appointing authority for just cause. Split appointment between Common Council and 
Mayor.  

 

Box 4. Strong Commission Authority  

⮚ Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations: authorized to issue cease and desist orders. 

⮚ New York City Commission on Human Rights: authorized to impose civil penalties up to 

$125,000 for violations, and up to $250,000 for violations that are result of willful or 

malicious intent. 

Decision-Making and Policy-Making 

Civil Rights Policy-Making-Overview 
The role of civil rights directors in policy making is predominantly focused on contract compliance, 
disability rights, and affirmative action plans, with the responsibility to develop and recommend 
policy to the Executive/Legislative branch. Policy-making authority is limited in most strong mayor 
jurisdictions; Directors and Commissioners usually function in an Advisory Capacity.  

⮚ Commissions in strong mayor government with predominantly advisory policy role 

– Atlanta Human Relations Commission is tasked with developing human relations policy for 
the city. 

– Boston Fair Housing Commission and Human Rights Commission can make policy 
recommendations to Council. 

– City of Madison Civil Rights Director oversees development, approval, and implementation 
of all affirmative action plans, and Contract Compliance Program, and provides overall 
leadership to civil rights policies and programs development and enforcement city-wide. 

– Miami-Dade County Office of Human Rights and Fair Employment Practices (jurisdiction with 
a strong “county-mayor” government) is responsible for developing departmental 
affirmative action plans, but subject to the approval of the County Mayor and County 
Attorney.  

– Nashville Metro Human Relations Commission is tasked with developing data-driven and 
equity-oriented policy papers regarding issues of inclusion in Davidson County. These 
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projects identify points of intervention, craft short and long-term recommendations, but the 
legislature or executive have no obligation to take the recommendations into account. 

⮚ Commissions in strong mayor government with expanded policy-making authority 

– San Francisco Human Rights Commission (HRC): Hearing topics are generated from HRC 
advisory committees, community members, complaints, panel discussions, national events, 
commissioner inquiry and/or department requests. HRC staff drafts a report summarizing 
the hearing testimony. Included in the report are findings and recommendations issued by 
the Commission. In addition to generating reports based on testimony derived from public 
hearings, HRC also generates reports based on independent research, investigation and 
analysis. 

⮚ Other forms of government 

– Brookline MA: Collaborative efforts between the Human Resources Director, Commission, 
and Human Resources Board prepare and submit to Select Board of resulted in the town’s 
diversity and inclusion policy, including equal employment opportunity and affirmative 
action, and recommended implementation procedures. The Commission has the ongoing 
authority to review trends and recommend steps for preventing discrimination via 
amendments to policy. May submit local or state-wide proposed legislation, after approval 
by the Select Board and review by Town Counsel. 

– Minneapolis, MN: Director of Civil Rights has the authority to exercise leadership under the 
direction of the Mayor in the development of civil rights policies and programs, and make 
recommendations to the mayor, the commission and the city council for consideration and 
implementation. The Commission may propose or amend rules through a public hearing, 
followed by a review in the City Attorney’s Office; final amendments are approved or 
denied by City Council.  

Policy Authority Areas 

⮚ The majority of civil rights entities, including Commissions, have authority to 

promulgate policies necessary to enforce civil rights ordinances 

⮚ Civil Rights entities often have some jurisdiction over EEOC policy, Fair 

Housing/Affordable Housing policy, and Human Resources and Workforce Equity 

– Boston Municipal Affirmative Action Officer: within the Mayor's Office, audits all 
departmental AA plans, and oversees/implements WMBE Procurement plans 

– Austin City Council (February 2016) adopted a resolution which allows City staff to modify a 
City of Austin requirement (related to residential property) for a person with a disability and 
outlines a process for how to request reasonable accommodations.  
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Investigative & Judicial Authority 

Self-Initiated Investigations 

⮚  A growing number of jurisdictions have civil rights enforcement entities with the 

power to initiative investigations into systemic behavior or suspected patterns of 

violations, both of private parties as well as internally.  

– Washington D.C. Office of Human Rights recently began a pilot initiative called the Proactive 
Enforcement Initiative to use a powerful tool that District law makes available to the 
Director of OHR to investigate a situation in the city that may have risen to the level of 
discriminatory practices or policies. The purpose of this initiative is to transform OHR to be a 
more proactive civil rights enforcement arm. 

– New York City Commission on Human Rights: Law Enforcement Bureau (LEB) can accept 
complaints from the public about personal experiences, a lawyer can file a complaint with 
LEB on a client’s behalf.  Service providers, community organizations, elected officials, or 
individuals may bring specific incidents or potential patterns of discrimination to LEB’s 
attention, and LEB can initiate its own investigation. 

– Chicago Commission on Human Relations (via testing program) and recently developed 
authority to initiate their own complaints; example: another department is doing something 
problematic, which would allow Commission to file the complaint and would then result in 
resolving with department and Mayor. 

Judicial Authority 

The role of legal departments varies greatly across jurisdictions. Some play a central role in 
investigating and carrying out enforcement and violations settlements. Other City Attorneys, the 
majority appointed by Council and operating independently, play more of an advisory role to all 
policy making and finalized legislation put forward to Council. For example, in many cities the city 
attorney oversees Contract and Procurement Policy and Compliance, as well as legislative 
recommendations to Council. There is variation across jurisdictions as to whether a Commission or 
a Legal Department is responsible for convening and serving on a Public Hearing for cases. In some 
cases (such as the City Attorney’s office in Alexandria Virginia), the city attorney not represent 
either the commission or the director in any case in which the city or any department or agency is a 
respondent. The Commission and/or Director is required to hire a private attorney.  

 

⮚ Civil Rights offices housed within (or report to) the Legal Department 

– The Albuquerque Office of Civil Rights is located in the Legal Department and has a direct 
reporting relationship to the City Attorney. 

– Lincoln, Nebraska, the City Attorney supervises the Law Department, and the Senior Civil 
Rights Investigator reports to City Attorney. The Civil Rights Investigator is the legal 
advisor of the Mayor, appointed by the Mayor, and responsible for defense of city 
departments and mayor). 
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⮚ City Attorney’s Office (or equivalent) lends legal guidance, support, and/or authority to 

Offices of Civil Rights and Commissions based on judicial authority of the entity and 

capacity  

Box 6. Legal Guidance & Authority 

Representation at Public Hearings 

Iowa City, IA: City Attorney 

represents Commission during 

public hearings, City Attorney is 

appointed by the City Council and 

works at the direction of the City 

Council. 

 Austin, TX:  Office of the Auditor is independent from the 

Mayor and City Council; City Attorney reports to City 

Manager--Right to Sue and public hearing oversight from 

Attorney. 

Subpoena Power 

Duluth, MN: Commission has no 

subpoena power. The city 

attorney or a qualified attorney-

at-law designated by the 

commission shall serve as legal 

counsel to assist the human 

rights officer.  

South Bend, IN: The Department of Law may veto the 

issuance of a subpoena if such an issuance would be an 

abuse of the Commission's subpoena power. 

Enforcement & Investigation Support 

Dubuque, IA: Once the complaint is 

filed: forwarded to City 

Attorney's office for an 

investigation. Probable cause: 

office works with the City 

attorney's office to negotiate a 

settlement to remedy what has 

occurred. If no settlement is 

reached, then the case may 

Portland, OR: City 

Attorney's Office 

investigates and 

enforces all 

discrimination 

complaints from 

protected classes. 

Fairfax County, VA: Legal 

counsel is provided to the 

Commission through the 

office of the County 

Attorney. Entity responsible 

for subpoenas, civil actions 

and awarding of damages 

via Attorney's Office. 
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proceed either to court or to a 

public hearing where the Human 

Rights Commissioners serve in a 

final decision-making capacity.  

Fort Worth, TX: Human Relations 

Commission and Housing handles 

employment and housing. For 

Public Accommodation cases: 

Intake and investigation, pass 

eligible cases to City Attorney's 

Office. 

Dallas, TX: Office of 

Human Rights 

manages the 

complaint process and 

final determination 

sits with the City 

Attorney's Office. 

Minneapolis, MN: City 

Attorney staff handles all 

legal matters for the 

commission, hearing 

committees, review 

committees and the 

department of civil rights. A 

legal department staff 

attends public hearings at 

the request of a hearing 

committee/ examiner, 

provides legal services in 

the event of judicial review 

or enforcement of 

committee decisions. 

Survey & Interview Findings: Authority 
Decision-Making Authority Perception 

Civil Rights Enforcement Directors: Authority in Decision-Making 

Civil rights enforcement directors showed general agreement that their entities have sufficient 
authority in decision-making power. This was a similar trend across the three types of structures—
with a majority either agreeing or strongly agreeing they had sufficient decision-making power. 
Stronger agreement was found among respondents located in independent offices civil rights only 
entities. 
 

Table 9. Does the Civil Rights enforcement entity have sufficient 
authority of decision-making power to achieve its mandate? 

 

Level of 
agreement 

1. INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITIES: 
COMPLETE 

2. INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITIES: 
LIMITED 

3. COMBINED 

Strongly Agree 33.3% 50.0% 20.0% 
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Agree 50.0% 25.0% 60.0% 

Disagree  - 20.0% 

Strongly 
Disagree 

16.7% 25.0% - 

Don’t Know - - - 

 

Environmental Scan Findings: 

Accountability 
Traditional civil rights enforcement entities hold a primary responsibility to members of protected 
classes; in an expanding landscape of the mandate and responsibilities of civil rights enforcement 
entities, relationships and accountability to different stakeholder groups are shifting as well. The 
environmental scan showed variations in accountability mechanisms: these mechanisms included 
internal accountability structures such as regular progress reports and mechanisms for unbiased 
and neutral employee complaint processes. Accountability mechanisms are also aimed at 
accountability not only to members of protected classes but also to communities of color and those 
who are most impacted by potential systemic discrimination.  
 
The findings below reflect publicly available data in municipal codes, town charters, and 
jurisdictional strategic plans. It does not necessarily reflect how mandatory or voluntary reporting 
mechanisms occur in practice. In many cases, municipal codes specify departmental or Commission 
annual reporting requirements to both the executive and the legislative, however, it does not 
specify the hierarchy of authority or whether the executive branch has final approval on all 
submitted reports and investigations.  

Accountability 

Overview 

⮚ Commissions serving larger populations often have dedicated internal divisions to 

Community relations 

– New York City Community Relations Bureau provides public education about the Human 
Rights Law and helps cultivate understanding and respect among the City’s many diverse 
communities through its borough-based Community Service Centers and numerous 
educational and outreach programs. Their main focus is employment and housing. 

⮚ Dedicated Commissions for community complaints against employees  

– Dubuque Community-City Relations Committee (see below for details) 
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⮚ Representation and quotas for community groups and identities on Commissions with 

varying degrees of specificity 

– Youth/Student representation (Ex. Brookline, Tacoma, Portland) 
– Representatives from all Commissions (Ex. Brookline, San Francisco, Women, Disability, 

Immigrant Affairs, etc.) 
– Gender balance (Ex. Des Moines Human Rights Commission) 
– LGTBQIA liaison and community representation (Ex. San Francisco Human Rights 

Commission) 
– Elected Officials (Ex. Madison is the only jurisdiction to include a minimum of 1 Alderperson) 

– Expertise in area of discrimination complaints (Ex. Boston Fair Housing Commission: 1 must 
be eligible in Boston to receive assisted housing, 1 CBO with expertise in fair housing, 1 w/ 
expertise in governmental civil rights, 1 involved in rental/sales of property) 

Box 7. Commission Representation Example: City of Asheville 

Asheville Human Relations Commission (HRCA): The HRCA will be composed of fifteen members, 

which should reflect the groups of individuals that the human relations program is intended to 

protect. City Council will endeavor to appoint city residents meeting the following criteria: 6 

African Americans 2 Latinx individuals 2 members of the LGBTQ community 2 youth members, 

between the ages of 18 and 25 2 to 3 individuals who live in public housing 2 individuals with a 

disability 3 individuals who are recognized as community leaders. 

Internal Accountability Mechanisms: Reporting 

⮚ Annual reporting requirements: Civil Rights Enforcement Director to City Council 

and/or Executive 

– Albuquerque Staff Director of the Human Rights Board: Reporting: (I) Submit annually a 
written report of its activities and an evaluation of the effectiveness of this article to the 
City Council and Mayor with recommendations for changes. (J) Review and make 
recommendations to the Mayor, City Council, or Chief Administrative Officer regarding the 
City Affirmative Action Plan and Programs; city department, division, agency, and program 
affirmative action plans; and affirmative action guidelines for City contracts.  

– Baltimore Community Relations Commission mandated to supply annual report to Mayor 
and City Council of its activities and recommendations for legislation as in the judgement of 
the Commission is necessary or desirable to aid it in carrying out its purposes.  

– Seattle Human Rights Commission reports on a semi-annual basis to the Mayor and the City 
Council. The reports include an annual or semi-annual work plan, a briefing of the 
Commission's public involvement process for soliciting community and citizen input in 
framing their annual work plans, and updates on the work plans. 
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⮚ Annual reporting requirements of Department Heads to Civil Rights Director, including 

reporting for the purposes of legislative recommendations 

– Brookline, MA: Police Chief required to report. CDO services as Ombudsperson for town 
employees in discrimination complaints. 

– San Francisco Human Rights Commission Policy Division generates regular reports based on a 
combination of testimony from public hearings and HRC's own independent research, 
investigations and analysis of issues relevant to human and civil rights. The Mayor, the 
Board of Supervisors, and Commissioners can make recommendations for reports. In 
addition, community members may file complaints with the HRC and request mediation 
and/or investigations. 

– Louisville/Jefferson County Human Relations Commission is directed to make studies of bias-
related tensions in the Metro Government arising from bias-related crimes. The 
Louisville/Jefferson County Human Relations Commission shall report the findings of such 
studies semi-annually to the Metro Council and the Mayor. 

– Buffalo: Fair Housing Officer prepares an annual report detailing the work performed, 
including a statistical analysis of the caseload, a summary of dispositions of complaints filed 
and/or referred to housing agencies, and recommendations regarding fair housing practices 
to the Mayor. Officer appointed by Mayor. Commission on Citizens’ Rights and Community 
Relations of the City of Buffalo submits annually and as requested by the mayor or common 
council, a report on: (i) its activities; (ii) the state of community relations in the city; (iii) the 
state of equal opportunity and respect for cultural diversity within city government and in 
its services and programs; (iv) the state of the police department's initial and ongoing 
training programs in community relations and respect for citizens' rights and standards and 
procedures for investigating and acting upon complaints of police misconduct; and (v) 
significant issues that have arisen concerning any of the foregoing matters. 

– Iowa City, IA: The Human Rights Commission makes recommendations to the City Council: 
further legislation concerning discrimination as it may deem necessary and desirable. Code 
outline of duties: Prepare and transmit to the city council from time to time, but not less 
often than once each year, reports describing the proceedings, investigations, hearings, 
decisions and other work performed by the commission. Make recommendations to the city 
council for such further legislation concerning discrimination as it may deem necessary and 
desirable.  

– Alexandria Human Rights Commission: Establish, administer or review programs at the 
request of the city council or the city manager and make reports on these programs to the 
city council and city manager. 

Accountability to Communities 

Civil Rights Enforcement Entities  

– Most common strategies are limited to outreach, educational opportunities, and trust-
building, as well as monitoring of inter-group violence and tension external to government.  

– Some jurisdictions certify community partners via the civil rights office or Equal 
Opportunities Commission to perform know-your-rights trainings and raise awareness 
about complaint processes. 
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Infrastructure for Community Outreach & Education 

⮚ Outreach & Education 

– Philadelphia Community Conflict Resolution Certificate Program: an initiative to train 
community members to resolve neighborhood disputes in their local communities. The 
intention of the project is to equip residents of Philadelphia with the tools they need to help 
resolve interpersonal conflicts in their neighborhoods before they escalate. 

– NYC Community Resource Bureaus provides public education about the Human Rights Law 
and helps cultivate understanding and respect among the City’s many diverse communities 
through its borough-based Community Service Centers and numerous educational and 
outreach programs. 

– Philadelphia Civil Rights Rapid Response Team is an interdisciplinary group that includes civil 
rights leaders from city, state, and federal agencies, the School District, and advocacy 
groups that focus on responding to hate crimes, bias incidents, and violent acts that have 
bias potential. The Team also educates stakeholders about a range of topics, including law 
enforcement procedures for investigation, the rise of violent extremism and its impact on 
civil rights and hate crime, and agencies’ protocols in responding to bias incidents.  

– Washington D.C. Office of Human Rights: Trains Human Rights Liaisons from organizations 
providing direct services to (LEP/NEP) populations to identify and report language access 
violations their customers encounter; OHR also partners with Mayor’s Offices on African, 
Asian Pacific Islander, and Latino Affairs as well as the DC Language Access Coalition to 
conduct “Know Your Rights” trainings. 

⮚ Dialogue & Community Conversation Spaces 

– Des Moines Bridging the Gap is a project championed by the Mayor to have solutions-
focused discussion with community members. This ongoing, community-centered dialogue 
and strategy series is designed to involve city and state government, business leaders, 
service providers, and at-large community members in the development of collaborative, 
step-by-step solutions to address issues that are essential to a thriving city. 

Infrastructure for Community Engagement & Accountability 

⮚ Mechanisms for Community Priority-Setting 

– San Francisco Citizen Advisory Committees can bring issues for resolution directly to the HRC 
for consideration. The role of the advisory committees is to provide advice and assistance to 
the Commission by developing and examining ideas and issues within the jurisdiction of the 
Commission. The committees may also hold public hearings and make recommendations of 
positions for the Commission to take on legislation. New committee members are 
appointed every year for 1-year terms. 

– San Antonio, TX: The city has embraced a partnership with SA2020, a non-governmental 
organization developed out of a community visioning process, which has helped the city to 
develop and track metrics, to both extend the local government’s capacity and hold it 
accountable. 
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– Portland City Council adopted Public Portland: Involvement Principles in August 2010, and is 
committed to applying them in planning, providing services and decision-making. The City 
recognizes that Title VI has been implemented to ensure decision-making processes are 
designed to prevent disproportionate adverse human health and environmental effects, 
including social and economic effects, as a result of any City project or activity on minority 
and low-income populations. The City has developed extensive resources and best practices 
to ensure that the public is meaningfully involved in the decisions it makes. Such 
involvement is critical to the implementation of the Title VI program. 

⮚ Temporary/Ad Hoc Task Forces on Specific Issues 

– St. Paul, MN: City Council and the Mayor request that the Human Rights and Equal Economic 
Opportunity Commission convene a task force appointed by the Mayor and approved by the 
Council that is representative of the city’s businesses of all sizes and types, employees, 
organized labor, advocacy organizations and residents to engage the broader community in 
a conversation around the specifics of requiring employers to offer earned sick and safe 
time benefits to their employees. 

– Community Workforce Agreement Task Force Resolution 40124, passed by the Tacoma City 
Council on October 2, 2018, directed the City Manager to establish a Task Force to examine 
and make recommendations regarding a Priority Hiring Ordinance (PHO) and a Community 
Workforce Agreement (CWA). This Task Force will study different PHOs and CWAs 
implemented around the country in cities like San Francisco, Seattle, New York, Cleveland, 
and Los Angeles. The Resolution also directs the Task Force to consider a disparity study, 
commissioned by the City, that details the differences in hiring practices for City 
construction projects. After consideration of these topics, the Task Force will issue its 
recommendations to the City Council. 

– King County Immigrant and Refugee Task Force to expand access to opportunities and voices 
in government. The Task Force was charged with making recommendations on the creation 
of a King County Immigrant and Refugee Commission, including, but not limited to, 
recommendations on the commission’s membership, mission and scope of duties (see 
Ordinance 18085): held more than 20 community meetings, collecting feedback and input of 
over 500 members of immigrant and refugee communities. 

⮚ Community-Oversight Bodies 

– Dubuque: Community-City Relations Committee (CCRC) provides a forum for citizen input 
into the development of City Department policies and procedures, assuring that they 
continue to be free from racial or other prejudices. It also provides an arena where citizens 
can bring their complaints when they believe a City Department has violated their civil 
rights. Committee was formed in October 2015 as an addendum to an MOU between the 
City of Dubuque and Dubuque Branch NAACP. The panel is composed of nine members: a 
City government representative and three community members appointed by the City 
Manager; a Dubuque Human Rights Commissioner appointed by the Commission; two 
minority representatives of the community appointed by the Dubuque Branch NAACP; and 
two staff designated by the Department Manager of the Department against whom a 
complaint is filed. 
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– Minneapolis Racial Equity Community Advisory Committee (2017): serves as an advisory 
board to the City Council, Mayor, and City Departments on City policies, practices, budget, 
and other matters that it determines to be appropriate, related to addressing racism and 
racial inequities and promoting racial justice and racial equity in the City enterprise and in 
the City as a whole. It serves as an advisory body to the Racial Equity Steering Committee on 
the creation and implementation of the Racial Equity Action Plan and provides an annual 
evaluation report to the community on the City's progress addressing racial inequities and 
closing racial disparities. 

– Iowa City: City Manager's Community Roundtable was created by the City Manager; the 
Roundtable meets bi-monthly to discuss City efforts at eliminating racial disparities. The 
Roundtable is made up of chairs and directors of community organizations and City staff.  

– King County Juvenile Justice Equity Steering Committee consists of community members, 
youth, local leaders, law enforcement, school district superintendents, faith-based 
representatives, judges, prosecutor and public defense, and is tasked with identifying short- 
and long-term actions to end disproportionality in the juvenile justice system.  

 

Box 8. Institutionalizing Community Participation in Commissions: City of Minneapolis 

Minneapolis has developed a permanent advisory body in accordance with the City's Open 

Appointment process in furtherance of Minneapolis Code of Ordinance 14.180, which enables 

the City to "create and support organizations that enhance community engagement in the 

City's decision-making process." The City developed the Community Boards Leadership 

Institute Model to support and train individuals and communities of color to serve on over 50 

voluntary boards and commissions across the city to further a city-wide equity agenda.   

 

Accountability to Employees  

⮚ Employee Complaint Processes  

– San Francisco, CA employee complaints can be processed through Human Resources but can 
be appealed independently through the Civil Service Commission. 

– Washington D.C. government employees alleging employment discrimination must first 
consult an Equal Employment Opportunity counselor in any agency before processing a 
complaint with the OHR. 

⮚ Investigations of other city agencies 

– Dubuque, IA: Complaints against a City department are filed with the Iowa Civil Rights 
Commission, as the department does not investigate cases against other city agencies.  

– Alexandria, VA: City Attorney does not have the authorization to represent the city or 
departments, and complaints go to hearing with a private attorney.  
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– Pittsburgh Office of Municipal Investigations: Investigates and helps resolve complaints 
about Public Safety Department employees, including Police, Fire, Bureau of Building 
Inspection, Emergency Medical Services, and all other City employees. OMI acts solely as a 
fact-finder and does not make disciplinary decisions or recommendations. By remaining 
independent from any Public Safety Department bureau, and by staying removed from the 
disciplinary process, OMI ensures citizens and employees a fair, thorough investigation.  

⮚ Workforce Empowerment 

– Diverse and Empowered Employees of Portland assists the City in creating and enhancing a 
work environment that is inclusive and supportive of the City’s diverse workforce. The 
program is comprised of 10+ Affinity Groups and mentorship programs. 

– King County Workforce Equity: Bridge Academy program helps employees develop 
leadership skills, learn more about County systems and operations, and advance their 
careers. 

Survey & Interview Findings: 

Accountability 
Accountability to Community 

Civil Rights Director Perceptions of Accountability 

⮚ Civil Rights Enforcement Entity has taken steps to ensure accessibility to protected 

classes 

Civil Rights Directors working in Type 1+2 jurisdictions (independent civil rights entities) showed 
the strongest agreement that steps had been taken in their offices to ensure accessibility among 
protected communities. Type 1+2 jurisdictions also had greater agreement that they provide 
effective community outreach and education than other offices (See Table 13). 
 

Table 13. “provides community outreach and education so that community members, especially 
those from protected classes know about their civil rights and how they are protected” 
 

 

 Level of 
agreement 

1. INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITIES: 
COMPLETE 
 

2. INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITIES: 
LIMITED 

3. COMBINED 

Strongly Agree 66.6% - 20.0% 
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Agree 33.3%  60.0% 

Disagree - 100.0% 20.0% 

Strongly Disagree  - - 

Don’t Know - - - 

 

⮚ Civil Rights Enforcement Entity Has Institutionalized Community Engagement in its 

Decision-Making & Planning Structures 

Responses collected from civil rights enforcement directors reflect that directors in independent 
offices have developed a greater capacity to integrate community engagement in their decision-
making and planning as compared to other structural types (See Table 14) 

 

Table 14.  In your opinion, your office/department has institutionalized 
community engagement in its decision-making and planning structures. 

 

 INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITY: 
COMPLETE 
  

INDEPENDENT CIVIL 
RIGHTS ENTITY: 
LIMITED 

COMBINED  

Strongly Agree 16.7% - 40.0% 

Agree 66.7% - 40.0% 

Disagree - 66.7% - 

Strongly Disagree - - 20.0% 

Don’t Know 16.7% 33.3% - 

 
 
 
Autonomy and independence were more frequently noted among survey respondents and 
interviewees if they belonged to an independent civil rights only office (Types 1+2) 
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Summary of Findings 
 
Analysis of an environmental scan of 60 jurisdictions nation-wide revealed three major structural 
types, which were further reflected in our survey data and interview results. The three structures 
indicate where civil rights activities are housed within the given government.  
 
The typology of structure served as a helpful framework to evaluate forms of government, 
proximity to power, authority to implement initiatives, and characteristics of policy-making 
processes. The analysis revealed several key findings. They are organized as follows: 
 

⮚ Variation in Civil Rights 
⮚ Organizational Structure as Key Explanatory Factor  
⮚ Characteristics Commons Across Structures 
⮚ Emergent Patterns Across Structure  
⮚ Important Factors Beyond Structures 

Variation in Civil Rights Approaches 

Results revealed approaches to civil rights work vary greatly. This variation manifested across 
multiple areas of inquiry including roles, responsibilities, authority, reporting structure, functions, 
among others. The variation lends itself also to variation in approaches in investigations, 
enforcement, compliance, appeals, and policy-making. This variation was apparent not only in the 
environmental scan but also in responses received through surveys and interviews with Director-
level staff. While form of government (i.e. strong mayor) does play a role in many of the emerging 
patterns related to reporting structure, appointment process, and policy-making chain of 
command, there were also similarities across different forms of government and potential 
opportunities to explore.  

Characteristics of Structures 

Types 1+2: Jurisdictions that house civil rights enforcement as an independent entity 

with varying authority 

– Due to the legal threshold lens applied to civil rights enforcement and investigations, 
racial equity initiatives housed independently from civil rights have an opportunity to 
lead with race but continue to require collaboration and negotiation with civil rights 
entities and legal departments around legal limits. This very often depends on 
leadership championing an equity agenda, and the “person power” of a Director.  

– A reported lack of competing priorities between enforcement mandates and advancing 
racial equity, and a greater ability to lead with race. 

– Clear division of purpose and services, with separate entity perceived as enforcement 
and/or punitive. 
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– Dedicated investigators and legal professionals with time to focus on timely processing 
of discrimination complaints (civil rights offices) and separate equity staff with 
differentiated skills in racial equity tools, training etc.  

Type 3: Combined jurisdictions that have civil rights and another department or office 

housed together 

– Predominantly centered around traditional civil rights case work. 
– Leveraging quasi-judicial authority of civil rights commission to initiate independent 

investigations and address systemic patterns within the workplace and community. 

Emerging Patterns Across Structures 

For the most part, different strengths, challenges, and opportunities emerged across all types, and 
analysis shows that the effectiveness and degree of authority and accountability of civil rights 
enforcement is dependent on a number of other institutional and cultural factors beyond structure.  
 
Civil rights respondents were more likely to mention themes of authority and autonomy when 
discussing the strengths in their structure, and the importance of having the capacity and focus 
necessary to be effective in their body of work. Civil rights enforcement directors showed general 
agreement that their entities have sufficient authority in decision-making power. This was a similar 
trend across the three types of structures—with a majority either agreeing or strongly agreeing 
they had sufficient decision-making power. Stronger agreement was found among respondents 
located in separated offices civil rights only entities. 

Important Factors Beyond Structure 

Culture and Leadership 

– The desire for increased leadership buy-in, including support from executives was a 
common theme across both survey and interview respondents, especially for directors 
who have experienced administration transitions with less supportive officials. 

– A common theme of all interviewees was the importance of one-on-one relationships 
and the “person power” required to advance any kind of institutional or enterprise-wide 
change. 

Capacity and Resources 

– Concerns with effectiveness and capacity were found across both survey and interview 
respondents: the number one concern raised among civil rights directors across all 
typologies was budget and staffing.  

– Capacity is not just increasing staff and resources, but also having the right people to do 
the work (i.e. attorneys perform very different roles and have different strengths than 
social workers or intake professionals). 

– Interview respondents shared varying perceptions of their contracts with federal 
agencies, some noting the vital nature of funding and others noting the limited funding 
available for non-enforcement related activities.  
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– Interview respondents from jurisdictions with combined entities (Type 3) were more 
likely to note the implications of HUD & FEPA contracts and the prioritization of quantity 
of cases closed, push towards monetary settlement, and lack of focus on more systemic 
outcomes. 

Impact & Community Accountability 

– Effectiveness and impact on communities depends on critical staff and their ability to 
build and sustain relationships across departments and managerial levels. Some 
respondents also noted the importance of collaboration not only institutionally, but also 
collaboration with community.  

Opportunities 
Increasing Authority 

– Investigative priority-setting should be open to Executive, Legislative, community 
forums or entities, and Commissions based on observation of patterns of discrimination, 
oppression, and/or inequitable outcomes. 

– All reports related to city agency activity or impacts should pass through independent 
body or Commission (rather than via legislative or executive branch prior to release of 
findings). 

– Examples of strong elements of investigatory and enforcement authority found in 
jurisdictions: Dismissal of a complaint prior to investigation, a finding of reasonable 
cause, attempt to conciliate, or referral of a complaint directly to the Commission, 
issuance cease and desist orders, imposition of monetary civil penalties, and 
Commission authority to apply secondary review of all cases regardless of Office and/or 
Director findings. 

Strengthening Accountability 

– Require in-depth training of Commissioners and investigators on applying civil rights law 
and racial equity/bias training, especially if Commissioners are volunteers with no 
specific area of legal expertise. 

– Include representation quotas in city charter outline of Commissions to reflect need for 
civil rights/legal background and individuals bringing a racial equity lens to the work. 

Countering Political Influence and Bias in Strong Executive 

Governments 

– Establish a balance of power in personnel decisions of senior leadership split between 
Executive and Commission, with Legislative branch breaking ties/disagreement. 

– Establish performance review process of director coordinated an independent, non-
elected Commission, separate from nominating/reporting body (i.e. Executive). 
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– Consider Director-Commission reporting relationships that create a buffer between 
enforcement entity and Executive. 

– Consider implications of the role of City Attorney/Legal Department in investigating 
complaints against city employees or other city departments. 

– Develop a mixed appointment process allowing both the executive and legislative 
branches appoint a certain % of the Commissioners. 

Conclusion 
Across all jurisdictions, a large variation in structure emerged, notably as it relates to strong 
mayoral jurisdictions and council-manager jurisdictions. Organizational structure has an implication 
on enforcement and policy making, but the varying structures and reporting relationships all come 
with different strengths and challenges.  
 
This suggests there is an opportunity for Austin to consider the structures and strategies of 
jurisdictions with different civil rights-enforcement structures. Success in protecting civil rights 
depends largely upon clarity and perception of purpose and vision, staff ability to leverage 
relationships, proximity to various positions of power, and resources that reflect racial equity as a 
priority.  
 

Related Appendices 
⮚ SOCR Typologies Sheet 

 



Directors-Dept/Office Commission/Board Appeals

Population Type Typology Commission/Board Capacity Housing Employment Public Accommodations Police related Complaint Procedures and/or 

Boards/Commissions(if relevant)

Other entities? Appointed/Elected Appointed/Elected Who/How Additional Functions Notes Accountability notes Community engagement Relevant Links

Madison, WI 255,214 1 CR stand alone 

department//direct report 

to Executive

Quasi-judicial http://www.cityofmadison.co

m/civil-

rights/documents/resji/RESJSn

apshot.pdf

Common Council Subcommittee on Community Police 

Relations

City of Madison Equal Opportunities Division's FREE 

"Certified Community Partner" program is to teach and 

raise awareness surrounding Civil Rights afforded to the 

public through the Equal Opportunities Ordinance.

Director responsibilities:

Manage the staff, programs and functions of the Civil 

Rights Department to ensure continued unity of

programmatic goals and resources. Provide overall 

leadership in the development and implementation of

civil rights policies and programs, and provide policy 

direction, interpretations and integration of relevant

local, state, and federal legislation and guidelines. 

Oversee the development, approval and implementation 

of

City affirmative action plans and programmatic and 

numerical initiatives. Oversee and coordinate the

citywide Disability Rights Program and staff within 

applicable state, federal and local regulations to ensure

that people with disabilities participate fully in city 

government, City programs and our quality of life.

Oversee the development, promotion and 

implementation of the City’s Contract Compliance 

Program, in

order to ensure compliance with applicable federal, State 

and local regulations relative to small,

disadvantaged, and minority and women business 

enterprises. Direct and participate in the enforcement of

the City’s Equal Opportunities Ordinance. Build positive 

relationships with commissioners, alders,

businesses, advocacy and non-profit groups, and 

Appointed by Mayor and confirmed by Common Council, shall appoint an Equal 

Opportunities Commission, 13 members, one of whom shall be designated President by the 

members of the Commission. At least one, and no more than two, such members shall be 

an Alderperson, who shall be a member only as long as she/he shall continue to hold office 

as Alderperson.

Members shall be appointed from among the residents of the entire City, shall be 

representative of the rich diversity of our community and include as many protected class 

memberships as is possible and shall be persons committed to the principle of equal 

opportunities. They shall receive no compensation for their services. There shall also be an 

Equal Opportunities Division established within the Department of Civil Rights, headed by 

an Equal Opportunity Division Head

If the Examiner finds “no probable cause,” you may 

appeal that decision to the Equal Opportunities 

Commission (EOC) for review.

Civil Rights Office Director functions:

Develop, analyze, evaluate and present related reports, policy, legislative and 

program recommendations to the Commissions, the Mayor and the Common Council. 

Direct and participate in the development and management of the department’s 

budget.

Commission role in policy-making:

The Council meets bi-weekly throughout the year to consider issues referred to it by 

committees, City staff or its own members. Since there are several routes for the 

introduction of Council business and several types of decisions on which the Council 

takes action, committees need to choose one of several strategies for presenting 

concerns to the Council. The Council may consider an issue in the form of a general 

report, a resolution, an ordinance or a public hearing. By voting to reject, to place on 

file or approve a resolution or ordinance, the Council determines the course of 

committee actions. Full committee consideration of the benefits and burdens of 

recommendations, committee coordination of the report with other community and 

City department work, and prior discussion with alderpeople before the date of 

decision, help a committee build a solid base of support and a shared case for Council 

action. 

Community engagement, transparency, communication, 

and data are key parts of measuring RESJI’s work. The 

RESJI team has several important data points that can be 

used to track the City’s progress, such as employment 

demographics and demographics of the city’s 

commissions and committees. There are also many 

external data points that RESJI is organizing to set a 

roadmap for progress and success. We also plan to 

regularly check-in with community members to track our 

progress.

Equity in the Community

--Build relationships with community stakeholders and 

racial equity education organizations

--Connect with the community through Neighborhood 

Resource Teams

--Participate in local, regional and national networks to 

coordinate and build on best practices

--Support community engagement initiatives such as My 

Brother’s Keeper, Madison Out of School Time, and 

Madison Public Library’s Tell Us program.

--Apply RESJI tools in conjunction with community 

planning process for new fire station and business plan for 

Public Market.

New York 

City

8.623 

million

1 Independent 

Commission//Executive 

Branch (under Deputy 

Mayor)&Legislative 

(Committee on Civl & 

Human Rights)//Quasi-

judicial//Office of the Chair--

Legislative, management, 

and adjudicatory functions

Quasi-judicial Complaints filed 2017: 747

Determinations & Resolutions: 

609

Most frequent: Employment & 

Housing

130-150 staff (includes Bureau 

based Community Service 

Center staff)

$14.7 million 2018

Civilian Complaint Review Board: thirteen members of the 

public appointed by the mayor, who shall be residents of 

the city of New York and shall reflect the diversity of the 

city's population. The members of the board shall be 

appointed as follows: (i) five members, one from each of 

the five boroughs, shall be designated by the city council; 

(ii) three members with experience as law enforcement 

professionals shall be designated by the police 

commissioner; and (iii) the remaining five members shall 

be selected by the mayor.

Independent police investigation and audit board

The Commission’s Office of Mediation and Conflict 

Resolution (“OMCR”), independent from any other 

Commission office, provides parties with mediation 

services

OATH is a separate City agency from the Commission, and 

is overseen by OATH's Commissioner and Chief 

Administrative Law Judge. If litigation continues at OATH, 

LEB is the party prosecuting the matter against the 

respondent, the party defending against the action; and 

the action is tried before an OATH ALJ, who serves as a 

neutral adjudicator.

If a discrimination claim is against an elected official in 

New York City then “such investigation shall be 

commenced after consultation with the mayor”

Equal Employment Practices Commission: reports to CHR 

regarding internal hiring/employment practices, trends 

etc. 

1 appointed person by Mayor services as Chair AND 

Commissioner

Commission: Mayor>>First Deputy Mayor>>Deputy 

Mayor for Strategic Projects Initiatives

Appointed by Mayor, Assist the Chair/Commissioner Complainants receiving LEB No Probable Cause 

Determinations may request to appeal such 

determinations. These appeal requests are reviewed by 

the Commission's Office of the Chairperson (OC), which is 

not involved in LEB enforcement operations.  After 

reviewing requests, the OC may remand appropriate 

matters back to LEB for continued investigation or 

prosecution, or issue final orders affirming No Probable 

Cause Determinations.

Committee on Civil Rights (City Council) has jurisdiction over New York City’s Equal 

Employment Practices Commission and Human Rights Commission, as well as 

citywide Equal Employment Opportunity practices and policies.

Mayor’s Office of Operations with developing guidance for agency assessments and 

action plans. The Mayor’s Office of Operations includes a distinct unit, the NYC 

Mayor’s Office for Economic Opportunity (NYC Opportunity).  NYC Opportunity uses 

evidence and innovation to reduce poverty and increase equity.  NYC Opportunity 

advances research, data, and design in the City’s program and policy development, 

service delivery, and budget decisions.

Language Access Program

Processes requests for U&T visa certifications

Bias Response Team (formed 2017)

New York City Council passed legislation that requires the 

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, the 

Administration for Children’s Services, and the 

Department of Social Services, and other city agencies to 

be designated by the Mayor to (1) conduct equity 

assessments, which examine their services and programs, 

employment, contracting, and budgets for disparities 

based on race, gender, income, and other population 

characteristics, and (2) develop and implement action 

plans to address any such disparities, and (3) for the three 

agencies named in the legislation, conduct employee 

training related to implicit bias based on race and gender.

https://council.nyc.gov/press/2018/12/20/1679/ https://comptroller.nyc.gov/services/for-the-

public/diversity-initiatives/

San Francisco, 

California

884,363 1 Independent 

Commission//Quasi-judicial

Quasi-judicial 2013-2015 data--2015 FY 

2,055,878 

~1700 intakes and 

investigations, `05 new 

complaints filed; 61% of cases 

housing related

Advisory Council on Human Rights: representative of the 

following interests or groups: Employer, labor, racial, 

religious, ethnic, housing, appropriate governmental 

agencies. The members of the Council shall be appointed 

by the Mayor to serve at his or her pleasure and shall not 

be subject to the residence requirements of the Charter. 

The Council shall advise the Commission and shall be 

authorized to mediate and conciliate, upon specific 

request by the Commission, and to perform such other 

functions as shall from time to time be deemed 

appropriate by the Commission.

Commission shall consult with and maintain contact with 

the human relations officers and other appropriate 

officers of other communities in the Bay Area and shall 

cooperate in the development and implementation of 

intercommunity human relations programs to further the 

objectives of this ordinance. The Commission shall 

encourage the Association of Bay Area Governments to 

develop and implement similar programs.

Executive Secretary/Director appointed by the chair of 

the Commission with the approval of a majority of the 

members of the Commission.

Subject to the approval of the Mayor, Director may 

request of any City and County agency, board or office 

information, services, facilities and any other assistance 

for the purpose of furthering the objectives of this 

ordinance.

Mayor of San Francisco is authorized to appoint up to 11 Commissioners to help develop 

policy at the HRC and serve as the liaison between HRC and the community, the Mayor and 

the Board of Supervisors. HRC’s Commission members represent diverse interests in the 

community and are able to leverage both their professional and personal backgrounds to 

better address a wide range of issues affecting human rights.

A special committee of no fewer than three persons who are publicly identified with the 

lesbian/gay community or who have worked closely with such community. The members of 

the committee shall be appointed by the Commission and shall serve until released by the 

Commission. Members shall be residents of the City and County of San Francisco.

Complaints via HR: Human Resources Director will review 

the complaint and investigative report, and shall make a 

finding on the charges. The Director's determination will 

be sent to the complainant and respondent department 

and shall be final, unless it is appealed to the Civil Service 

Commission and is reversed or modified.

HRC Policy Division

HRC generates regular reports based on a combination of testimony from public 

hearings and HRC's own independent research, investigations and analysis of issues 

relevant to human and civil rights. Public Hearing topics are generated from HRC 

advisory committees, community members, complaints, panel discussions, national 

events, commissioner inquiry and/or department requests.HRC staff drafts a report 

summarizing the hearing testimony. Included in the report are findings and 

recommendations issued by the Commission. In addition to generating reports based 

on testimony derived from public hearings, HRC also generates reports based on 

independent research, investigation and analysis. The Mayor, the Board of 

Supervisors, and Commissioners can make recommendations for reports. In addition, 

community members may file complaints with the HRC and request mediation and/or 

investigations.

The Human Rights Commission considers resolutions related to their mission:  A 

resolution must be formally presented at a Commission meeting, hearing public 

comments. Once the Commission has had a chance to hear the presentation and 

public comments regarding the issue, Commission votes, with quorum in favor, a 

resolution passes.Similar to Resolutions, the Commission may issue letters of support 

for policy initiatives and programs related to human rights issues. In order for the 

Commission to issue a letter of support, impacted community members and groups 

must present testimony at a regularly scheduled Commission meeting---Commission 

can vote to send a letter of support. 

https://sf-

hrc.org/sites/default/files/2016_AnnualReport_Final_Spr

ead.pdf

Department of Human Resources and the Mayor’s Office 

of Disability, the Human Rights Commission developed 

curriculum for a city wide Implicit Bias training. This 

webinar will be required by all city employees as of 2017

As a municipal agency dedicated to equity, the Human 

Rights Commission exists for the community and is deeply 

committed to the dialogue between community and local 

government.  Below are recent highlights from HRC 

events, hosted to listen; amplify unheard voices; inspire 

connections between community and local government; 

advance equity in education, nonprofits, technology, and 

other vital fields; train service providers; and carry forward 

the HRC's mission to protect and promote human rights for 

all people

Citizen advisory committees are an integral and vitally 

important component of the HRC, providing for 

community involvement and opportunity for in-depth 

study and exploration of issues. The role of the advisory 

committees is to provide advice and assistance to the 

Commission by developing and examining ideas and 

issues within the jurisdiction of the Commission. The 

committees may also hold public hearings and make 

recommendations of positions for the Commission to take 

on legislation. New committee members are appointed 

every year for 1 year terms. Advisory committees hold 

one meeting per month, usually averaging ten meetings 

per year. Each committee has a standard meeting time 

and all meetings are open to the public and subject to 

public meeting and accessibility laws.

http://www.sfexaminer.com/city-hall-considers-

addressing-racial-equity-new-office/

Seattle, WA 730,400 1 Executive 

reporting/location//Quasi-

judicial

Quasi-judicial Office of Professional Accountability (OPA). OPA is the 

office within the Seattle Police Department that 

investigates complaints about police misconduct.

Director of the Office for Civil Rights may invoke the aid of 

the City Attorney who shall apply to the appropriate court 

for an order or other court action necessary to secure 

enforcement of the subpoena.

Office of Hearing Examiner, Hearing Panel, shall be made 

by the City Council, from among no fewer than three 

persons recommended by a committee composed of the 

Seattle Human Resources Director, the King County 

Ombudsman or equivalent King County officer and a 

private attorney selected by the Seattle/King County Bar 

Association. 

SOCR is a City department whose director is appointed by 

the Mayor and confirmed by the City Council. 

Directors of the Office for Civil Rights confirmed by Council 

after the effective date of the ordinance introduced as 

Council Bill 119120 shall be appointed with advice from 

Office for Civil Rights staff, the Seattle Women's 

Commission, the Seattle Human Rights Commission, the 

Seattle LGBTQ Commission, and the Seattle Commission 

for People with Disabilities 

The Seattle Human Rights Commission consults with and makes recommendations 

concerning the development of programs which promote equality and justice. It works with 

the Director of the Office for Civil Rights. composed of 21 members who shall be 

representative residents and shall include representatives of minority communities, other 

protected classes, and persons with demonstrated concern and background in human 

rights.

8 members shall be appointed by the Mayor, eight members shall be appointed by the City 

Council, and four members shall be appointed by the Commission as constituted; provided, 

that such appointments shall be made so as to reflect the diversity of the community.

Responsibilities include (excerpt): 

As appropriate, recommend policies to all departments and offices of the City in matters 

affecting civil rights and equal opportunity, and recommend legislation for the 

implementation of such policies; Encourage understanding between all protected classes 

and the larger Seattle community, through long range projects; Report on a semi-annual 

basis to the Mayor and the City Council. The reports shall include an annual or semi-annual 

work plan, a briefing of the Commission's public involvement process for soliciting 

community and citizen input in framing their annual work plans, and updates on the work 

plans

Seattle Human Rights Commission hears appeals after the 

Seattle Office for Civil Rights (SOCR) or Office of Labor 

Standards has received and investigated charges of 

discrimination  that have been filed and the office has 

issued a Finding and Determination. If the Appeal meets 

the legal standards for an appeal, SHRC will schedule a 

hearing of the appeal to determine whether SOCR's 

decision should be affirmed or returned to the SOCR office 

for further investigation. The SHRC hears employment, 

housing and public accommodation cases. At least one 

member of the Appeals Committee is an attorney.

Municipal code specifics SOCR role in budget process: Manage the preparation of the 

proposed annual budget of the Office for Civil Rights, and authorize necessary 

expenditures, and supervise the maintenance of adequate accounting systems;

Policy input of SOCR: Receive, consider, and make recommendations concerning 

statements, reports and complaints relative to problems of civil rights including such 

problems of civil rights as may arise in connection with the treatment, facilities or 

services of any office or department of the City;

Partner with a consultant to conduct an RET analysis and provide recommendations of 

the RET to the City Council to define and determine the permanent structure, 

leadership appointment or designation, and duties and responsibilities of the Office for 

Civil Rights. The City Council shall strongly consider legislation implementing the 

recommendations of the RET.

RSJI, Criminal Legal System, Gender Justice Provide funding to community groups through the Racial 

Equity Fund to use creative strategies to build racial 

equity.

Albuquerque 558,545 3 Executive (mayor's 

Office)//CR in City 

Attorney's Office//External 

appeals process

non-adjudicatory Civilian Police Oversight Agency--independent entity

Community Policing is a proactive partnership between 

APD, residents, the private sector, and government 

eradicate the causes of crime with aggressive 

enforcement and positive community collaboration. You 

can get involved directly by joining a Community Policing 

Council. CPCs foster better policing and community 

practices and relationships.

City of Albuquerque Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Program (Within Legal Department):

1. Decrease direct and indirect costs associated with 

disputes affecting the employees and citizens of 

Albuquerque.

2. Facilitate early, informal, efficient and cost effective 

resolution of conflict; and

3. Provide Alternative Dispute Resolution educational and 

community outreach opportunities to the employees and 

citizens of Albuquerque.

4. Includes mediation for CABQ employees

Also houses: 

--Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs (OIRA)

--Tribal Liaison and Commission on Indian Affairs

Employment and Labor Law Division of the Legal 

Department: General assistance and advice are provided 

to every City department on the following topics: 

employee disciplinary matters or alleged misconduct; 

compliance with the Human Rights Act, Title VII, and the 

Americans with Disabilities Act; compliance with the City’s 

Labor-Management Relations Ordinance; and any other 

issue dealing primarily with employment or labor.

Appointed by Mayor

(1) Following the progress of the individual complaints to 

insure that the agency to whom the

complainant was referred acts on the referral;

(2) Observing complaints for trends that may indicate a 

need for changes in policies, ordinances or

other practices; and

(3) Making recommendations to the Human Rights Board 

that it consider holding public hearings

under this article

Human Rights Board: Conduct public hearings upon the request of the City Council or Mayor 

upon such matters as the City Council or Mayor may from time to time direct; Receive 

complaints alleging an unlawful discriminatory practice as defined in this article. The staff 

director of the Human Rights Board shall advise the complainant of the resources available 

to the complainant for resolution of his or her problem including but not limited to the State 

Human Rights Commission, the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the 

Albuquerque Municipal Courts etc. In addition, the staff director shall be responsible for:

1. Following the progress of the individual complaints to insure that the agency to whom the 

complainant was referred acts on the referral;

2. Observing complaints for trends that may indicate a need for changes in policies, 

ordinances or other practices; and

3. Making recommendations to the Human Rights Board that it consider holding public 

hearings under this article.

Membership: 7  members, residents of the city. Named by the Mayor with the consent of 

the City Council. The Human Rights Board elects a Chairperson, who shall carry out the usual 

duties of that office. Mayor shall endeavor in all appointments to create and maintain a 

Board broadly representative of the city population, and in particular, its racial, ethnic and 

cultural spectrum. A member once appointed may be removed only by the Mayor with the 

advice and consent of the City Council. Four members shall constitute a quorum for the 

purpose of conducting Human Rights Board business.

Appeals can be made to the City of Albuquerque’s Chief 

Administrative Officer

Board authority over policy-making: 

1. Provide review of all existing and proposed ordinances and policies which relate to 

the objectives of this article.

2. Work with governmental agencies, including the New Mexico Human Rights 

Commission, and with community organizations to carry out the purposes of this 

article.

3. Make recommendations to the City Council based upon its findings concerning 

problems occasioned by prejudice and discrimination in all fields of human relations 

and recommend corrective action to aid in carrying out the purposes of this article.

4. Submit annually a written report of its activities and an evaluation of the 

effectiveness of this article to the City Council and Mayor with recommendations for 

changes.

5. Review and make recommendations to the Mayor, City Council, or Chief 

Administrative Officer regarding the City Affirmative Action Plan and Programs; city 

department, division, agency, and program affirmative action plans; and affirmative 

action guidelines for City contracts. Conduct investigations, monitor, and make 

recommendations to the Mayor, City Council or Chief Administrative Officer about the 

city's implementation of such plans or guidelines. Recommend any remedial action 

necessary for compliance with approved plans or guidelines to the Chief 

Administrative Officer.

Municipal Affairs Division (also within Legal) provides a broad range of general 

counsel legal services to the Mayor’s Office, City Council, and various City 

Reporting: (I) Submit annually a written report of its 

activities and an evaluation of the effectiveness of this 

article to the City Council and Mayor with 

recommendations for changes.

(J) Review and make recommendations to the Mayor, City 

Council, or Chief Administrative Officer

regarding the City Affirmative Action Plan and Programs; 

city department, division, agency, and

program affirmative action plans; and affirmative action 

guidelines for City contracts.

Nashville, TN 691,243 1 Separate CR//Quasi-

judicial

Quasi-judicial File directly with PD. May also file with the Division of 

Professional Standards, the Human Relations Commission 

or the Offices of the NAACP or the Nashville Area Hispanic 

Chamber of Commerce

Diversity Advisory Committee was created by executive 

order. The Diversity Advisory Committee serves in an 

advisory capacity to the Mayor. Its goal is to develop a 

plan that will ultimately assist all Metropolitan 

Government agencies, boards, and commissions in their 

efforts to recruit, hire and retain a workforce that is 

inclusive and representative of Nashville's local 

demographics and that serves as an example for the 

employers of this city.

17-member Economic Inclusion Advisory Committee, 

created by former Mayor Megan Barry in September 

2016, serves in an effort to create a “Nashville Vision” that 

helps empower low- and middle-income Nashvillians 

towards financial inclusion. The committee consists of 

three subgroups: financial literacy, financial 

empowerment and financial capability.

Ashford Hughes, Senior Advisor, Worforce Officer within 

Mayor's office

Located within Mayor's Office of Economic and 

Community Development

Metro Human Relations Commission is composed of seventeen volunteer Commissioners, 

appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by Metro Council. The full board, Executive 

Committee, and Standing Committees meet a monthly.

Human Relations Commission to resolve complaints and carry out educational programs 

related to discrimination in the following areas: Employment, including recruiting, hiring, 

firing, promotion, referral, and compensation; Housing, including advertising, sales, renting, 

negotiating for sale or rent, financing, or insuring; Financial services and commercial 

transactions, including banking, lending, collection, advising, investment management, or 

brokerage services; the provision of public accommodations; the provision of city activities 

and services, including services provided the police department, fire department, health 

department, department of codes administration, public works, metropolitan beer permit 

board, metropolitan development and housing agency and department of water and 

sewerage services; educational programs and opportunities.

Nashville Mayor and the Council's Minority Caucus introduced the Equal Business 

Opportunity ordinance, which will force the city to outline annual race and gender 

procurement goals for Metro government.

Functions, powers and duties of the Charter Revision Commission shall be to receive 

and study recommendations relating to proposed amendments to the Metropolitan 

Charter; to hold public hearings with respect to amendments to the Metropolitan 

Charter; to make recommendations to the Metropolitan Council concerning the 

amendments to the Metropolitan Charter and to report periodically to the 

Metropolitan Council on its activities; and the Charter Revision Commission is an 

agency of the Metropolitan Government, authorized to hold hearings, and shall have 

the power to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers 

and records pertinent to the hearing, and to administer oaths to witnesses. If any 

persons fails or refuses to obey a reasonable order for attendance or reasonable order 

for the production of books and papers, the Commission is authorized to apply to the 

chancery court for an order requiring that the order of the Commission be obeyed.

Mayor’s Office of Resilience leads citywide efforts to help 

Nashville prepare for, withstand, and bounce back from 

‘shocks’ – catastrophic events like floods, tornadoes, and 

fires – and ‘stresses’ – slow-moving issues like access to 

public transportation, affordable housing, and poverty and 

inequality. Economic inclusion and equity as a lens for 

building urban resilience are priorities for this Office.

The Office will work across city departments and the 

community to develop and implement policies and 

programs that ensure Nashville is ready to respond to 

disasters, whether economic or environmental. We must 

better understand the modern challenges we face; review 

our ability to address those challenges; and unite people, 

projects, and priorities so that Nashville can collectively act 

on our resilience challenges.

In March of 2017, the Mayor’s Office and 100 Resilient 

Cities convened an Agenda-Setting Workshop. This day-

long event brought together 120 community stakeholders 

https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Huma

n%20Realations%20Commission/docs/publications/Incluci

vicsReport.pdf

https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planni

ng/docs/NashvilleNext/next-report-Equity-and-

InclusionMarch1.pdf

Baltimore 611,648 1 Internal Commission, quasi-

judicial//CR with 

Department Level Head, 

not in Executive

Quasi-judicial Community Relations 

Commission: 2018 Budget 1.89 

million

Discrimination complaint 

investigations is 50.8% of that 

budget

Civilian Review Board of Baltimore City is an independent 

agency in the city through which members of the public 

can issue a complaint against officers of various law 

enforcement units. The Civilian Review Board takes 

complaints that allege the use of excessive force, abusive 

language, harassment, false arrest, and false 

imprisonment.

Board members are composed of a member of the public 

from each of the nine police districts in Baltimore City.  

Members of the Board are selected by the Mayor and 

subject to the advice and consent of the City Council.  Also 

on the Commission as nonvoting members, are one 

representative of the Fraternal Order of Police, one 

representative of the Vanguard Justice Society, the 

Baltimore City Police Commissioner or the Commissioner's 

designee, one representative of the American Civil 

Liberties Union of Maryland (ACLU), and one 

representative of the Baltimore City Branch of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

N/A Appointed by Mayor--Administrator of Office of Civil 

Rights

Baltimore City Community Relations Commission (CRC) is a City Agency that investigates 

claims of discrimination and assists people who have been discriminated against by 

enforcing the laws that protect them. The Baltimore Community Relations Commission 

combats unlawful discrimination in employment, public accommodation, housing, 

education, and health and welfare services.  Community Relations Commission has the 

authority to subpoena information and witnesses, to hold public hearings when conciliation 

attempts fail; to issue cease and desist orders and to take unresolved cases into court via 

legal. 

Baltimore Community Relations Commission consists of 10 members who are appointed by 

the Mayor and approved by the City Council. The members of the Commission serve  

without compensation and every year the members of the Commission elect a Commission 

Chair. The Chair of and the members of the Baltimore Community Relations Commission 

have the responsibility of eliminating discrimination in all areas of community life.

Community Relations Commission- 4 investigators; 1 supervising attorney; investigates and 

enforces any case of discrimination

Wages Commission- investigates and enforces prevailing, living, minimum wage

Formerly the "Baltimore Equal Employment Opportunity Commission"

N/A Community Relations Commission mandated to supply annual report to Mayor and 

City Council of its activities and recommendations for legislation as in the judgement of 

the Commission is necessary or desirable to aid it in carrying out its purposes 

Article 11 subtitle 15 Fair Criminal Record Screening 

Practices, the Commission is charged with promoting the 

policy that gives an individual who has a criminal record, 

but otherwise meets all criteria for consideration for 

employment, an opportunity to be judged on his or her 

own merit when initially applying for employment. 

https://citiesspeak.org/2019/01/21/how-baltimore-is-

advancing-racial-equity-policy-practice-procedure/

City Council Bill outline of implementation and 

accountability steps:

--Establishes training for City agencies to conduct equity 

assessments beginning in the first year of 

implementation.

--Focuses on development of a plan and codifies action 

and implementation.

--Creates and codifies an infrastructure and specific roles in 

local government, assigning responsibility for 

implementing activities.

--Authorizes an assessment and review structure to track 

outcomes and effectiveness of policies, practices, and 

investments.

Boston 18,000 city 

employees

685,094

1 State 

enforcement//Housing and 

P.A.=Health & Human 

Services (non-

executive)//External 

impartial 

appeals//Separate 

CR//Siloed CR enforcement 

mechanisms

Quasi-judicial Boston Human Rights Commission: Within Health & 

Human Services Department; 3 year term; 7 members--

investigates workplace, housing, credit, education, public 

accommodations. Adjudicatory and investigative 

authority. Executive Director appointed by Mayor--has 

same powers as departmental head.Can file complaints 

with Commission, conciliate complaints, file cases with 

MCAD and EEOC when relevant. Commission can file its 

own complaints.

Office of Fair Housing & Equity and Commission: The 

Commission has jurisdiction to conduct investigations of 

complaints regarding the denial of equal access to and 

discrimination in housing. Executive Director and/or a 

Commissioner can order a Public Hearing after findings: 

one or more Hearing Commissioners shall be assigned to 

preside over the case. At no time may a Commissioner 

who has participated in an investigation of that complaint 

be assigned to preside at the Public Hearing of that case.

Boston Human Rights Commission: Within Health & 

Human Services Department: employment, EEOC 

complaints

State level: the Fair Labor Division (MCAD) protects 

workers from exploitation and sets a level playing field for 

employers. The division enforces wage and hour, public 

construction, and child labor laws, and more. Attorney 

General's Office: brings enforcement actions under state 

and federal laws prohibiting discrimination in employment

Attorney General's Office:  It also enforces state and 

federal laws prohibiting discrimination in places of public 

accommodation.

Massachussets Commission Against Discrimination 

(MCAD) investigates and prosecutes Complaints of 

Discrimination that occur in Employment, Housing, Public 

Places, Access to Education, Lending, and Credit. They 

also offer training to help prevent discrimination from 

occurring. 

The Civil Rights Division (MCAD) enforces and safeguards 

Constitutional and statutory civil rights and liberties on 

behalf of Massachusetts residents and visitors. The 

division works to end discrimination, ensure equal and 

meaningful opportunity, and protect individual rights of 

free speech and privacy. 

The Bureau of Professional Standards: Reporting directly 

to the Police Commissioner, this Bureau has responsibility 

for ensuring that the professional standards and integrity 

of the Department and its members are maintained.

Community Ombudsman Oversight Panel: reviews 

appeals made to findings of BPD internal investigations 

unit. 3 civilians appointed by Mayor, also review random 

non-appealed investigations for impartiality. Established 

via Executive Order

Municipal Affirmative Action Officer--within Mayor's 

Office, audits all dept AA plans, oversees/implements 

WMBE Procurement plans

Boston Human Rights Commission Director: Reports to 

Director of Health & Human Services Department; HHS 

Department reports to Chief of Staff

Boston Fair Housing Commission: 3 years, 5 seats, appointed by Mayor--1 must be eligible 

in Boston to receive assisted housing, 1 CBO with expertise in fair housing, 1 w/ expertise 

in governmental civil rights, 1 involved in rental/sales of property. Director of Commission 

is appointed by Commission. Can create & empower subcommittees to investigate 

problems of discrimination in housing; reports to Mayor & City Council with findings of 

discrimination complaints

Boston Human Rights Commission: Within Health & Human Services Department; 3 year 

term; 7 members--investigates workplace, housing, credit, education, public 

accommodations. Adjudicatory and investigative authority. Executive Director appointed 

by Mayor--has same powers as departmental head.Can file complaints with Commission, 

conciliate complaints, file cases with MCAD and EEOC when relevant. Commission can file 

its own complaints.

Appeals--back to HRC, full Committee required for review

Appeals: Legal Department and/or Human Resources

Appeals for Housing complaints: Complainant, 

Respondent or other person aggrieved by a Final 

Commission

Order may seek review of such Order by filing a petition in 

an appropriate Trial Court of the Commonwealth

Policy & Planning Office--Executive Level within Mayor's Office, appointed and 

reporting to mayor

Commissions can make policy recommendations to Council

Affirmative Marketing Department--Proactive approach 

to fair housing and preventing discrimination (within Office 

of Neighborhood Development)--

https://www.boston.gov/housing/affirmative-marketing

Resilient Boston Process 2015-2016 via Boston Resilience 

Collaborative--community advisory board for resiliency 

plan: https://www.sutori.com/story/mayor-s-office-of-

resilience-racial-equity--HRZrGVRN6fzWxoo27py7ofQq

https://www.cityofboston.gov/news/Default.aspx?id=17

890

Cambridge, 

MA

113,630 1 State 

enforcement//Separate 

CR//Adjudicatory 

Commission for 

Employment & 

Housing//Internal & 

impartial appeals process

Quasi-judicial Professional Standards Unit has as its major function the 

receiving, processing, and investigation of complaints 

made against members of the Department. To ensure the 

public’s trust and maintain the Department’s integrity, this 

unit conducts immediate and objective investigations of all 

complaints. It is essential that all allegations of police 

misconduct are thoroughly and objectively investigated to 

assure the public that official misconduct will not be 

tolerated and, at the same time, provide a vehicle 

whereby officers unjustly accused can be vindicated.

Part of our recent efforts include the deployment of an 

"Early Intervention System" designed to identify officers 

who have had a predetermined number of complaints 

lodged within a set period. This system has been designed 

to help officers by providing retraining and/or counseling. 

In addition, it will help identify areas in our policies that 

may be outdated or in need of review.

The City of Cambridge also has a Police Review and 

Advisory Board which will investigate complaints, review 

Cambridge Human Rights Commission: 11 Commissioners appointed by City Manager; 

Chair of Commission appoints Commissioner(s) as Hearing Commissioners for public 

hearings; must be different than Commissioners who participated in investigation of case. 

Hold Public Hearings, full investigative/subpoena power

Affirmative Action Advisory Committee serves as a resource to City departments and 

constituencies concerned with Affirmative Action (AA) and fair labor/employment practices. 

The Committee reviews developments in the law which impact the City's Affirmative Action 

efforts; advises the City Manager, Equity & Inclusion Director and City departments on how 

legal changes affect current initiatives; provides assistance in updating and monitoring 

progress of the City's Affirmative Action Plan; provides assistance to the City in its 

recruitment efforts; and offers additional assistance to further the City's affirmative action 

efforts.

Appeals to Commission by either party; any Commissioner 

may also call for review/appeal of cases; Hearing 

Commissioner has no voting power or input to appeals to 

their findings.

N/A N/A

Louisville, KY 616,261 1 Non-executive location of 

CR, indirect report to 

Mayor via Chief of 

Department and Chief of 

Staff

Quasi-judicial Located within HRC: Citizen Advocate can assist persons 

who wish to file a complaint against a Louisville Metro 

Police Department official for misconduct. The role of the 

Citizen Advocate is to help maintain integrity with the 

public for the Louisville Metro Police Department's 

Professional Standards Unit internal investigation. Though 

not representing a Complainant like an attorney or other 

legal representative, the Citizen Advocate can assist 

persons in filing the initial sworn affidavit of complaint and 

be present at subsequent proceedings.

N/A Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission separated into 2 distinct departments: 

HUMAN RELATIONS-ADVOCACY

This body is composed of ten (10) members, appointed by the Louisville Metro Mayor and 

approved by the Louisville Metro Council.  The Advocacy Board shall endeavor to promote 

and secure mutual understanding and respect among all economic, social, religious, ethnic, 

and social groups in the metropolitan area, and shall act as conciliator in controversies 

involving intergroup and interracial relations.

HUMAN RELATIONS-ENFORCEMENT

This body is composed of seven (7) members appointed by the Mayor and approved by the 

Metro Council.  The duties, responsibilities, and authorities granted to the Enforcement 

Board are for investigation and enforcement of local anti-discrimination laws. Mayor shall 

appoint one of the members of the Human Relations Commission-Enforcement as 

Chairperson

Reconsideration requests via Commission Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission is involved in Louisville Metro 

Government Strategic Planning

Louisville/Jefferson County Human Relations Commission is directed to make studies 

of bias-related tensions in the Metro Government arising from bias-related crimes. 

The Louisville/Jefferson County Human Relations Commission shall report the findings 

of such studies semi-annually to the Metro Council and the Mayor, and shall make 

recommendations on remedial actions to relieve, reduce, or prevent bias-related 

tensions in particular areas of the Metro Government or on a Metro Government-wide 

basis.

Delegated to Advocacy body within Commission: The 

Human Relations Commission-Advocacy shall cooperate 

with federal, state, and other local agencies in efforts to 

develop harmonious intergroup and interracial relations, 

and shall endeavor to enlist the support of civic, religious, 

labor, industrial, and commercial groups, and civic leaders 

dedicated to the improvement of human relations and 

elimination of discriminatory practices.

Philadelphia 1.581 

million

1 CR--Office of Human 

Resources, under Chief 

Administrative Office

Quasi-judicial 32 FTE, 2017

Propsed FY19: $2,202,336

The PCHR receives $700 for 

each dual-filed discrimination 

case it investigates and closes 

under

contract with EEOC as a Fair 

Employment Practices Agency 

(FEPA). In FY17, the PCHR 

received

$139,000 from the EEOC. In 

FY18 the PCHR anticipates 

closing 159 FEPA cases 

generating $125,000

from its case closings.

In FY18, the PCHR will have 

conducted 188 prevention 

education and outreach 

activities. 

Office of Inspector General- inspects, serves as 

“watchdog” on City contracts, City employee wrongdoing 

(example anti-graffiti workers stealing supplies), and 

politicians

Director of Human Relations Office: Appointed by Mayor, 

Executive Director of the Commission

Commission on Human Relations- quasi-judicial agency empowered to enforce 

Philadelphia's civil rights laws and to deal with all matters of intergroup conflicts within the 

City; May 2017 legislation allows authority to issue cease and desist orders—closing a 

business’s operations for an unspecified length of time—if the agency determines the 

business has engaged in “severe or repeated violations” of the Philadelphia Fair Practices 

Ordinance

(https://www.natlawreview.com/article/bill-strengthens-enforcement-powers-philadelphia-

commission-human-relations). 9 member commission appointed by Mayor

PCHR consists of two units, the Compliance Unit and the Community Relations Division.

The Fair Housing Commission enforces the Philadelphia Fair Housing Ordinance, Chapter 9-

800 of the Philadelphia Code. The law prohibits certain unfair rental practices by landlords 

against tenants. It also gives the Commission the authority to address unsafe and unhealthy 

conditions in rental property. Quasi-judicial

Civil Service Commission is to advise the Mayor and the Director of Human Resources on 

problems concerning personnel administration in City service and to uphold the interest of 

the City's merit-based civil service system, a role which is vital to the public interest. The 

principal responsibilities of the Commission are to serve as an appellate tribunal for 

employee appeals; to rule on proposed changes to the Civil Service Regulations and the 

Classification and Pay Plans; and to rule on requests for exemptions from civil service and 

waivers of the residency requirement. Commission: appellate function. As a quasi-judicial 

body, the Commission conducts fact-finding public hearings on employee appeals and 

issues formal written decisions containing factual and legal conclusions.

The Chairperson of the Commission appoints one or more 

commissioners to serve as hearing commissioners. The 

hearing commissioners preside over the adjudicatory 

hearing and manage the hearing process. No one is 

required to have an attorney, but it is recommended. The 

Commission does not prosecute or present the case for the 

complainant. Appeals of Commission decisions--state 

court

Deputy Mayor for Policy and Legislation--also direct report to the Mayor Community Relations Division (within Human Relations 

Department) handles most matters of intergroup conflict 

and neighborhood disputes within the City, and offers 

mediation, conciliation, counseling, and referral services 

for individuals and households in conflict.Dispute 

Resolution, Mediation, Inter-group conflict 

resolution/relations

Fair Criminal Record Screening Standards Law, or “Ban 

the Box”

Coalition for Restaurant Safety and Health (CRSH) 

Interagency Civil Rights Task Force that is made up of 

local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies and 

community partners who work to prevent intergroup 

tension and bias crimes.

October 2017, the PCHR presented its follow-up progress 

report, one year later, on racism and discrimination 

within Philadelphia’s LGBTQ community. The report 

described compliance by bars and non-profits in the 

Gayborhood who received mandatory training for staff 

and management on their rights and responsibilities under 

Community Conflict Resolution Certificate Program - an 

initiative to train community members to resolve 

neighborhood disputes in their local communities. The 

intention of the project is to equip residents of Philadelphia 

with the tools they need to help resolve interpersonal 

conflicts in their neighborhoods before they escalate.

Philadelphia Civil Rights Rapid Response Team, which is 

an interdisciplinary group that includes civil rights leaders 

from city, state, and federal agencies, the School District, 

and advocacy groups that focus on responding to hate 

crimes, bias incidents, and violent acts that have bias 

potential. The Team also educates stakeholders about a 

range of topics, including law enforcement procedures for 

investigation, the rise of violent extremism and its impact 

on civil rights and hate crime, and agencies’ protocols in 

responding to bias incidents. 

https://www.phila.gov/2018-09-28-five-things-you-may-

not-know-about-the-office-of-diversity-and-inclusion/

Saint Paul 306,621 1 Independent dotted-line 

Commission w/ Executive & 

Legislative//CR 

separate//Director 

accountable to Independent 

Commission

Quasi-judicial Mayoral order: 3,087 

employees

completed racial equity 

training

from 2015 – 2017

2017: Majority complaints: 52 

Employment complaints, 42 

based on racial discrimination

2018-2019 Budget of Office: 

$4.73 Million (24.7% is budget 

for River Print press divison)

City of Saint Paul Police Civilian Internal Affairs Review 

Commission (PCIARC) ordinance went into effect in 2017, 

moving the PCIARC from the police department to HREEO.

Reviews and makes disciplinary and policy 

recommendations to the Saint Paul Chief of Police on all 

civilian initiated police conduct complaints. Composed of 

up to nine Saint Paul residents, the commission is essential 

to the trust between police and the communities they 

serve. The PCIARC has a dedicated civilian coordinator to 

assist in receiving complaints from the public. The 

coordinator serves as a liaison to the commission and 

reports to the Director of HREEO. The PCIARC is required 

by city ordinance to submit a specific PCIARC Annual 

Report. 

Mayor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities 

The city attorney shall provide legal counsel to the 

department, at no cost to the complainant, in a case in 

which the director has reason to believe that injunctive 

relief is appropriate or where a charge of discrimination 

has concluded in a cause determination and a civil 

enforcement proceeding before the commission or district 

court is initiated.

Director of the department of human rights and equal 

economic opportunity shall have general supervision over 

all programs of the city with respect to human and civil 

rights, subject to policies established by the mayor

Director reports to HREEOC: Prior to (120) days from the 

expiration of the director's term, the commission shall also 

be required to recommend to the mayor whether the 

director should be re-appointed.

If, an investigation concludes that a violation has occurred 

or is about to occur, the director may refer the matter to 

the city attorney for criminal prosecution, initiate civil 

enforcement procedures as herein provided, or enter 

into a conciliation agreement.

Human Rights & Equal Economic Opportunity Commission--21 members--dotted line 

independence between Mayor and City Council

Serve in an advisory capacity to the Director of the Human Rights and Equal Economic 

Opportunity Department; In conjunction with the Director’s three-year term, the HREEO 

Commission conducts an extensive assessment of the Department’s performance; 

Conducts studies, hearings, investigations, makes recommendations and determines 

discrimination complaints.

Commission shall have power to receive, hear and determine complaints as provided 

herein, to govern its own affairs, to adopt reasonable rules of practice and procedure, and 

to advise the director on policies of the department. The commission shall have power to 

conduct such studies, hearings, and investigations 

Fair Employment Practice Commission

Appeals for reconsideration sent back to Director

Can bypass Dept to district court when it's a complaint of 

private party, or to appeal 2nd no cause ruling of director

Mayor meets with Department heads and proposes budget recommendations to 

Council. Mayor has line item veto over City Council final proposed budget.

Human Rights staff provided leadership on the Fair Housing Implementation Council 

and represented HREEO on the Fair Housing Workgroup created by the mayor and 

city council. The workgroup is responsible for making policy and budget 

recommendations to the mayor and city council to advance fair housing in the City of 

Saint Paul.

Manages River Print, the full service in-house print and 

mailing facility for the City of Saint Paul. River Print serves 

the government and non-profit sector at competitive 

rates, and in a confidential and secure setting.

Vendor Outreach Program (VOP) is a small business 

assistance program for small, woman-, and minority-

owned business enterprises

(S/W/MBEs)

Central Certification (CERT) Program is collaborative 

effort governed by Hennepin County, Ramsey County, the 

City of Minneapolis, and the City of Saint Paul. In 2017, 

the City of Minneapolis rejoined the CERT Collaborative. 

The CERT Program certifies S/W/MBEs based on 

ownership and revenue

2017 Internal Audit: The Audit Committee was comprised 

of five HREEO Commissioners and the HREEO Commission 

Liaison, with the assistance of the Saint Paul Innovation 

Team.From 2017 Audit: perception that the human rights 

component of HREEO is less important than the contract 

compliance function.

Example: City Council and the Mayor request that the 

Human Rights and Equal Economic Opportunity 

Commission convene a task force appointed by the 

Mayor and approved by the Council that is 

representative of the city’s businesses of all sizes and 

types, employees, organized labor, advocacy 

organizations and residents to engage the broader 

community in a conversation around the specifics of 

requiring employers to offer earned sick and safe time 

benefits to their employees; 

Atlanta 486,290 2 Executive//Commission 

outsources 

enforcement/adjudication 

to other departments

Non-adjudicatory Human Relations Commission consists of seven members with three-year, staggered 

terms. Two are appointed by the Mayor of Atlanta, two by the President of the Atlanta City 

Council, and three by the at-large Members of the Council. No member can serve more than 

two consecutive terms. The membership of the HRC is intended to reflect the diversity of the 

people protected under the ordinance. The HRC elects its own officers. The City’s Law 

Department provides legal assistance, and the Mayor’s Office of Constituent Services 

provides administrative support.

Statutory Purpose: Recognizing the need for a permanent body on human relations, the 

Atlanta City Council created the HRC as a “vehicle for addressing illegal discrimination in 

public accommodations, private employment, and housing within the City.” 

--The HRC focuses its efforts on the elimination of discrimination in public accommodations, 

private employment and housing. Some of its functions are as follows:

--Receive, investigate, and make recommendations to the Mayor and the appropriate City 

agency for the resolution of complaints alleging discrimination, including racial profiling

--Initiate actions to test, investigate, and file complaints regarding violations of the Human 

Relations Code

--Conduct studies and recommend needed ordinances and resolutions

--Develop human relations plans and policies for the City of Atlanta

--Investigate conditions that may lead to tension and conflict among racial, religious, and 

national groups and recommend remedial actions as may be needed

--Convene conferences on public accommodations, private employment, and housing and 

work with leaders in these fields in developing programs of voluntary compliance and 

enforcement of the Human Relations Code

N/A Human Relations Commission has power to develop human relations plans and 

policies for Atlanta. One Atlanta entities have authority to develop policy and 

collaborate across agencies

Operating through the Welcoming Atlanta Office under 

One Atlanta: The City of Atlanta has started a citywide 

Language Access Plan, known as iSpeakATL, to offer free, 

timely, and efficient language services to the City’s 

Limited English Proficient (LEP) population. 

OneAtlanta office is focused on supporting the Mayor’s 

progressive agenda while also working to strengthen the 

impact and broaden the reach of the City’s criminal justice 

reform efforts including expansion of the Pre-Arrest 

Diversion Program and increasing resources for the Office 

of the Public Defender.

Employment complaints: The Department of Equity & Inclusion upholds and reaffirms the City’s position and commitment to equal employment opportunity, and assists in creating 

and maintaining an inclusive workforce that is free from discrimination, harassment, and retaliation.It assists department heads in setting and achieving equity and inclusion goals 

specifically in recruiting, hiring, promoting, and retaining qualified employees. In compliance with federal law, the Office prepares and submits workforce reports on a biennial basis 

to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

The Cambridge Human Rights Commission is a city law enforcement agency that investigates complaints of discrimination that occur in Cambridge -- in housing, employment, 

education and public accommodations. The Commission enforces two ordinances: the Cambridge Human Rights Ordinance, chapter 2.76 and the Cambridge Fair Housing 

Ordinance, chapter 14.04. These laws prohibit discrimination based on race, color, national origin, sex, gender, physical and mental disability, sexual orientation, religion, age, 

family status, military status, and source of income. We also work HUD to enforce the Federal Fair Housing Act. The Commission also aids the City of Cambridge by educating both 

businesses and residents, providing community outreach, and cooperating with other city, state and federal agencies. Located under General Services, report via Deputy City 

Manager.

Philadelphia Human Relations Department

In addition to staffing Fair Housing Commission, manages the Dispute Resolution Program

Philadelphia’s Fair Practices Ordinance: Protections Against Unlawful Discrimination: The City of Philadelphia has a powerful law prohibiting discrimination in three areas of 

protection: (1) employment; (2) public accommodation; and (3) housing and real property. The ordinance applies to employers, businesses, housing providers and property owners 

of all sizes.--Complaints received, investigated, and enforced by Commission on Human Relations

Fair Housing Commission: Commission staff reviews the investigation file and makes a case-closing recommendation to the Commissioners. In cases where there is finding of 

“probable cause” of discrimination, such a finding does not mean the complainant has won the case, only that there is enough evidence to proceed to a public adjudicatory hearing. 

Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action (EEO/AA) Unit of the City of Philadelphia Office of Human Resources processes requests for accommodations for disabilities in 

Civil Service testing and employment. EEO/AA also investigates complaints of illegal discrimination or harassment within City departments.

Kentucky Commission on Human Rights - the state government authority that enforces the Kentucky Civil Rights Act (Kentucky Revised Statutes Chapter 344), and, through its 

affiliations with the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, enforces federal civil rights laws.

Louisville Metro Human Relations Commission - have legally-chartered responsibilities to enforce anti-discrimination laws in Louisville Metro/Jefferson County, Kentucky, in 

employment, housing, or public accommodations, or victim of a hate crime.

Commission located under Chief of Community Building, Chief reports to Chief of Staff, CoS to Mayor

Director of the Mayor’s Office of Constituent Services will conduct an initial investigation and report the findings to the HRC. The HRC will receive the report and attempt to eliminate 

the alleged practice by conference, conciliation or persuasion. The HRC may also, at its option, continue the initial investigation to obtain additional information or conduct a hearing. 

The respondent will have the opportunity to file a written answer to the complaint at least three business days prior to the hearing.

The Chair of the HRC may request the Committee of Council of the Atlanta City Council to issue subpoenas on behalf of the HRC to compel the production of records or the appearance 

of witnesses.

After conducting a hearing, the HRC will issue findings of fact, its decision, and at the discretion of its Chair, an opinion with the reasons for the decision. The Mayor and the 

appropriate department of City government will have 30 days in which to respond to the HRC's findings.

The Mayor may take any of the following actions: Inquire whether due cause exists to revoke a professional or business license issued by the City or a contract with the City; Ask 

any City agency to investigate whether the alleged offender has violated any other City ordinance;Request any appropriate community agency to investigate whether the alleged 

offender has violated any state or federal law.

City of Madison Equal Opportunities Division (EOD) within the Madison Department of Civil Rights

--DCR also hosts a Contract Compliance Division and an Affirmative Action Division, and housing rights. 

Commission responsiblities:

1. To study the existence, character, causes and extent of the denial of equal opportunity because of biases, prejudices, social or institutionalized passive and active forms of 

discrimination or harassment

2. To informally recommend solutions to individual problems that may arise which involve the denial of equal opportunities because of protected class or other class memberships

3. To disseminate information and provide technical assistance, consultation, and training programs

4. To receive and initiate complaints alleging violation of this ordinance and to attempt to eliminate or remedy any violation by means of conciliation, persuasion, education, 

litigation etc. 

When complaints of discrimination filed against the City of Madison and the Community Development Authority, external appeals process:

1. Upon the receipt of a written, verified complaint naming the City of Madison or the Community Development Authority as a respondent, a copy of such complaint shall be 

served on the City Attorney, the Mayor, and the City Clerk.

2. If the Equal Rights Division of the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development or the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has jurisdiction over 

the complaint, the Equal Opportunities Commission shall take no action, but shall refer the complaint to the Equal Rights Division or HUD for appropriate action as provided by law. 

What entity develops and passes Policy related to civil rights? What reporting is 

required? 

City of St. Paul Department of Human Rights and Equal Economic Opportunity Commission: HREEO champions justice and equity by confronting issues of discrimination and 

providing innovative avenues for accessibility and economic opportunities for all residents and businesses. HREEO achieves these goals by consistently delivering quality customer 

service, being a voice and advocate within the city and metro area, building relationships throughout the community, and enforcing laws. Includes programs on Human Rights, 

Contract Compliance, and Procurement. Human Rights division does not investigate charges of discrimination filed against another department of the City of Saint Paul.

Human Rights Division enforces the City of Saint Paul Human Rights Ordinance, which prohibits discrimination in the city. The Human Rights Division investigates alleged acts of 

discrimination, determines findings of “cause” or “no cause” of discrimination, and mediates settlement discussions before and after findings of probable cause. 

Contract Compliance Division consists of the Labor Standards Unit, Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity, the CERT and Vendor Outreach Programs, and HUD 

Section 3. 

Procurement Division (Contract & Analysis Services) provides buying and contracting services for the City of Saint Paul, Saint Paul Regional Water Services, and the Saint Paul

Port Authority. Procurement collaborates with city departments to provide cost-effective, transparent, and convenient bidding on City of Saint Paul contracting opportunities.

City of Saint Paul completed an equal access audit in 2007 to examine the city's contracting and workforce development policies. As a result, HREEO was created to improve the 

inclusive contracting practices and workforce development strategies of the City of Saint Paul. The department consolidated existing city resources to better serve, monitor, and 

enforce polices designed to expand economic opportunities and produce a more economically inclusive Saint Paul. 

Human Rights Specialists: conduct investigations based on complaints the division receives. Upon investigation of a complaint and applicable law, Human Rights Specialists make a 

recommendation of Probable Cause (PC) or No Probable Cause (NPC) subject to the approval of the director. Human Rights Specialists may also facilitate Pre-Determination 

The New York City Commission on Human Rights is charged with the enforcement of the Human Rights Law, Title 8 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, and with 

educating the public and encouraging positive community relations. The Commission is divided into two major bureaus -- Law Enforcement and Community Relations.

The Law Enforcement Bureau is responsible for the intake, investigation, and prosecution of complaints alleging violations of the Law.

The Community Relations Bureau provides public education about the Human Rights Law and helps cultivate understanding and respect among the City’s many diverse 

communities through its borough-based Community Service Centers and numerous educational and outreach programs. Main focus: Employment and Housing Mandate:

-Educating individuals and communities about the protections available to them under the NYC Human Rights Law

-Fostering intergroup dialogue and understanding

-Supporting, stabilizing, and empowering communities

-Negotiating and obtaining disability access accommodations

-Investigating incidences of bias and/or discriminatory harassment

-Supporting formerly incarcerated individuals in the re-entry process

-Connecting individuals and organizations to the Commission’s law enforcement functions and other City resources

Complaint process: Members of the public may file a complaint with LEB about their own experience. A lawyer may file a complaint with LEB on a client’s behalf. Service providers, 

community organizations, elected officials, or individuals may bring specific incidents or potential patterns of discrimination to LEB’s attention, and LEB can initiate its own 

investigation.

LEB refers the matter to the Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH), where the matter is assigned to an OATH administrative law judge (ALJ)

Baltimore City Office of Civil Rights: overarching mission of the Office of Civil Rights is to carry out activities to eliminate discrimination and protect individuals' civil rights.  There 

are four commissions that are housed in the Office of Civil Rights: the Community Relations Commission, the Wage Commission, the Civilian Review Board, and the Mayor's 

Commission on Disabilities.  

Community Relations Commission:

1. Formulate and carry out a comprehensive education and action program designed to eliminate and prevent prejudice and discrimination in the City of Baltimore.

2. Initiate studies concerning the current status of civil rights, inter-group relations, and discriminatory practices.

3. Conduct and publish an annual survey or community audit of the status of human rights in the City of Baltimore.

4. Create such advisory councils, committees, or subcommittees as in the judgement of the Commission will aid in carrying out the purposes of this article and to cooperate with 

such councils, committees, or subcommittees toward such ends.

5. Receive and investigate and seek to adjust all complaints of unlawful practices 

Jurisdiction

Civil rights enforcement

Where do these functions reside?  Accountable to whom?

San Francisco Human Rights Commission: 

HRC's Discrimination Complaints Investigation and Mediation Division investigates and mediates complaints of discrimination and non-compliance in employment, housing and 

public accommodation, as prescribed by City policy and jurisdiction. In addition, the Division is charged with implementing the Sanctuary City Ordinance by assisting the public in 

filing, mediating, and investigating complaints of non-compliance with the ordinance.

Investigate and mediate discrimination complaints in the areas of housing, public accommodations, and employment.

Investigate and mediate complaints of noncompliance with the Fair Chance and Sanctuary City Ordinances.

Engage stakeholders to resolve community disputes and issues involving individual or systemic illegal discrimination.

Provide technical assistance, information and referrals to individuals, community groups, businesses and government agencies related to human rights and social justice.

HRC's Policy & Social Justice Division collaborates closely with other governmental agencies, community based organizations, and members of the community to address a wide 

range of civil rights and other related social justice issues affecting the residents of San Francisco.

HRC has authority to bring complaints independently without a formal complainant if they suspect possible discriminatory practices or patterns.Holds subpoena power

After mediation has been attempted and investigation continues, new staff are assigned as investigators (unless parties agree to continue working with same staff).

Discrimination in employement complaints can also go through Human Resources Director, who refers to an EEO investigator.

Metro Nashville Human Relations Commission:  Metro Human Relations Commission is empowered by statute to investigate allegations of discrimination in housing, employment, 

Title VI and places of public accommodations. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of your race, color, gender, disability, national origin, religion, creed, 

familial status or age (40 and over) then you may file a complaint of discrimination. If the complaint is jurisdictional, the MHRC will investigate the matter. 

Functions of Commission:

The Metro Human Relations Commission identifies innovative solutions for improving access to fundamental goods, information, and services. Our staff implements initiatives and 

projects that are strategic, intentional, and purposeful in addressing various forms of inequity.

Develop data-driven and equity-oriented policy papers and research reports regarding issues of inclusion in Davidson County. These projects identify points of intervention, craft 

short and long-term recommendations, and serve as mediums of public education for constituents, community leaders, and policy makers.

Seattle Office for Civil Rights (SOCR) works to advance civil rights and end barriers to equity. We enforce laws against illegal discrimination in employment, housing, public 

accommodations and contracting within Seattle city limits. We also lead the Race and Social Justice Initiative, a citywide effort to end institutional racism in City government and to 

achieve racial equity across our community.

Seattle Office for Civil Rights provides staff support for the Seattle Human Rights Commission, Women's Commission, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Commission, and 

the Commission for People with disAbilities. 

Civil Rights Office (located within Legal Department, dotted line to OEI): investigates discrimination complaints and is dedicated to the protection and promotion of human rights and 

human dignity, and equal access and opportunities for all citizens.

Human Rights Board (considered the governing body of the OEI) and a Human Rights Officer who investigates complaints of discrimination in:

Employment

Housing

Public Accommodations

Other forms of discrimination

The Municipal Court shall have jurisdiction to entertain a complaint alleging a violation of this article without the necessity of filing a complaint with the Board

http://www.cityofmadison.com/civil-rights/documents/resji/RESJSnapshot.pdf
http://www.cityofmadison.com/civil-rights/documents/resji/RESJSnapshot.pdf
http://www.cityofmadison.com/civil-rights/documents/resji/RESJSnapshot.pdf
http://www.cityofmadison.com/civil-rights/documents/resji/RESJSnapshot.pdf
https://council.nyc.gov/press/2018/12/20/1679/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/services/for-the-public/diversity-initiatives/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/services/for-the-public/diversity-initiatives/
https://sf-hrc.org/sites/default/files/2016_AnnualReport_Final_Spread.pdf
https://sf-hrc.org/sites/default/files/2016_AnnualReport_Final_Spread.pdf
https://sf-hrc.org/sites/default/files/2016_AnnualReport_Final_Spread.pdf
http://www.sfexaminer.com/city-hall-considers-addressing-racial-equity-new-office/
http://www.sfexaminer.com/city-hall-considers-addressing-racial-equity-new-office/
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Human Realations Commission/docs/publications/InclucivicsReport.pdf
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Human Realations Commission/docs/publications/InclucivicsReport.pdf
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Human Realations Commission/docs/publications/InclucivicsReport.pdf
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planning/docs/NashvilleNext/next-report-Equity-and-InclusionMarch1.pdf
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planning/docs/NashvilleNext/next-report-Equity-and-InclusionMarch1.pdf
https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planning/docs/NashvilleNext/next-report-Equity-and-InclusionMarch1.pdf
https://citiesspeak.org/2019/01/21/how-baltimore-is-advancing-racial-equity-policy-practice-procedure/
https://citiesspeak.org/2019/01/21/how-baltimore-is-advancing-racial-equity-policy-practice-procedure/
https://www.cityofboston.gov/news/Default.aspx?id=17890
https://www.cityofboston.gov/news/Default.aspx?id=17890
https://www.phila.gov/2018-09-28-five-things-you-may-not-know-about-the-office-of-diversity-and-inclusion/
https://www.phila.gov/2018-09-28-five-things-you-may-not-know-about-the-office-of-diversity-and-inclusion/


South Bend, 

IN

102,245 3 CR within Admin/Services 

Dept//Quasi-judicial 

Commission

Commission elects a Chair and Vice-Chair, no staffed 

office with Director

In addition to receiving and or initiating investigations of discriminatory practices and 

recommending for appointment to the Mayor such personnel as may be necessary, the 

Commission can act as conciliator in matters involving race, religion, color, sex, national 

origin or ancestry, sexual orientation or gender identity, disability and in housing familial 

status. It can create advisory committees and sub-committees to effectuate its purposes. It 

can recommend to the Mayor and Common Council legislation to further purposes of the 

ordinance. It can take testimony of any person under oath relating to any matter in question 

before it. Upon the approval of the Department of Law, it can subpoena witnesses, 

documents, and records pertinent to matters under investigation.

9 members who are residents of the City of South Bend and are representative of the 

racial, ethnic, religious, economic and educational groups in the community. (b) Successors 

to all members of the Commission shall be appointed for terms of four (4) years, except 

when appointed to fill a vacancy, in which case such appointment shall be for the unexpired 

term. (c) Members of the Commission may be removed by the appointing authority for just 

cause. Split appointment between Common Council and Mayor. 

Subpoena power: The Commission shall have the exclusive power to subpoena, but it shall 

consult with the Department of Law concerning the issuance of a subpoena. The 

Department of Law may veto the issuance of a subpoena if and only if such an issuance 

would be an abuse of the Commission's subpoena power.

Reporting requirements of Commission: Prepare and issue a report annually to the 

Common Council and Mayor, describing in detail the investigation and conciliation 

proceedings it has conducted and their outcome, the progress made and any other 

work performed and achievements towards the elimination of discrimination.

Relevant policy under the DII in the Mayor's Office: 

Inclusive Procurement Policy

Inclusive Talent Policy

Inclusive Workplace Policy

Inclusive Community Policy

Inclusive Economy Policy

Education and outreach: To stimulate community 

awareness of equal protection of the law in protected 

areas through education, collaboration, and coordination 

with other community agencies.

Authority to penalize respondents: Except in housing 

cases,  the Commission may impose a penalty upon any 

respondent of one thousand five hundred dollars 

($1,500.00) for the first and second violation of this article 

within a five-year period, and may further impose a 

penalty of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) 

for three (3) or more violations of this article within a five-

year period.

Housing discrimination, the Commission may assess a civil 

penalty of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) 

for each commission of a discriminatory housing practice.

Buffalo, NY 1 Quasi-juducial 

commission//Subpoena 

power

Quasi-judicial Mayor of the City of Buffalo shall designate a Fair Housing 

Officer to receive, investigate and/or refer complaints 

under this article to a qualified fair housing enforcement 

agency certified to investigate and handle fair housing 

complaints. Fair Housing Officer shall prepare an annual 

report detailing the work performed, including a statistical 

analysis of the caseload, a summary of dispositions of 

complaints filed and/or referred to housing agencies, and 

recommendations regarding fair housing practices to the 

Mayor.

Upon certification by the Commission on Citizens' Rights 

and Community Relations Director that there has been an 

affirmative finding of probable cause of discriminatory 

practice, the Director may request the Corporation Counsel 

to commence an action against the accused party.

N/A Commission: review, monitor, report on, and recommend 

to the appropriate city officials action concerning the police 

department's (i) initial and continuing training program in 

community relations and respect for citizens' rights; and 

(ii) standards and procedures for investigating, acting 

upon, and resolving complaints of police misconduct. 

Upon completion of the police department's investigation 

of a complaint of police misconduct, the commission may 

review the police department's file of the investigation;

N/A The commission shall have the power to appoint an 

executive director and a secretary. The commission shall 

request, the mayor shall recommend and the council shall 

appropriate sufficient funds for that purpose. The 

commission may also appoint field representatives and 

staff within funds appropriated and available therefor. The 

executive director shall be responsible for administering 

the commission's business and for carrying out such other 

duties as may be delegated by the commission.

Commission on Citizens’ Rights and Community Relations of the City of Buffalo strives to 

eliminate prejudice, intolerance, bigotry and discrimination; to encourage equality of 

treatment and prevent discrimination. 11 members appointed by mayor and confirmed by 

the common council. Members shall be recognized community leaders, selected for 

diversity and demonstrated commitment to social justice. At least one member shall have 

experience in law enforcement. The members shall appoint from among themselves each 

year a chairperson and a vice-chairperson.The mayor may remove a member at any time 

for reasons stated in writing upon fifteen days' notice to the common council.

Duties:

1. Develop programs in cooperation with civic, community and civil rights organizations and 

state and federal agencies, to improve relations among the city's racial, religious, ethnic, 

and other communities and build an inclusive sense of community throughout the city;

2. Investigate and recommend action in response to incidents, patterns and causes of 

discrimination

3. Examine, assess and recommend action on issues of equal opportunity and respect for 

cultural diversity within city government and its services and programs;

4. Submit at least once each year, and as requested by the mayor or common council, a 

report on: (i) its activities; (ii) the state of community relations in the city; (iii) the state of 

equal opportunity and respect for cultural diversity within city government and in its services 

and programs; (iv) the state of the police department's initial and ongoing training programs 

in community relations and respect for citizens' rights and standards and procedures for 

investigating and acting upon complaints of police misconduct; and (v) significant issues that 

have arisen concerning any of the foregoing matters;

5. Hold public and private hearings and take testimony under oath, and to issue subpoenas 

requiring the attendance of persons and the production of books, papers and other things;

N/A N/A http://www.nationalcivicleague.org/wp-

content/uploads/2017/11/Kimbrough-2017-

National_Civic_Review-1.pdf

Chicago 2.716 

million

1 Independent 

Commission//Quasi-Judicial

Quasi-judicial During 2016, 39 complaints 

advanced to the administrative 

hearing stage after a finding of 

substantial evidence that an 

ordinance violation had 

occurred. This represents 18% 

of the 219 dispositions of cases 

at the investigation stage. Of 

the 39 complaints, 22 (56%) 

were in housing, 11 (28%) 

were in public accommodation, 

and 6 (15%) were in 

employment.

Civilian Review Board- investigates police; has subpoena 

power; 4 investigators; 1 supervising attorney who is part 

of Mayor’s Cabinet; 9 members for each district who 

cannot be paid police officer during time served, political 

party, gender, race diverse

IGR: IGR staff members can mediate community tensions 

and conflict. They can also deliver presentations 

explaining the protections offered under Chicago’s Human 

Rights and Fair Housing Ordinances, how to file a 

complaint of discrimination, and how to call for assistance 

if someone is a victim of a hate crime. In addition, they 

can advocate on behalf of victims of hate crimes.

Community Mediation: IGR responds to requests from 

individuals or communities who are involved in a dispute 

and attempts to reach a resolution.  A staff mediator can 

facilitate the communication between people in conflict 

and help each party understand the other person’s point 

of view and rights.

Outreach: IGR will come to your community, school, or 

place of worship and discuss what your civil rights are 

under the law and the remedies available if you have 

experienced discrimination. IGR reaches out to individuals 

and public and private institutions to promote the 

Commission's services and provide information on the 

Chicago Human Rights and Fair Housing Ordinances as 

well as procedures on how to file discrimination 

complaints.

Commission on Human Relations- 4 Advisory Council Chairs and 15 other members all 

appointed by the Mayor and approved by Council; each Advisory Council has 21 members 

appointed by the Mayor and approved by Council; 4 Advisory Councils: Advisory Council on 

Equity, Advisory Council on Women and LGBT issues, Advisory Council on Veterans, 

Advisory Council on new Americans.

CCHR Board of Commissioners serves as the public leadership and community voice of the 

department. The board receives reports on the work of the department from staff, and 

provides valuable input on how to improve our service to the public. The board also reviews 

and recommends policies to address issues of discrimination and prejudice. Finally, the 

board makes the final rulings in all fully litigated discrimination cases after reviewing the 

recommended ruling of the hearing officer who conducted the administrative hearing. The 

board may adopt the hearing officer’s recommendation in full, reject or modify it consistent 

with applicable law, or remand the case for further hearing. 

Under the City’s Hate Crimes Law, the agency aids hate crime victims. CCHR also employs 

proactive programs of education, intervention, and constituency building to discourage 

bigotry and bring people from different groups together.

To appeal a final order of the Commission, a party must 

seek a writ of certiorari from the Circuit Court of Cook 

County according to applicable law. Neither the 

Commission nor the Board of Commissioners shall accept 

or consider requests for review of a final order. 

Board of Commissioners for the CCHR: reviews and recommends policies to address 

issues of discrimination and prejudice. 

Inter-Group Relations (IGR) division of the Commission on 

Human Relations reacts to incidents of violence and 

proactively provides educational workshops to reduce 

discrimination and hate while promoting inter-group 

understanding. Chicago, like other large urban cities, 

experiences conflicts and community tensions that are 

often fueled by misunderstanding and fear in areas 

undergoing change based on race, class or culture.  This 

can include gentrification, immigration, and also the 

relocation of public housing residents into new 

communities.  IGR staff members work to identify key 

stakeholders and leaders in these communities to discuss 

concerns and develop community-based solutions. This 

unit is regularly called upon in times of crisis to intercede in 

communities where violence may have occurred or has 

the potential for occurring.  Many of these conflicts occur 

in or around schools, and in communities between 

residents and neighbors. 

Recently developed authority to initiate their own 

complaints; example: another department is doing 

something problematic, which would allow Commission to 

file the complaint and would then result in resolving with 

department and Mayor

https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/dhr/g

eneral/DHR-Chief_Diversity_Officer_Draft_030717.pdf

Gary, IN 76,008 1 Executive//CR 

Enforcement 

Only//External appelate 

body

Quasi-judicial Commission shall appoint a director, deputy director and 

such other personnel as may be authorized by the mayor 

and subject to the advise and consent of the common 

council to assist the commission

All members of the human relations commission shall be appointed by the mayor, subject to 

the advice and consent of the common council.

Cases are dual-filed with the respective federal agency 

and follow the general procedures for adjudication. Failed 

concilation proceedings go to public hearing

N/A Other powers and duties of the Commission include 

gathering and distributing information intended to 

improve human relations and achieve equal opportunity 

throughout Northwest Indiana, reducing tensions and 

preventing violence, conducting studies, and discouraging 

acts of discrimination. 

Also charged with the responsibility to protect employers, 

real estate brokers, property owners and others from 

unfounded charges of discrimination. The Commission 

handles all ADA and Title VI grievances.

Miami-Dade 

County

2.752 

million

1 Executive branch with 

strong County 

mayor//Internal quasi-

judicial 

Commission//External and 

impartial appeals processes 

(2)//

Quasi-judicial Office of Inspector General- handles fraud, abuse, waste 

of departments and politicians

Office of Civil Rights and Labor Relations develops, 

implements, and monitors the Transit department's fair 

employment practices.

Director appointed by and will serve at the will of the 

County Mayor. The position shall be exempt from the 

classified service of the County. The County Mayor shall 

appoint such assistants to the Director as may be 

necessary, subject to budgetary limitations.

Mayor or Mayor's designee may sustain, reverse or 

modify the Director's decision. In any case in which the 

hearing examiner finds that the employee filed a frivolous 

complaint in bad faith, the hearing examiner may 

recommend and the Mayor or Mayor's designee may 

direct the employee to pay the costs of the hearing, 

including the County's attorney's fees.

Commission on Human Rights is a quasi-judicial, as well as an advisory board, charged with 

the enforcement of Miami-Dade County's civil and human rights ordinance. Commission on 

Human Rights receives, initiatives, investigates, and conciliates

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY COMMISSION ON HUMAN 

RIGHTS coordinates appeal process for OHRFEP: appeals 

board consists of 26 volunteer members of the community 

who are appointed by the Board of County 

Commissioners. 

County employees and applicants with the right to appeal 

the Director's determination shall have the right to have a 

hearing examiner appointed under this article, subject to 

budgetary appropriations by the Board of County 

Commissioners, to review the determination of the 

Director.

Hearing examiner appointed pursuant to this article shall 

be sufficiently independent to assure that no external 

interference or influence adversely affects the 

independence and objectivity of the hearing officer. 

Accordingly, there will be no external influence on the 

hearing examiner--including the Mayor or any member of 

the administrative staff, and that no Commissioner or 

employee of a Commissioner shall take part in the 

appointment or removal of officers/employees in the 

County.

Subject to the approval of the County Mayor or County 

Mayor's designee and the County Attorney, review and 

approve department affirmative action plans which 

address underutilization of minorities, women and the 

disabled.

Office consults with the Human Resources Career 

Development Division in the following areas:

-Fair employment practice training

-New employee orientation

OHRFEP acts as a liaison with outside agencies in the 

following areas:

-With investigations done by agencies such as the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission

-In coordinating special recruiting efforts with referring 

agencies and community organizations

created by merger of the Office of Fair Employment 

Practices and the Office of Human Rights in February 2010

Pittsburgh, 

PA

302,407 1 Quasi-judicial 

Committee//Internal 

appeals//

Quasi-judicial Pittsburgh Citizen Police Review Board (CPRB) - for the 

CPRB to investigate the complaint, you must submit a 

sworn (notarized) written statement. 

Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission has 

administrative, legal and investigative staff, overseen by 

an executive director in Harrisburg and regional directors in 

Harrisburg, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.

The 15 persons who are members of the Commission on Human Relations serve without 

pay and are appointed to four-year terms of office by the Mayor.

The PghCHR employs a director and staff.  In addition to reviewing the findings of staff, the 

Commission may hold public hearings, subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance, 

require the production of evidence, make findings of fact, issue orders and publish such 

findings of fact and orders.

Pittsburgh City Code empowers the Commission to initiate, receive, investigate and seek 

the satisfactory adjustment of complaints charging unlawful practices in employment, 

housing, public accommodations and in the delivery of city services. The Commission may 

also issue subpoenas and order discovery in aid of investigations, and hearings.

PghCHR is divided into two sections: Public Hearing and Compliance Review. 

Commissioners are appointed to sections by the Chairperson and no Commissioner may 

serve concurrently in both Sections.

--The Compliance Review Section reviews case determinations by PghCHR staff with regard 

to whether probable causes exists for an unlawful discriminatory practice complaint and 

approveor disapprove findings by majority vote.

--The Public Hearing Section conducts public hearings upon majority vote of the Compliance 

Review Section, and renders the Commission’s final decisions regarding cases.

If there is insufficient evidence to substantiate a finding of 

probable cause, the case will be closed. Under the 

Pittsburgh City Code, Chapter 655.04, and Rule 13 of the 

Commission's Rules and Regulations, either party may 

request reconsideration of the Commission's 

determination. 

PghCHR conducts community education and other 

outreach programs for schools, community groups, 

businesses, professional organizations, and City 

departments in order to promote equal rights and 

opportunities 

Current goals of the Commission:

--Reduce compliance case processing time.

--Enhance intergroup and community relations by 

increasing the number of educational and outreach 

programs.

--Increase compliance by employers, housing, and service 

providers with civil rights laws and reduce incidents of 

community tensions.

--Promote greater awareness and appreciation for the 

cultural diversity of the City.

http://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/mayorpeduto/4.19.17_-

_Advancing_Diversity_in_City_Recruitment_and_Hiring.p

df

Tampa, FL 377,165 1 CR Enforecement 

only//Quasi 

judicial//Executive 

reporting

Quasi-judicial Citizens wishing to express their appreciation for Tampa 

Police Department employees are encouraged to send an 

electronic letter to the Chief of Police through our website.

As representatives of the Tampa Police Department, the 

Black History Committee's mission is to reduce crime and 

enhance the quality of life through a cooperative 

partnership with all citizens. These partnerships include 

the historic emphasis of promoting educational awareness 

of African Americans in law enforcement, the importance 

of diversity and achievement, and maintaining a 

relationship with the community as a whole. Not funded 

by city, PD reps and volunteer civilians. 

Patricia Newton, Human Rights Investigation Supervisor Appointed by Mayor Bob Buckhorn and confirmed by City Council, the Board, composed of 

nine members, can receive and initiate complaints for investigation that allege any violation 

of Chapter 12, Tampa’s Human Rights Ordinance (Tampa Code)

Washington 

D.C

693,971 1 Executive branch, Deputy 

City Manager//Internal 

impartial/independent 

Commission//External 

impartial appeals outside 

jurisdiction//External 

employee complaint 

mechanism

Quasi-judicial FY2018: Inquiries rcvd-1483, 

intakes conducted-563

Police Complaint Board at the Office of Police Complaints CHR provides an appeals for those ineligible for 

employment under the Criminal Background Checks for 

the Protection of Children Act. 

Executive branch, under

Deputy City Mayor of Public Safety & Justice

OHR proactively enforces human rights in the District 

through Director’s Inquiries, which allow it to identify and 

investigate practices and policies that may be 

discriminatory.

DC Human Rights Commission: 15 commissioners nominated by Mayor, 3 yr term, unpaid, 

approved by Council. Housed within the OHR. Ajudicatory, private entity investigations 

only. Although the Commission is within OHR, the Commission acts independent of OHR in 

order to adjudicate cases in an impartial manner. Administrative law judges housed within 

Commission. 

If OHR finds “probable cause” that discrimination occurred, the case is then certified to the 

Commission.  After certification,  the Commission conducts a secondary, independent 

review of the case.  The secondary review includes an evidentiary hearing in a “trial-type” 

setting either before an administrative law judge or a panel of three Commissioners.

Commission may undertake public investigations or hearings concerning various patterns of 

discrimination and make recommendations to the Mayor and/or the City Council. Can 

require civil penaly payments.

Denied: Appeal to DC Superior Court Or EEOC.

Fair Housing Act cases with probable cause: complainant 

can request case moved to DC Superior Court for hearing

Office of Policy and Legislative Affairs-Coordinates between Council and Mayor

Commission also has authority to promulgate rules, regulations, and procedures that 

implement various portions of the DC Human Rights Act.

Education, outreach, community conflict resolution, 

management of Language Access Programs, and Anti 

Youth-Bullying Program

Proactive Enforcement Initiative: OHR embarked on a 

pilot initiative to use a powerful tool that District law 

makes available to the Director of OHR to investigate a 

situation in the city that may have risen to the level of 

discriminatory practices or policies. The purpose of this 

initiative is very simple: to transform OHR to be a 

proactive civil rights enforcement arm of District 

government. 

2018: OHR established a separate and distinct Intake Unit 

to handle OHR’s large volume of inquiries and docketed 

complaints and eliminate delays in processing. 

Strong Commission--applies secondary review prior to 

cause finding regardless of OHR investigation

Since hiring OHR’s new role of Intake Manager, OHR has 

seen improved results – specifically, in the percent of 

inquiries that were scheduled for intake interview within 

30 days (23.6% Q2, 44.1% Q3,60.5% Q4). The new unit is 

also able to prepare for pending legislative amendments 

that will again increase the volume of inquiries and 

complaints. OHR scheduled 100% of mediations within 45 

days of case docketing.

OHR will track and report on noncompliant agencies and 

agencies against

whom Language Access complaints have

been filed via the Mayor’s dashboard. 

Trains Human Rights Liaisons from organizations providing

direct services to (LEP/NEP) populations to identify and

report language access violations their

customers encounter; OHR will continue to

partner with Mayor’s Offices on African,

Asian Pacific Islander, and Latino Affairs as

well as the DC Language Access Coalition to

conduct “Know Your Rights” trainings to

diverse LEP/NEP populations 

Duluth 86,211 2 Executive Office, in direct 

report via Chief 

Administrative 

Office//Enforcement and 

investigation, no subpoena 

power

Non-adjudicatory Duluth Citizen Review Board is an advisory body to the 

Police Department and City Council for the purpose of 

fostering relationships and strengthening trust and 

communication between the police department and 

citizens

The city attorney or a qualified attorney-at-law designated 

by the commission shall serve as legal counsel to assist 

the human

rights officer. 

Appointed by the mayor with the approval of the city 

council and may only be removed by the mayor with the 

approval of the city council. The mayor shall consult with 

representatives of the human rights commission in the 

appointment process

At any time after the acceptance of a complaint, the 

human rights officer has reason to believe that a 

respondent has engaged in any unfair discriminatory 

practice, the human rights officer may file a petition in the 

district court seeking appropriate temporary relief against 

the respondent, pending final determination of 

proceedings 

Human Rights Commission: promotes the elimination of hate, prejudice and discrimination 

against persons or groups based on race, gender, religion or other status of the person or 

group; to educate the community on issues of discrimination and cultural diversity; advises 

the city council and administration on human rights issues; and promotes the goals and 

objectives of the Minnesota Human Rights Act. Members should reflect a broad cross 

section of the ethnic, cultural, and other diversity of the community, including racial and 

ethnic minorities, various age groups, and property owners and tenants. Terms vary from 1-

3 years. 15 persons appointed by Mayor, Council approval.

5 Commissioners required to determine findings/rule probable cause

Lincoln, NE 284,736 1 Located in City Attorney's 

Office//Indirect Executive 

report via City 

Attorney//CR Enforcement 

Only

Quasi-judicial Citizen Police Advisory Board, 7 members, appointed by 

Mayor, community members

Equal Opportunity Officer--appointed by Mayor, receives 

responsibilities from Mayor, Council, and/or HRC

Senior Civil Rights Investigator reports to City Attorney 

(legal advisor of the Mayor, appointed by Mayor, defense 

of city departments and mayor)

Under the direction and supervision of the Mayor and the City Council, the City Attorney 

shall have charge and supervision of the Law Department

Public hearings shall be conducted either by a hearing 

officer appointed by the Commission or before such 

members of the Commission as the Commission may 

determine. No commissioner shall sit on or participate in 

any hearing of a charge of which such commissioner may 

have personal knowledge or may have participated in the 

investigation thereof. 

LHRC can formulate policies and make recommendations to agencies and officers of 

the city government

Review actions of the Equal Opportunity Officer whose 

responsibilities include:

reviewing all City of Lincoln procurement bids and awards 

in excess of $10,000, and

reviewing DBE (Disadvantaged Business Enterprises) 

program of MWOB

2 Senior Investigators, can request EOO to support 

investigations and enforcement of all CR complaints

Peoria, IL 102,288 2 CR Only//Non-

adjudicatory//EOO 

structure//ADA Internal

Non-adjudicatory Complaint form directly to PD.

Advisory Committee on Police-Community Relations

Hiring process/appointed Fair Employment & Housing Commission is to serve as an instrument of government, 

empowered by the City’s municipal code, to exercise any power and perform any function 

pertaining to the protection of the public welfare in the matter of fair employment, fair 

housing and public accommodations. The FEHC has the authority to monitor City fair 

practice policies and procedures, while providing a forum through which the citizens of 

Peoria may be provided access to equality of treatment and opportunity, regardless of 

protected class status. Commission is composed of both male and female citizens and is 

broadly representative of the religious, ethnic and economic groups of the City. The 

Commissioners serve three year staggered terms ending June 30 of each year. Staff support 

is provided by the Equal Opportunity Office.

N/A

Iowa City 75,798 3 Centralized CR//Quasi-

judicial with subpoena 

power

Quasi-judicial--

both Office and 

Commission

The Iowa City Community Police Review Board consists of 

five members appointed by the City Council. The CPRB has 

its own legal counsel. The CPRB reviews reports prepared 

after investigation of complaints about alleged police 

misconduct. It then issues its own written reports that 

contain detailed findings of fact and conclusions that 

explain why and the extent to which complaints should be 

sustained or not sustained. The CPRB maintains a central 

registry of complaints against sworn police officers and 

prepares annual reports to the City Council on the 

disposition of these complaints. The CPRB has only limited 

civil administrative review powers and has no power or 

authority over criminal matters or police discipline. 

City Attorney is appointed by the City Council and works at 

the direction of the City Council.

The City Attorney supervises the City Attorney's Office, 

including four Assistant City Attorneys. In addition, the 

City Attorney acts as Chief Legal Counsel to the City 

Council, City Manager, the various City departments and 

staff, and most City commissions, committees and 

boards.

The City Attorney also reviews and approves proposed 

City ordinances, resolutions, contracts and other legal 

documents; oversees property acquisition needed for 

public improvements; prepares legal opinions for Council 

and City staff; and represents the City in litigation in which 

the City is involved, including violations of City ordinances.

City Attorney represents Commission during public 

hearings

The nine member commission is appointed by the City Council to three-year terms. 

 Office of Equity and Human Rights works closely with members of the Iowa City Human 

Rights Commission to provide public outreach. The Human Rights Commission, through its 

educational efforts, furthers its goal of eradicating discrimination. An Annual Human Rights 

Awards Breakfast is held to recognize local persons and businesses that have significantly 

contributed to human rights in the Iowa City community.

The Iowa City Human Rights Commission is allocated $2000 annually to provide financial 

support to organizations and agencies to offset the costs of organizing, planning, and 

facilitating educational public forums or programs and activities

Authority:  May seek injunctive relief as may be appropriate to preserve the rights of the 

complainant and the public interest when it appears that a complainant may be irreparably 

injured before a public hearing can be called to determine the merits of the complaint;  Issue 

subpoenas and order discovery as provided by this section to aid in investigations of 

allegations of discrimination. The subpoenas and discovery may be ordered to the same 

extent and are subject to the same limitations as subpoenas and discovery in a civil action in 

district court.

The Human Rights Commission makes recommendations to the City Council for such 

further legislation concerning discrimination as it may deem necessary and desirable. 

Code outline of duties: Prepare and transmit to the city council from time to time, but 

not less often than once each year, reports describing the proceedings, investigations, 

hearings, decisions and other work performed by the commission.

E. Make recommendations to the city council for such further legislation concerning 

discrimination as it may deem necessary and desirable.

Extremely transparent website and reporting. Example 

quarterly report: https://www.iowa-

city.org/weblink/0/edoc/1848734/SJRE_Q4_Report_2.pd

f

The City of Iowa City  grant program designed to advance 

social justice and racial equity in the community.

This grant opportunity is available to Iowa City-based 

organizations, both non and for profit, with the purpose of 

encouraging, empowering and engaging social justice and 

racial equity initiatives through programs, activities or 

services that help eliminate inequities in the Iowa City 

community. Programs that address one or more of the six 

priority services areas will receive preference including: 

education, building community, housing, criminal justice, 

health and employment.

The Iowa City Human Rights Commission will review all 

applications and make funding recommendations to the 

City Council

City Manager's Community Roundtable: Created by the 

City Manager, the Roundtable meets bi-monthly to 

discuss City efforts at eliminating racial disparities. The 

Roundtable is made up of chairs and directors of 

community organizations and City staff.  

Des Moines 217,521 1 Independent and stand 

alone 

Commission//Internal 

Appeals// CR Executive 

reporting

Quasi-judicial Police - complaints can be filed directly with the Police 

Office of Professional Standards or with the Civil and 

Human Rights Commission

Director Appointed by City Manager (policy 

implementation/code enforcement/administrative 

branch)

GENDER BALANCE REQUIRED - Seven members broadly representative of the community. 3 

Year Terms

Commission brings complaint to public hearing if no cause 

finding and complaintant wants to pursue an appeal

City Council, with recommendations related to civil rights enforcement and 

discrimination prevention from Commission

Name was changed in May 2014 Bridging the Gap is a project championed by Mayor Frank 

Cownie to have solutions-focused discussion with 

community members across Des Moines. This ongoing, 

community-centered dialogue and strategy series is 

designed to involve city and state government, business 

leaders, service providers, and at-large community 

members in the development of collaborative, step-by-

step solutions to address issues that are essential to a 

thriving city.

We have identified four areas of opportunity to make Des 

Moines a more equitable and sustainable city:

•Community & Government Relations

•Refugee & Immigrant Affairs

•LGBTQ+ 

•Breaking Bread Building Bridges

Dubuque 58,276 1 Independent Commission, 

quasi-judicial with 

enforcement/investigative 

powers//Centralized 

CR//External investigation 

(City Attorney's Office)

Quasi-judicial Can file a complaint with the Iowa Civil Rights 

Commission, file with the PD, and/or file with the Dubuque 

Police-Community Relations Committee (composed of 

nine members who include three community members, a 

Dubuque Human Rights Commission member, two 

minority representatives from the community, a City 

Government representative, a Police Department 

representative, and a police officer designated by the 

Police Protective Association)

Human Rights Director is an appointed Liaison to the City 

Manager, as is the Chief of Police. Reports to City 

Manager, appointed by City Manager

Dubuque Human Rights Commission - The nine member commission is appointed by the 

City Council to three-year terms. 

--To hold hearings, compel the production of evidence, and determine the merits of 

complaints alleging unfair or discriminatory practices in housing, employment, education, 

credit, or places of public accommodation

--To investigate and study the existence, character, causes, and extent of discrimination and 

to attempt to eliminate discrimination by educating the public and promoting human rights 

in the community

--To take action in the community to promote civil and respectful behavior and to eliminate 

discrimination based on age, race, creed, color, sex, national origin, religion, ancestry, 

disability, marital status, familial status, sexual orientation, or gender identity

Community City Relations Committee: created in October 2015 as an 

addendum to a Memorandum of Understanding between the City of 

Dubuque and Dubuque Branch NAACP. The panel is composed of nine 

members: a City government representative and three community members 

appointed by the City Manager; a Dubuque Human Rights Commissioner 

appointed by the Commission; two minority representatives of the community 

appointed by the Dubuque Branch NAACP; and two staff designated by the 

Department Manager of the Department against whom a complaint is fi led:

--Accepting and reviewing complaints of staff misconduct related to a 

person’s civil rights being violated on the basis of race, disability, creed, 

color, sex, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, or gender 

identity;

--Accepting and reviewing a complaint against a staff person believed to be 

practicing discriminatory behavior in carrying out their duties; and

-- Taking the initiative to recommend operational or procedural changes to 

the City or the Department that will ensure equal delivery of City services.

Both the complainant and the respondent can appeal the 

Commission’s order within 30 days to district court. 

Decisions made in a  court or by the Human Rights 

Commission are able to be appealed by either party 

through the court process.

City was one of several partners involved in launching 

Inclusive Dubuque, with the City Council and other partner 

institutions allocating three years of funding for the 

network to become established. 

Note the traditional "reactive" nature of CR enforcement 

work, created alternative/additional strategies for 

improving community outreach, education, and access to 

services in addition to legal part of the department's 

charge

Intercultural Approach

An intercultural approach is used when there are issues 

involving a lack of awareness, understanding, knowledge, 

or skill in working across cultural differences.

Legal Approach

A legal approach is used when there are issues involving 

legalities.

Reach-In Approach

A reach-in approach is used when there are individuals or 

groups who are not well connected in the community.

Community Engagement Approach

A community engagement approach is used when there 

are issues that require opportunities for community 

members to influence decision making and/or contribute 

towards solutions to complex community needs.

Human Rights Department: 

Traditionally, the Human Rights Department focused solely on reactive enforcement through civil rights laws.  We recognize there remains time when enforcement is necessary, and 

we encourage the public to report concerns about anything that may be a civil rights violation or that causes concerns in terms of how people are being treated in the community.  

We also recognize that sometimes there are individuals and groups in our community who are not well connected and are looking for ways to get connected or to access services.  

We strive to identify needs and either connect people and groups to resources or mediate improvements in service delivery by City department and/or community institutions. 

 

Once the complaint is filed: forwarded to City Attorney's office for an investigation. Probable cause: office works with the City attorney's office to negotiate a settlement to remedy 

what has occurred.  If no settlement is reached, then the case may proceed either to court or to a public hearing where the Human Rights Commissioners serve in a final decision 

making capacity. 

Complaints against city staff: 

1)     They may file a grievance with the Community-City Relations Committee (CCRC).  The CCRC provides a forum for citizen input into the development of City Department policies 

and procedures, assuring that they continue to be free from racial or other prejudices. In addition, the CCRC provides an arena where citizens can bring their complaints when they 

believe a City Department has violated their civil rights or when they believe City personnel have exhibited discriminatory behavior toward them because of their sex, religion, race, 

creed, color, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or retaliation.

2)    They may also file a civil rights complaint with the Iowa Civil Rights Commission. We strive to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest and maintain the public's faith in the 

objectivity of the complaint process. If you have a complaint against a City department, you may file a complaint with the Iowa Civil Rights Commission. Consequently, we do not 

investigate legal civil rights complaints against other City departments

The Equal Opportunity Office is responsible for the enforcement of the city's municipal code pertaining to fair practices in employment, housing, public accommodations, and 

contract compliance. The office Director is also the city's ADA coordinator, who oversees the city's efforts to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 with respect to 

all city-sponsored programs, activities, and services.

Lincoln Commission on Human Rights: nine-member Commission on Human Rights acts as an advisory body to the Mayor, City Council, and Equal Opportunity Officer and shall be 

charged with the responsibility of eliminating and preventing discrimination in places of public accommodation, housing and employment. Does not handle complaints against other 

city agencies. Located within City Attorney's Office, reports to Mayor

Duluth Office of Human Rights was established by ordinance to enforce city and state human rights laws and to make sure City services are accessible to all people without 

discrimination. Human Rights Officer and staff serve as the Equal Opportunity Representative for the City of Duluth, responsible for enforcement of policies against discrimination 

and harassment and promoting an accessible and diverse work force within the City, and also serves as the City of Duluth's ADA Coordinator. Human Rights Officer will accept and 

process complaints of discrimination occurring in Duluth; accept and refer complaints of discrimination to the Minnesota Department of Human Rights (MDHR), EEO, HUD, or 

Department of Justice as appropriate. The officer will also work with the Duluth Human Rights Commission to promote appreciation of diversity and elimination of bias and hate 

within Duluth. OHR--no subpoena or judicial power.

South Bend Human Rights Commission is to study and act upon problems which involve relationships between members of different ethnic groups, sexes, sexual orientation or 

gender identity, nationalities, the disabled, and families with children. The South Bend Human Rights Commission's duties lie in enforcing employment, fair housing, public 

accommodations, AND education. Their goal is to ensure equal employment opportunity for all individuals, and to provide legal recourse in the areas of discrimination. 

Commission located in the Administration and Finance Division

Commission on Human Relations receives, investigates, and rules on discrimination complaints filed under the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance and Chicago Fair Housing 

Ordinance.Covers, Fair Housing Ordinance, and employment, public accommodations, credit, and bonding discrimination.

When the Commission has reason to believe that any person has violated the ordinance, the Commission may itself initiate a complaint. Commission may use its staff or other 

individuals as testers to investigate possible ordinance violations and monitor compliance with the ordinances, a final order, or an approved settlement.  The Commission may use 

testers in deciding whether to file Commission-initiated complaints.

Gary Human Relations Commission: Respondents include all employers (both private or public), employment agencies, labor organizations, educational institutions, places of public 

accommodation, landlords, real estate agencies, lending institutions, financial institutions or insurance companies, and many more.

The Pittsburgh Human Relations Commission investigates complaints of alleged discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations within the City of Pittsburgh. 

PghCHR is tasked with investigating civil rights violations and any conditions having an adverse effect on intergroup relations in the city. In addition, PghCHR conducts community 

education and other outreach programs for schools, community groups, businesses, professional organizations, and City departments in order to promote equal rights and 

opportunities for all who work in, live in or visit our city.

Fair Housing investigation and enforcement done through a non-profit partnership organization: http://www.pittsburghfairhousing.org/Enforcement.asp

Office of Municipal Investigations: investigates and helps resolve complaints about Public Safety Department employees, including Police, Fire, Bureau of Building Inspection, 

Emergency Medical Services, and all other City employees. Our office conducts pre-employment background investigations for Public Safety job candidates. OMI acts solely as a 

fact-finder and does not make disciplinary decisions or recommendations.  OMI relies on city work rules, union contracts, civil service regulations, city code, and state laws to define 

illegal and inappropriate conduct and rules of investigation.  By remaining independent from any Public Safety Department bureau, and by staying removed from the disciplinary 

process, OMI ensures citizens and employees a fair, thorough investigation.  OMI also identifies problem areas where policy development or retaining may be necessary.

Due to their overlapping authority, OMI and the CPRB may both investigate the same complaint of misconduct.  Unlike the Citizen's Police Review Board, OMI  must investigate all 

complaints against the Bureau of Police and must have its findings accepted by the Chief of Police.

Commission on Human Rights is a quasi-judicial, as well as an advisory board, charged with the enforcement of Miami-Dade County's civil and human rights ordinance. Commission 

on Human Rights receives, initiatives, investigates, and conciliates

Off Human Rights and Fair Employment Practices - Human Rights Commission:  civil rights, mostly employment

The Tampa Office of Human Rights (TOHR) provides the public with the opportunity to file discrimination complaints in the areas of employment, housing and public 

accommodations through the enforcement of the City of Tampa Human Rights Ordinance (Tampa Code) as well as state and federal laws. This is done through contractual 

agreements with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

Office of Human Rights//Commission on Human Rights (internal entity, within OHR): primary function of the agency is to enforce the District of Columbia Human Rights Act, the 

District of Columbia Family and Medical Leave Act, the District of Columbia Parental Leave Act and the District of Columbia Language Access Act and District of Columbia Bullying 

Prevention Act of 2012.

In addition to those local laws, the OHR, being a Fair Employment Practice Agency and a Fair Housing Assistance Program agency, can investigate and adjudicate complaints of 

discrimination.

DC government employees alleging employment discrimination must first consult an Equal Employment Opportunity counselor in any agency.

Des Moines Civil and Human Rights Commission is an impartial Investigative Agency, addresses illegal discrimination that occurs in the City of Des Moines in the areas of 

employment, housing, municipal practices, and public accommodations. Goes to investigation after mediation attempt. Independent Commission reporting to Executive Branch

If a Conciliation Agreement is reached, the Agency will ensure that the provisions of the agreement are fulfilled. If a Conciliation Agreement cannot be reached, the agency will 

review the case to determine whether or not the facts and issues are appropriate for a Public Hearing. If this is the case, the Agency will set a Public Hearing date and transmit the file 

to the City Legal Department for its representation. Otherwise, the Complainant may pursue further remedy through a private action in District Court.

staff of the Office of Equity and Human Rights investigate complaints, coordinate mediation, conduct conciliation, and enforce the provisions of the Iowa City Human Rights 

Ordinance . The Human Rights Office investigates complaints in the areas of employment, public accommodation, credit or education.  If applicable, verified complaints are cross-

filed with the Iowa Civil Rights Commission. Cross files with state level enforcement.

Complaint process: If the human rights office finds there is a reasonable possibility of a probable cause determination or the legal issues present in the complaint need further 

development, the human rights office shall promptly resume the investigation of the complaint.

Mediation; In all complaint areas except housing, the complainant or respondent may request mediation of the complaint at any time during the complaint process prior to the 

probable cause determination. Housing cases--mediation always attempted.

Following a probable cause determination, the human rights coordinator shall endeavor to eliminate the discriminatory or unfair practice by conciliation, conference and persuasion, 

unless the coordinator determines conciliation efforts are impracticable.

http://www.nationalcivicleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Kimbrough-2017-National_Civic_Review-1.pdf
http://www.nationalcivicleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Kimbrough-2017-National_Civic_Review-1.pdf
http://www.nationalcivicleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Kimbrough-2017-National_Civic_Review-1.pdf
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/dhr/general/DHR-Chief_Diversity_Officer_Draft_030717.pdf
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/dhr/general/DHR-Chief_Diversity_Officer_Draft_030717.pdf
http://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/mayorpeduto/4.19.17_-_Advancing_Diversity_in_City_Recruitment_and_Hiring.pdf
http://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/mayorpeduto/4.19.17_-_Advancing_Diversity_in_City_Recruitment_and_Hiring.pdf
http://apps.pittsburghpa.gov/mayorpeduto/4.19.17_-_Advancing_Diversity_in_City_Recruitment_and_Hiring.pdf


Tacoma, WA 213,418 1 Centralized CR//Full 

enforcement//Reports to 

Administrative City 

manager// independent 

office and Commission

Quasi-judicial 2016 Data: 

Human Rights Unit:

• Completed 37 civil rights 

violation investigations

• Settled seven civil rights 

claims, with monetary

relief to claimants, in excess of 

$24,000

• Completed 977 landlord-

tenant intakes

• Led three Crime Free Housing 

workshops, with 55 

participants

The Fair Housing program receives, investigates, and 

resolves complaints of discrimination in housing 

transactions (rental, sales, lending, insurance, advertising) 

alleging violations of the Law Against Discrimination, 

Chapter 1.29 of the Official code of the City of Tacoma, as 

amended, and the federal Fair Housing Act. 

Citizen Police Advisory Committee provides community 

outreach and education through public hearings and 

committee efforts. Responsibilities: 

Reviewing police policy at the request of the City Council or 

City Manager

Receiving and reviewing policy complaints by members of 

the public

Providing advice to the City Council, the City Manager and 

the Chief of Police on Police policy matters

Director provides leadership and strategic direction for 

OEHR, serves as a member of the Executive Leadership 

Team for the City of Tacoma. Other responsibilities include 

community outreach and working with community and 

City leaders to help achieve the Empowerment goals 

established by the City Council.

Human Rights Commission was created by the Tacoma City Council to study and investigate 

problems of prejudice, bigotry, and discrimination and to encourage and coordinate the 

implementation of programs consistent with the needs and the rights of all residents.

The Human Rights Commission studies, investigates and mediates community issues that 

may result from discrimination on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin or 

ancestry, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, marital status, familial status, 

honorably discharged veteran or military status, or disability.

15 members who are nominated by the Mayor and appointed by a majority vote of City 

Council. The membership term is three years and is composed of representatives of the 

general public and the employer, labor, religious, racial, ethnic, disabled, and women's 

groups in the city.

City Council serves as the link between the residents of Tacoma and their municipal 

government. They are responsible for enacting and amending City laws, adopting the 

Biennial Budget, appointing citizen boards, committees and commissions and 

providing guidance and direction for actions which affect the quality of life in the City.

City Council Community Vitality & Safety Committee--policy making body with Council 

related to human rights and equity policy

The Human Rights Staff are committed to increasing 

compliance with anti-discrimination laws and empowering 

our community with tools needed to exercise their civil 

rights.

Community Workforce Agreement Task Force

Resolution 40124, passed by the Tacoma City Council on 

October 2, 2018, directed the City Manager to establish a 

Task Force to examine and make recommendations 

regarding a Priority Hiring Ordinance (PHO) and a 

Community Workforce Agreement (CWA). This Task 

Force will study different PHOs and CWAs implemented 

around the country in cities like San Francisco, Seattle, 

New York, Cleveland, and Los Angeles. The Resolution 

also directs the Task Force to consider a disparity study, 

commissioned by the City, that details the differences in 

hiring practices for City construction projects. After 

consideration of these topics, the Task Force will issue its 

recommendations to the City Council.

The mission of the Advisory Committee is to review hiring 

of (1) residents who live in economically distressed areas 

of the City and (2) Women and Minority Business 

Enterprises (WMBE) in City public works projects and a 

provide recommendation as to whether a Community 

Workforce Agreement (CWA) and/or Priority Hiring 

Ordinance (PHO) would promote hiring from these two 

groups. The Advisory Committee will review a draft CWA 

and PHO developed by staff and offer recommendations 

on these draft documents. The Advisory Committee may 

consider and recommend other potential City actions as 

Equity & Empowerment Fund: The City Council allocated 

$160,000 for capacity building projects that promote 

greater equity and empowerment in community outreach, 

engagement and service delivery.  The minimum funding 

allocation for an individual organization is $5,000 while the 

maximum funding allocation is $25,000.

Brookline, 

MA

59,157 2 State 

enforcement//Executive 

Office//Centralized CR//No 

enforcement & 

investigation powers @ 

office level//Internal non-

adjudicatory Commission 

for general CR//Housing CR 

Commission separate w/ 

investigative powers

Non-adjudicatory The chief of police reports to the Board of Selectmen. Other complaint mechanisms: Police Department's Citizen 

Complaint Procedure or the Human Resources Office’s 

procedures;

Commission on Disability (separate)

Commission for Diversity, Inclusion, and Community Relations: 15 members, appointed by 

Select Board, diverse representatives & relevant life/work experience to enforcing civil 

rights (unspecified), may include non-voting, non-resident Associate Commissioners with 

strong ties to Brookline or school district. (Current-school liaison, police liaison, student 

liaison). Receives Complaints Against the Town, directly or through the CDO, against the 

Town, its employees, agencies, or officials concerning allegations of discrimination. Not 

applicable to Town employees. Non-adjudicatory, non investigative.

Board of Selectmen's Committee on Diversity, Equal Employment Opportunities, and 

Affirmative Action: Non-adjudicatory, charged with overseeing & recommending 

amendments to bylaws relating to articles below, and reviewing roles & responsibilities of 

Directors of relevant boards/committees. May suggest structural changes that promote 

diversity and inclusion in workplace, promote values of DEI

Article 3.14: Division of Human Relations-Youth Resources

Article 3.15: Human Resources Program, Board and Office

Article 4.4: Fair Employment Practices with Regard to Contracts

Article 5.5: Fair Housing

Housing Advisory Board--no enforcement/CR/RE

N/A--enforcement and investigation via State agencies CDO with the advice and counsel of the Commission, the Human Resources Director, 

and the Human Resources Board, for the preparation and submission to the Select 

Board of a recommended diversity and inclusion policy for the Town, including equal 

employment opportunity and affirmative action, and recommended implementation 

procedures.

Commission to review trends and recommend steps for preventing discrimination via 

amendments to policy. May submit local or state-wide proposed legislation, after 

approval by the Select Board and review by Town Counsel,

Commission: partnerships with communities, education 

and training

Mission of Office: The Purpose of the Commission and the 

goal of the Town shall be to strive for a community 

characterized by the values of inclusion. The Town 

believes that inclusion willprovide opportunities and 

incentives to all who touch Brookline to offer their energy, 

creativity, knowledge, and experiences to the community 

and to all civic engagements, including town government; 

and that inclusion is, therefore, a critically important 

government interest of the Town.

Dallas, TX 1,341,075 3 Dotted line independent 

under Assistant City 

Manager & Chief  

Resilience Officer (Mgmt 

Services Division)//No 

clear Commission or Board

N/A Complaint form directly to PD. May also file complaint in-person with the Internal Affairs 

division

Appointed N/A N/A In addition to new policy functions of OEHR, standing Committee on in Council: Human 

and Social Needs City Council Committee

Minneapolis 422,331 1 Reports to 

Mayor/Council//Separate 

CR//Quasi-judicial 

Commission with 

investigation, enforcement, 

and appeals 

powers//Appeals both 

internal and external

Quasi-Judicial FY 2016-2017: $3.63 million 

(overall CR budget); 23 staff 

across all divisions. Complaints 

Investigation Division 

recommended budget 2016: 

~$600,000. Employment 

Equity: $630,000

MDCR also investigates complaints brought against police 

officers

The Office of Police Conduct Review (OPCR) is a neutral 

agency that investigates allegations of police misconduct 

made to the City of Minneapolis. (Within Civil Rights 

Office)

OPCR is a neutral agency that investigates allegations of 

police misconduct made to the City of Minneapolis. OPCR 

staff is housed in the Minneapolis Civil Rights Department 

and is made up of a civilian director, analyst, and 

investigators. Sworn investigators from Internal Affairs 

also work on OPCR cases.

OPCR handles all complaints filed against MPD except for 

Human Resources respect-in the-workplace claims. This 

includes complaints filed by the public as well as internal 

complaints. All cases are screened by a civilian 

investigator and complainants may request to have a 

civilian investigate their cases. The OPCR director makes 

decisions on the case route jointly with the Commander of 

Internal Affairs. A review panel made of City 

Council/mayor appointed civilians and police lieutenants 

then recommends merit or no merit at the conclusion of 

each investigation.

OPCR also has the ability to compel testimony from 

Within DCR: 

Contract Compliance Division (CCD) monitors construction 

and development, commodities and supplies, and 

professional and technical services contracts by enforcing 

related local and federal civil rights and wage laws and 

policies.

City attorney: staff to handle all legal matters for the 

commission, hearing committees, review committees and 

the department of civil rights. A legal department staff 

attends public hearings at the request of a hearing 

committee/ examiner, provides legal services in the event 

of judicial review or enforcement of committee decisions.

Director appointed by Mayor, approved by Council. 

Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights has five divisions 

who report to the director and are tasked with enforcing 

the Minneapolis Civil Rights Ordinances (MCRO). The 

director is appointed by the mayor and confirmed by the 

City Council, but reports directly to the Mayor. All 

ordinance changes must go through the Minneapolis City 

Council. Additionally, there are multiple commissions and 

committees that assist the department in the enforcement 

of the ordinances.

Complaints : Receive verified complaints alleging 

discrimination from aggrieved persons who believe 

discrimination has occurred. (2) Investigation : Make such 

investigation as the director may deem appropriate to 

determine whether there is reason to believe that the 

allegations of discrimination are well founded. (3) 

Conciliation : Engage in conciliation and persuasion to try 

to eliminate the acts or practices complained of, and may 

obtain as part of conciliation the costs and all other 

expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred 

by the department in handling the complaint. (4) 

Effectuate public policy : Effectuate the public policy of the 

City of Minneapolis regarding issues of civil rights by 

means of public information and education, mediation and 

conciliation, and enforcement. (5) Referral : When 

Minneapolis Civil Rights Commission: 21 members all of whom shall be persons known to 

favor the principles of equity, nondiscrimination. 7 appointments: 4 by the city council and 3 

by the mayor. All mayoral appointments shall be subject to city council confirmation; all city 

council appointments are subject to mayoral consent or veto.

Duties in addition to complaints and appeals: advise Mayor, conduct public meetings, 

promulgate/amend rules, report to City Council and other agencies.

Receive appeals, conduct hearings and reviews, and adjudicate such appeals. 3 people 

appointed to each Public Hearing, all must be lawyers (not mandatory to be on the 

Commission).

Commission or District Court

Review Panel from Commission determines final order on 

appeals.

Director: Exercise leadership under the direction of the mayor in the development of 

civil rights policies and programs, and make recommendations to the mayor, the 

commission and the city council for consideration and implementation.

Commission may propose/amend rules>>>goes through Public Hearing>>>City 

Attorney>>>Approve or deny via City Council.

The Workplace Advisory Committee was created by City Council and is tasked with 

reviewing policy and advising policymakers on workplace related issues. The 

committee is charged with supporting and lending their collective expertise and 

experience to existing and future workplace policies and initiatives.

DCR: Develop and conduct programs of formal and 

informal education designed to eliminate discrimination 

and intergroup conflict, programs which will help 

determine compliance throughout the city with the 

provisions of this title, and programs which will benefit 

personally and economically those persons who have 

been subjected to discrimination.

The Civil Rights Director is one of only two positions that 

report directly to the Mayor, the other is the Chief of 

Police. All other departments report to the executive 

committee, made up of the Mayor, Council President, 

Vice President, Majority Leader, Minority Leader, and City 

Coordinator. 

When proposing/amending rule/law, Commission must 

publish notice of public meeting +30 days in advance; 

Ordinance requires publication in at least 2 "Minority" 

publications to reach diverse/impacted communities.

Community Boards Leadership Insititute Model:

https://www.racialequityalliance.org/2015/08/18/the-

twin-cities-boards-and-commissions-leadership-institute/

Kansas City 488,943 1 Separate CR//Quasi-

judicial //CR to City 

Manager

Quasi-judicial Human Relations budget FY19-

2020: $2.5 million

27.5 FTE for entire department

HUD FHEO accepts housing claims for Kansas City region Director of Human Relations reports to City Manager The Human Rights Commission is a seven-member board appointed by the mayor, 

independent body and direct report to Mayor/City Council. The commission is comprised of 

the following members:

-- Chair and Business / Labor Task Force

-- Religion Task Force

--Communications and Media Task Force

-- Gay and Lesbian Issues Task Force

-- Law Enforcement Task Force

In 1981, the City Council recognized that the city needed to provide a remedy for individual 

victims of discrimination because the Mayor’s Human Relations Commission had no 

remedial powers. Subsequently, the Civil Rights Board was to operate in concert with the 

Human Relations Commission to provide a method to administratively adjudicate individual 

complaints of employment, housing, and public accommodations discrimination.

Also in 1981, the Mayor’s Human Relations Commission was re-codified as a seven-

member body to review a variety of human rights problems and recommend appropriate 

action to the City Council. Examples of this included:

Edina, MN 51958

300 full-

time 

employees

2 ADA within 

Executive//Centralized CR 

//Limited enforcement

Non-adjudicatory Staff Liaison to the Human Rights & Relations Commission 

as the responsible authority for the intake and referral of 

all fair housing complaints. 

Responsibilities per Fair Housing Policy: The City will 

continue to train its staff and officials on fair housing 

considerations. & Housing Analysis. The City will review its 

housing periodically to examine the affordability of both 

rental and owner-occupied housing to inform future City 

actions. The City will seek input from underrepresented 

populations in the community. Conversations regarding 

fair housing, development, zoning, and land use changes 

may be facilitated by the City

Fair Housing Implementation Council (FHIC)

State enforcement ADA Coordinator, intake and investigations located in City 

Manager's Office

N/A Human Rights & Relations Commission: The Commission advises the City Council on 

matters relating to discrimination and human rights, and organizes educational programs 

and other community events to highlight and address human rights issues.

Comprised of volunteers. The purpose of boards and commissions is to advise the Council on 

various projects and, at times, make recommendations for its consideration. Each of Edina’s 

commissions include two student members who are typically high school juniors or seniors. 

Volunteers selected via appointment by City Council.

N/A Human Rights & Relations Commission will advise the City Council on City programs 

and policies affecting fair housing and raise issues and concerns where appropriate. 

Limited authority

The Commission advises the City Council on matters 

relating to discrimination and human rights, and organizes 

educational programs and other community events to 

highlight and address human rights issues.

San Antonio, 

TX

1.493 

million

3 CR within Equity 

Department //Limited CR, 

mostly referals to other 

agencies

Non-adjudicatory 2019--expanded to 5 FTE File with Internal Affairs unit (separate from PD). Employee Management Committee was established on August 26, 2004 to provide a 

consultation process for management and employees to discuss issues and concerns related 

to employment conditions. The Employee Management Committee consists of the 

following: one (1) representative from each registered employee organization; one (1) city 

employee member from each registered employee organization; one (1) representative 

from the City Manager’s Office; one (1) representative from the Human Resources 

Department (Director of Human Resources or designee); three (3) Department Directors (on 

a rotating basis); and one (1) employee from each EEO category represented by the 

committee.

Municipal Civil Service Commission is comprised of three (3) regular members and three (3) 

alternate members appointed by the City Council for two-year terms. Members shall be 

qualified electors of the City, and shall neither hold nor be a candidate for any other public 

office or position. The Commission hears appeals regarding municipal employee 

suspensions, reductions or removals, and investigates personnel administration of the City

San Antonio Housing Commission is comprised of nine (9) members of which five (5) are to 

be filled by at-large community members with a history of neighborhood engagement to 

hold elected officials and city staff accountable for the implementation of the Housing Policy 

Framework Report. The remaining four (4) members should be filled by the CEO/Executive 

Director of the following organizations: San Antonio Housing Authority; San Antonio Housing 

Trust; San Antonio Economic Development Foundation; and VIA Metropolitan Transit. The 

new Housing Commission serves as a public oversight Board to guide the implementation of 

the Mayor’s Housing Policy Task Force's recommendations and engage the public. This also 

would include an annual report of the implementation progress made for the Affordable 

Housing programs and projects included in the City’s annual budget as well as other 

N/A The Office  works closely with the Senior Policy Advisor, Deputy Communications 

Director, and Liaison to the LGBTQ+ Community in the Office of the Mayor. Staff from 

the Office participate in the Mayor's LGBTQ Advisory Committee, and continue to 

collaborate on events in the LGBTQ+ communities.

Office Director: 

-Develop and implement budgets, cost containment procedures, and program 

improvement measures. 

Data:

Launched as an independent nongovernmental entity by 

former Mayor Julian Castro, SA2020 has played a critical 

role in supporting the city’s ability to use and reflect data 

in its equity approaches.

Much of the data it uses to evaluate progress comes from 

the city: among the 61 community indicators that SA2020 

tracks on an annual basis, 22 of them, including police 

response time and

crime rates, come from the City of San Antonio. As part of 

its work to support the city’s progress in data-driven 

results, SA2020 has helped the city disaggregate data by 

each of the 10 council

districts.

Long term impact intentions: 

City services will make the greatest impact towards San 

Antonio’s vision of prosperity; 

The City will actively foster a mission-driven culture, 

aligning everyday work with the core values of 

professionalism, integrity, teamwork, and innovation; and 

Residents will increasingly trust that the City is responsive 

and accountable to the community

City has embraced a partnership with SA2020, a non-

governmental organization developed out of a community 

visioning process, which has helped the city to develop 

and track metrics, to both extend the local government’s 

capacity and hold it accountable. SA2020 support the 

work in 2017:

Outreach strategies for the City’s annual budget 

community input campaign were modified to promote 

resident participation that more accurately reflects the 

city’s population by race, gender, age, and Council 

District. New strategies used in 2018 include mailing 

surveys in English and Spanish with return postage to 

ensure community members without access to the 

Internet can participate, and creating street teams to 

distribute surveys at grocery stores in areas historically 

under-engaged. The timeline for the campaign was also 

modified to allow staff to incorporate the resident 

feedback before presenting budget recommendations to 

city council

St Louis Park, 

MN

49,029 2 Administrative 

Division//Limited 

CR//ADvisory capacity

Non-adjudicatory

Purpose of the Human Rights Commission shall be to advise the city council in its efforts to ensure all citizens protection of their human rights and full and equal opportunity for participation in the affairs of this community. The city declares, as a matter of public policy, that it is interested in securing for all of its citizens equal opportunity in housing, employment, public services, public accommodations and education, and that it is the public policy of the city to assist the state department of human rights in implementing the Minnesota Human Rights Act (M.S.A. § 363.13) by the human rights commission's investigation of complaints, development and implementation of a program of education and compliance review, and through advising the city council on long range programs to improve human relations and expand the protection of human rights in the city. Non-adjudicatory. Advisory only.

State level enforcement St. Louis Park Human Rights Commission N/A The council shall have power to make investigations into 

the city's affairs including, but not limited to, neglect, 

dereliction of duty or waste on the part of any officer or 

department of the city, to subpoena witnesses, administer 

oaths and compel the production of books, papers, and 

other documentary evidence. The council may provide for 

an examination or audit of the accounts of any officer or 

department of the city government, or it may direct a 

survey or research study of any problem affecting the city 

or its inhabitants at any time. Each such investigation shall 

be authorized by resolution of the council.

A staff liaison to the human rights commission shall be 

appointed by the city manager.

The liaison shall be subject to the administrative rules and 

regulations of the city. The commission shall elect its own 

chair and vice-chair

Purpose of the Human Rights Commission shall be to advise the city council in its efforts to

ensure all citizens protection of their human rights and full and equal opportunity for 

participation

in the affairs of this community. The city declares, as a matter of public policy, that it is 

interested

in securing for all of its citizens equal opportunity in housing, employment, public services, 

public

accommodations and education, and that it is the public policy of the city to assist the state

department of human rights in implementing the Minnesota Human Rights Act (M.S.A. § 

363.13)

by the human rights commission's investigation of complaints, development and 

implementation of

a program of education and compliance review, and through advising the city council on 

long

range programs to improve human relations and expand the protection of human rights in 

the city.

Advisory function; composition: The human rights commission shall be an advisory 

commission to the city council and shall consist of eight regular members and one voting 

youth members all appointed as set forth in this section. Seven of the regular members of 

the human rights commission, at least one of whom shall be an attorney, shall be appointed 

by the city council for a three-year term. One regular member shall be appointed by and 

serve at the pleasure of the Board of Independent School District No. 283 for three-year 

Commission: Study and review programs and policies and advise and aid the city 

council in enlisting the cooperation of agencies, organizations and individuals in the 

city in an active program directed to create equal opportunity and eliminate 

discrimination; Advise and aid the city council in developing and implementing 

programs of cooperation with the state department of human rights

--Make recommendations to the city council regarding formulation and

implementation of human rights programs for the city. The programs shall be

directed toward increasing the effectiveness and direction of all individuals and

agencies of the city through planning, policy-making and education in the area of

human rights.

--Advise the city council with respect to human rights issues arising out of or in

connection with the plans or operations of any city department or agency and

recommend the adoption of such specific policies or actions as may be needed to

protect human rights in the city.

-- Advise and recommend to the city council programs or legislation to eliminate

inequalities of opportunity in the area of human rights.

The City Manager is appointed by the City Council. The 

role

of the City Manager is to serve as primary liaison with the

City Council to inform them of relevant projects and issues,

and to recommend policy changes. The City Manager

enforces the Charter provisions and the laws, ordinances

and resolutions of the city. It is the responsibility of the

City Manager to plan and define the organization for city

administration which will meet the goals and directives

established by Council

The council and its members shall deal with and control 

the administrative services solely through the city 

manager, and neither the council nor any member thereof 

shall give orders to any of the administrative personnel of 

the city, other than the city manager, either publicly or 

privately. 

Oakland, CA 2 State 

enforcement//Separate 

CR//limited CR 

enforcement, non-

adjudicatory//siloed 

complaints (predominantly 

Employment)//No 

Commissions//limited CR

N/A Equal Employment Investigations and Compliance 

Department: provide comprehensive services to ensure 

compliance with federal and state equal employment laws 

and City policy that prohibits harassment, discrimination 

and retaliation based on a person’s legally protected 

status in the workplace. Our office administers a 

discrimination/harassment complaint process for 

employees and applicants for employment. Our services 

include investigations, compliance audits, training, 

counseling, mediation and coaching.

Equal Opportunity Programs Division (EOPD), City 

Administrator's Office, Online employment complaints 

only valid for employees of the City or applicants

N/A Police Commission oversees: Community Policing 

Advisory Board (CPAB)

N/A N/A Department of Race & Equity, legislative branch Department of EE works closely with labor unions, 

negotiate collective bargaining agreements and 

implement terms and conditions of employment for City of 

Oakland employees.

Fort Worth 874,168 1 Executive branch (City 

Manager's 

Office)//Independent 

Commission, quasi-

judicial//External Legal 

support//CR only

Quasi-judicial File directly with PD Internal Affairs Fort Worth Human Relations Diversity & Inclusion 

Committee is comprised of city employees and retirees, 

community relations and recommendations to HRU 

Mayor's Committee on Person's with Disabilities was 

transferred to a standing committee of the Human 

Relations Commission in 2016

HRC appoints Administrator; appointment shall be subject 

to the review of the city manager and the approval of the 

city council. HRC and City Manager must agree on 

termination of Administrator; City Council breaks 

disagreement.

Human Relations Commission: Appointed through the recommendation of the Legislative 

and Intergovernmental Affairs Committee, approved by the City Council. 11 members. 

Advise Council/Exec, recommendations towards eliminating discrimination, improving 

community relations. Hearing Committee for reviewing and issuing findings; alternatively, 

findings issued by City Court.

N/A

Alexandria, 

VA

160,035 1 Indirect Administrative 

Report to City Manager 

(Office Director)//Strong 

judicial authority of Office 

and Commission//Different 

reporting structures

Quasi-judicial Office of Human Rights Staff  is 

comprised of its Director, 

investigators, the ADA 

Program Manager, and an 

Administrative Assistant. The 

investigative staff has a wide 

range of educational and 

professional experience, and 

currently includes attorneys 

and former law enforcement 

officers. The Office also hires a 

graduate student intern during 

the summer months.

File with PD, and the Office of External Affairs and 

Professional Responsibility investigates. For Bias related 

incidents, can call the Bias Policing Line

Office of Human Rights ED reports to Deputy City 

Manager. Appointed and removed by City Manager

The Office provides staff support to two commissions: the Alexandria Human Rights 

Commission and the Alexandria Commission on Persons with Disabilities.

The Commission has fourteen members, each appointed by City Council. Nine members are 

"at large"; the remaining five each represent the Commission on Aging, the Economics 

Opportunities Commission, the Commission on Persons with Disabilities, and the 

Commission for Women and the Landlord Tenant Relations Board.

14 members, all appointed by City Council (legislative)--different report than Director of 

Office

The Human Rights Administrator serves as the staff liaison to the Human Rights Commission 

and works closely with the Commission in implementing and carrying out its programs.

Establish panels of up to three members to conduct confidential hearings on pending 

complaints that have been identified by the director. As to such complaints, a panel may 

advise the director on whether (i) probable cause exists to believe unlawful discrimination 

has occurred, (ii) the time for the investigation should be extended, (iii) a public hearing 

should be scheduled, (iv) subpoenas should be obtained, and (v) a plan of settlement should 

be proposed to the parties.

Complainant whose complaint was filed under federal anti-

discrimination laws may ask the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to review the Office's 

finding

Complainants may request a "Notice of Right to Sue" in 

federal court from the EEOC at specified periods while a 

case is pending.  Once a request for a Notice of Right to 

Sue is made, the office terminates its investigation and 

the case is closed.  Cases with concurrent federal and 

Alexandria jurisdiction are deemed dual-filed with the 

Office and the EEOC.

Commission: Conduct studies and hold public hearings on discrimination against 

persons with a physical or mental disability, in concert with the commission on persons 

with disabilities and the Alexandria Community Services Board, to explore local 

legislative proposals in the areas of employment, credit, education, health and social 

services, public accommodations and housing.

Conduct studies and hold hearings on social conditions that may cause discrimination 

on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, ancestry, national origin, marital status, 

familial status, age, sexual orientation or disability that is prohibited by this chapter. 

Gather and disseminate reliable information by issuing publications and reports of 

studies and research relating to such discrimination.

Establish, administer or review programs at the request of the city council or the city 

manager and make reports on these programs to the city council and city manager.

Office of Human Rights' pilot mediation program provides 

parties with an alternative to the traditional discrimination 

complaint investigation process. The Alexandria Office of 

Human Rights has a mediation agreement with the 

Human Rights Commission in Prince William County 

(PWC), whereby a PWC investigator trained in mediation 

can mediate claims.

The city attorney shall not represent either the 

commission or the director in any matter or proceeding in 

which the city or any department, office or agency of the 

city is a respondent. In this event, the commission and the 

director may consult with and retain a private attorney to 

provide the services that the city attorney would ordinarily 

provide the commission and director.

In 2017, out of 121 total investigations regarding citizen 

complaints against police, 119 investigations uncovered 

policy violations, and 5 investigations were found to have 

demonstrated that the officer in question "behaved rudely 

or in a biased manner towards the citizen(s)"

Phoenix 1,626,078 2 CR Only//Reports to Acting 

Deputy City Manager

Non-adjudicatory File directly with PD. In cases of serious misconduct, the 

investigation will be forwarded to the Disciplinary Review 

Board (DRB) comprised of citizens, peer employees and 

police commanders. The DRB recommends appropriate 

action to the Police Chief who makes the final 

determination regarding discipline. 

The Equal Opportunity Director may delegate his or her 

functions, duties and powers as they pertain to 

investigating, conciliating, hearing, determining, ordering, 

certifying, and reporting.

a. Make studies with respect to the nature and extent of 

discriminatory

practices in Phoenix.

b. Publish and disseminate reports, recommendations and 

information

derived from such studies.

c. Cooperate with and render technical assistance to 

federal, State, local

and other public or private agencies, organizations and 

institutions which

formulate or carry out programs to prevent or eliminate 

discriminatory

practices.

d. After notice and hearing, adopt, amend or rescind 

procedural rules and

regulations to carry out the provisions of this chapter.

e. Conduct fact-finding conferences to aid any 

investigations or inquiry.

f. Issue administrative subpoenas to any person

The Phoenix Human Relations Commission is comprised of 17 volunteer citizens appointed 

by the mayor and City Council. It advises the City Council on human relations issues and 

assists in implementing the city's policy against discrimination. The commission also 

operates or supports programs designed to promote positive intergroup relations.  All 

recommendations of the Commission shall be filed with the Equal Opportunity Department 

Mayor and City Council shall appoint a Chairperson for the Commission. 

Hosts Community Forums on Race Relations

Anchorage, 

Alaska

294,356 1 Regulatory& Adjudicatory 

Commission//Enforcement 

Only//Internal & employee 

related investigations--

separate//Under Mayor's 

Office but independent

Quasi-judicial Commission: six professionals 

on staff, including an Executive 

Director and Staff Attorney, 

three investigators, an Intake 

and Outreach Coordinator, and 

a Docket Clerk. 

Anchorage Community Police Relations Task Force: All 

ethnic minorities shall be represented on the Task Force as 

outlined in the current bylaws of the ACPRTF.  

Representation from the ethnic minority community shall 

represent the broadest view possible.  No more than 25% 

of the Task Force shall be employees of the MOA.

The Task Force serves as a primary liaison organization 

between the ethnic minority community and the APD. The 

Anchorage Equal Rights Commission shall continue to 

appoint a representative to serve in an Advisory capacity 

to the Task Force. 

Municipal Ombudsman's Office (under Legislative 

Assembly) was established in addition to other remedies 

or rights of appeal, as an independent, impartial municipal 

office, readily available to the public, responsible to the 

Assembly, empowered to investigate the acts of 

Municipal agencies and the Anchorage School District, and 

to recommend appropriate changes toward the goals of 

safeguarding the rights of persons and of promoting 

higher standards of competency, efficiency, and equity in 

the provision of municipal services. Complaints alleging 

discrimination are usually referred back to the 

Anchorage Equal Rights Commission.

N/A Anchorage Equal Rights Commission: 9 Commissioners appointed by the Mayor and 

confirmed by the Anchorage Assembly

N/A N/A

Raleigh, NC 464,758 2 CR report to Community 

Services Dept>>Reports to 

Chief Information & 

Community Relations 

Officer//Limited 

Enforcement and Legal 

Authority

4--survey results

2-4 Hybrid from scan

Non-adjudicatory

Office of Civil Rights, located in Community Services 

Department: To hear, investigate, conciliate and if 

necessary refer to appropriate enforcement agencies 

complaints of discrimination based on race, color, creed, 

sex, religion, national origin or age. (2) To recommend to 

the department such ordinances, resolutions and 

statements as will aid in carrying out the purposes of this 

unit. (3) To assist the Council and City Manager in 

implementing City Ordinance No. (1969) - 889 as 

amended titled "An Ordinance Authorizing and Directing 

That All Resources of the City of Raleigh Be Utilized To 

Eradicate and [Prevent] Racial Discrimination."

Additional duties: To define, plan and implement 

community educational programs in the field of human 

relations and human rights with the intent of fostering 

mutual understanding and respect, acceptance, and 

equality of opportunity and treatment

Human Resources Department is responsible for the 

formulation and administration of personnel policies; 

recruitment, referral, and selection of applicants to fill 

city jobs; administration of the position classification and 

pay plan; coordination of organizational developmental 

training and career development programs; 

administration of employee benefit programs; and 

direction of Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and 

Affirmative Action efforts. 

Supports City Manager and City Council: Community 

Relations Administrator, is available to accept concerns 

and feedback from citizens and staff, and to help resolve 

problems or service complaints. The Community Relations 

Administrator also works to investigate and resolve any 

concerns regarding alleged misconduct by any City 

employee.

Civil Rights Unit located in Community Services 

Department--Office of Civil Rights is responsible to the 

director of Community Services Department.

City of Raleigh's Human Relations Commission (RHRC) advises the City Council in the area of 

human services and human rights. The Human Relations Commission works to promote 

human dignity, equal opportunity and harmony among Raleigh residents. (14) members, 

one younger than 21: qualification is interest in human relations

All appointments made by the City Council to any commission shall be upon the basis of 

recommendations made by the Mayor or a member of the Council , and final appointments 

in all cases shall be made by the Council .

Hearings, hearing boards, and referrals to city court are made by Council or City Manager, 

not the Commission or office. 

N/A City Manager is directed to establish such policies as will insure that there is no 

discrimination in any function or area of City government.

Human Relations Commission shall serve as an advisor to the Council with respect to 

human services and human rights. Specifically, the Human Relations Commission may 

:

(a) Evaluate socio-economic human services needs; (b) Review and comment on 

plans and analyses developed by the Community Services Department for human 

service needs; (c) Advise the Council on the establishment of human resources goals, 

objectives, policies and standards; (d) Monitor the trends and activities in human 

relations in the City ; (e) Advise the Council with respect to assistance to be provided 

established organizations in the area of human relations ; (f) Advise the Council with 

respect to the establishment of human relations goals and policies; (g) Receive, 

investigate and attempt to conciliate and otherwise process complaints and inquiries 

concerning human resources, human relations and human rights that are made to the 

staff or referred to the Community Services Department; (h) Establish a subcommittee 

which shall have the authority to attempt conciliation or mediation or both as to any 

complaint.

The City Council added this initiative to the Strategic Plan 

following its FY2018 City Council retreat. As part of this 

initiative, staff will pursue opportunities to both strengthen 

and promote the City’s Minority and Women-owned 

Business Enterprise (MWBE) Program. The initiative team 

has engaged in fruitful cross-departmental discussions to 

develop a work plan for this initiative which includes 

partnering with the Communications Department to 

develop marketing and informational resources, 

developing and providing regular training for City of 

Raleigh Project Managers to ensure consistency with 

procedures, and working with external stakeholders to 

provide regular capacity and certification training for 

minority businesses. Additionally, a MWBE Analyst 

position was included in the FY2019 adopted budget. This 

new position will add capacity and advance efforts to 

improve the City’s MWBE Program.

The Commission sponsored a series of dialogues that 

engaged the public in how the City of Raleigh can best 

serve its increasingly diverse population.

Asheville, NC 91,902 2 Independent office 

reporting to 

Executive//state level CR 

enforcement

Non-adjudicatory N/A HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION duties include, but are not limited to: 1) Making policy 

recommendations to the City Council which promote and improve human relations and 

advance equity in the City; 2) Providing a forum where residents can raise issues and 

complaints relating to human relations in the City; 3) Engaging the community regarding the 

utilization of City-funded programs and policies for the promotion of human relations; and 4) 

Promoting and improving human relations and advance equity in the following areas: public 

safety; educational, art and cultural opportunities; economic development; health and 

human services; and housing. Members will be eligible to serve two consecutive two-year 

terms.

The Human Relations Commission of Asheville Composition: 

 The HRCA will be composed of fifteen members, which should reflect the groups of 

individuals that the human relations program is intended to protect.  City Council will 

endeavor to appoint city residents meeting the following criteria:  

N/A no local enforcement

The mission of the Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights (MDCR) is to enforce Minneapolis Code of Ordinances Title 7 (non-discrimination); Title 9, Chapter 172 (police conduct 

oversight); Title 16, Chapter 423 (small and underutilized business programs); Title 2, Chapter 24 (prevailing wage); Title 2, Chapter 40 (sick and safe time and minimum wage); and 

to promote understanding of civil rights among residents, businesses and government.

Complaint Investigations Division--handles all discrimination complaints. Director of MDCR may assess complaints at intake to dismiss or pass to Commission. Director may request 

enforcement decision from district court for respondents to comply with Hearing Order. 

Employment Equity Division--Directed by City Council resolution 2012R-456, the division is leading a collaboration of City departments in developing a Racial Equity Framework to 

view City policy, programs, and initiatives through a racial equity lens. (1 FT Director, 1 FT Admin)

Chair of Commission determines need for Public Hearing with a) a Hearing Committee, or b) a Hearing Examiner (lawyer, not necessarily a Commissioner)

Human Relations / Youth Resources Commission is Brookline's official agency dealing in the areas of inter group relations, civil rights, and youth advocacy. For housing complaints: 

Intake, investigation powers; reports findings to Board of Selectman if not resolved via internal mediation.

The Office enforces the Alexandria Human Rights Code (the Code), passed in 1975 as one of the first local human rights laws in Virginia, by receiving and investigating complaints of 

discrimination under the Code and applicable federal and state laws.

The office will offer to conduct mediation with the parties early in the process.  If the parties do not agree or if mediation fails, the investigation will proceed.  As a neutral fact-finder, 

the Human Rights Investigator may interview parties and witnesses, review respondent's position statement and supporting documentation, issue interrogatories and document 

requests, and conduct field visits where appropriate.Human Rights Investigator recommends a determination of probable cause or no probable cause to believe unlawful 

discrimination has occurred to the Human Rights Director.  The Human Rights Director reviews the recommendation and issues a formal finding.  

Office of Human Rights also houses the ADA Program Manager 

Conduts Community Outeach and Education Initiatives, The director has power to attempt to conciliate any complaint of alleged unlawful discrimination

The Office does not have jurisdiction over certain agencies, including federal agencies, state agencies, the U.S. Postal Service, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 

(WMATA), elected officials, State of Virginia employees or the Sheriff's Office.

City of Fort Worth Human Relations Unit (HRU) provides information and services related to basic human rights, including enforcement of the city’s anti-discrimination ordinance 

and federal housing, employment and accommodation laws. It also provides staff support to the city council-appointed Human Relations Commission. Additionally, the HRU strives 

to help create a welcoming community for all people by providing resources and outreach efforts that promote basic human rights and facilitate harmonious relationships. HRC has 

two standing committees to address issues related to persons with disabilities and diversity and inclusion in the city workforce and the HRC Administrator also serves as the city’s 

liaison to LGBT community. 

Capacity and scope: The HRU includes a staff of investigators and support personnel who can receive complaints if the city has jurisdiction, work toward conciliation with the parties 

involved, conduct investigations and issue a charge or determination if conciliation is not reached.

Housing and employement complaints: administrator may order discovery in aid of investigations under this division, must collaborate with Texas Human Rights Commission and 

HUD; investigation and enforcement powers.

City of Phoenix Equal Opportunity Department's Compliance and Enforcement Division Department--sits in Executive under Assistant City Manager. Enforces and investigages all 

CRs.

Investigates complaints related to employment, housing and public accommodations

Serves as an advocate in fair housing as well as fair employment education and outreach

Monitors the development and implementation of the city's equal employment opportunity program

Administers the city's Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance program as an employer and as a service provider

Commissions Supported by EOD are the Human Relations Commission (HRC), Mayor's Commission on Disability Issues (MCDI), and Phoenix Women's Commission (PWC)

Discrimination Complaints: The Office of Equity will verify that the complaint qualifies as a discrimination complaint as defined by the Non-Discrimination Ordinance. Verified 

discrimination complaint will be forwarded to the appropriate City Department for an investigation. If the complaint does not qualify, Office of Equity contacts within 3 business 

days of submitting the complaint and, where possible, provided with further resources to resolve the complaint.

Other relevant departments: Disability Access Office, Fair Housing Program (complaints go to state level entity)

North Carolina Human Relations Commission--State Enforcement

Anchorage Equal Rights Commission (AERC) was established in the Anchorage Charter in 1975 and is the municipal law enforcement agency charged with preventing and 

eliminating unlawful discrimination under Title 5 of the Anchorage Municipal Code.

Office of Equal Opportunity: The OEO is not a formal compliance agency, but is available to provide assistance and support to aid in the resolution of informal complaints or to 

inform employees of their options to file a formal complaint with the ER Department or an official compliance agency.  

-Ensure employees and people doing business with the Municipality of Anchorage are treated fairly

-Provide training for employees on unlawful discrimination and harassment---Complaints go to OEO or Employee Relations Office

-Promote diversity within the Municipal workforce and community

-Ensure that Minority, Disadvantaged, Woman owned and  Small Businesses have equal opportunity

-Ensure Non-Discrimination in federally assisted projects

All complaints go through Division of Office of Equity & Human Rights:

-Policy & Program Division: Ensures City staff have tools for applying an equity lens to City services; also works with 

community to ensure equitable access to services and resources and inclusive community engagement.

-Human Rights Division: Responsible for investigating employment and fair housing complaints; also provides tenants 

and landlords tools for ensuring safe, healthy, equitable and crime-free housing rentals. 

Equal Employment and Public Accommodation Discrimination Division (located within OEHR)

Equal Employment Opportunity Office (EEO) is responsible for the development, administration, and oversight of the 

City's EEO and recruitment plan. Duties of the EEO include defining underutilization, determining goals and objectives, 

investigating complaint resolution, compliance review, operation of a variety of statistical and analytical or narrative 

reports, training policy implementation and community relations. 

Kansas City Human Relations Department: Civil Rights Enforcement Division enforces the City’s Civil Rights Ordinance, 

which protects our citizens against discrimination in employment, housing and public accommodations

Employment and public accomodations complaints can be filed online.

Mission of the Human Relations Department (HRD) is to ensure that all City residents are free to exercise their 

economic, social and human rights. HRD achieves this mission by providing quality service, compliance and 

enforcement in the areas of affirmative action, civil rights, contract compliance, construction workforce, “For Change 

Initiative,” minority, women or disadvantaged business enterprises, small local business enterprise, and Section 3.

Includes a civil rights division, contract complaince, and MWDBE divisions

Office of Equity & Human Rights: Support city leadership and staff through education and training in the identification and elimination of systemic barriers to fair and just 

distribution of resources, access to services and opportunity and proper

--investigation of discrimination complaints.

--Discrimination complaint Intake

--Investigate and enforce discrimination complaints

--Conciliation and mediation

--Fair housing training

--Approve and monitor Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Plans

--Government-assisted Affordable Housing List

--Housing and Disability Resource Guide

--ADA Compliance

Complaint process: final determination with City Attorney's Office

It will be investigated to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that a fair housing law has been violated.

The matter will be filed jointly with HUD's Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity for investigation.

The Dallas Fair Housing Office will attempt to reach an agreement with the parties.  A conciliation agreement to protect both the complaint and the public interest may be 

executed.  If an agreement is signed, the Dallas Fair Housing Office will take no further action and the case is closed.

The final investigation report will be submitted to the City Attorney's Office for determination.



Takoma Park, 

MD

17,885 N/A N/A Department of Housing and Community Affairs This program enforces Chapter 1.29 of Tacoma’s law 

against discrimination by investigating complaints filed by 

individuals who believe they have been discriminated 

against due to a protected class in the areas of Public 

Accommodation and Equal Employment.

An individual wishing to submit a complain is encouraged 

to first speak with the on-duty supervisor, who will discuss 

departmental policy as it relates to the specific incident. 

This may be done in person or by telephone.

If the complainant wishes to make a formal charge, a 

Complaint Form (available in English or Spanish) is 

provided by the supervisor.

Alternatively, Complaint Forms can also be completed and 

filed online

Doesn't seem to have a civil/human rights office.

Dane County, 

WI

536,416 2 County Executive 

reporting//Centralized 

CR//Non-adjudicatory 

Commission/Boards

Non-adjudicatory Not usually within County jurisdiction Dane County Equal Opportunity Commission: non-ajudicatory

The commission shall advise the County Executive and County Board on ways in which 

county government can affirmatively create equal opportunity for the county’s diverse 

citizenry, including county employees. 

N/A Commission provides policy advice and oversight of the county’s efforts to provide 

equal opportunity pursuant to chapter 19, which commits the county to take 

affirmative action to provide opportunities in employment and county contracting for 

groups that have been historically excluded from the county’s workforce and 

contracting.

COMMISSION ON ECONOMIC AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Provide policy oversight to the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and 

provide advice to the director regarding coordination of the county’s economic 

development efforts; Work with the Office of Economic and Workforce Development 

to coordinate existing economic development interests, business leaders, educators, 

investors, and local government officials to work to address identified challenges to 

job creation; Assist in promotion of the county’s high quality of life and pursue 

opportunities for new job and business development; and advise the county board 

and county executive on strategies that encourage economic growth and prosperity in 

Dane County.

Multnomah 

County

748,031 2 County executive 

report//Centralized 

CR//Limited enforcement 

and investigative powers

Non-adjudicatory Countywide Workforce Equity Strategic Plan (WESP) 

Committee to support the effective, meaningful and 

transformational change needed to achieve the objectives 

of the strategic plan. This committee reflects the 

commitment upon adoption of the WESP to ensure 

transparency and accountability between stakeholders, 

providing a vehicle for workgroups that supports 

implementation and collaboration across the organization. 

The advisory committee is sponsored and convened by 

the Chair and Chief Operating Officer (COO), facilitated 

and staffed by Office of Diversity and Equity, and 

coordinated and project managed by the Department of 

County Management.

Racial equity work in Multnomah County began within the 

Health Department, where a Health Equity Initiative was 

launched in 2008. The Initiative formed in response to a 

report on racial and ethnic health disparities in the county. 

Health Equity Initiative staff began developing shared 

analysis of the problems revealed by the report by 

screening the four-hour PBS documentary, Unnatural 

Causes: Is Inequality Making Us Sick? and hosting 

discussions of the film. Over 500 county officials and 

community members participated in 57 screenings of the 

film. The screenings gave participants new ways to talk 

about equity, and provided shared language to raise the 

level of conversation.

King County 

WA

2.189 

million

2 County Executive direct 

report//Centralized CR

N/A Report to County Executive and County Council on 

Commission activities

Civil Rights Commission: Monitor and review the implementation of civil rights ordinances 

and policies to determine compliance and effectiveness

Cultivate relationships and work in collaboration with a variety of groups including 

community, business, civic and religious organizations, County leadership and County 

departments to ensure civil rights protection

Build community awareness about Equity and Social Justice in King County's diverse 

communities

--Identification of civil rights issues within King County

--Report to County Executive and County Council on Commission activities

--Report and make recommendations to County Executive and County Council on civil rights 

policies in King County

--Conduct and participate in community forums

Appointed by Council members,  one for each of the nine Council Districts, three at-large 

members appointed by County Executive; all confirmed by Council. Must reside in King 

County. A cross-section of citizens of the community., including members of minority 

groups, sexual minorities, and individuals with disabilities.

Office of Race and Social Justice

Launching a Pro-Equity Policy Agenda aimed at expanding access to opportunity 

(determinants of equity) in eight areas, including child and youth development, 

economic development and jobs, environment and climate, health and human 

services, housing, information and technology, the justice system, and transportation 

and mobility.

Three departments currently tracking progress/providing 

data that is available online: Department of Community & 

Human Services, Department of Parks & Natural 

Resources, Department of Info Tech

--Juvenile Justice Equity Steering Committee consisting of 

community members, youth, local leaders, law 

enforcement, school district superintendents, faith-based 

representatives, judges, prosecutor and public defense 

are establishing short- and long-term actions to end 

disproportionality in the juvenile justice system.

--Immigrant and Refugee Task Force to expand access to 

opportunities and voices in government.--The Task Force 

was charged with making recommendations on the 

creation of a King County Immigrant and Refugee 

Commission, including, but not limited to, 

recommendations on the commission’s membership, 

mission and scope of duties (see Ordinance 18085):  held 

more than 20 community meetings where we heard the 

feedback and input of over 500 members of immigrant 

and refugee communities

--Workforce equity: Bridge Academy to help employees 

develop leadership skills, learn more about County 

systems and operations, and advance their King County 

careers. 

Fairfax 

County

1.148 

million

1 Independent CR 

Office//External impartial 

appeals//Separate 

CR//Executive reporting 

(multiple)

Quasi-judicial Legal counsel shall be provided to the Commission through 

the office of the County Attorney. Entity responsible for 

subpoenas, civil actions and awarding of damages via 

Attorney's Office

Board of Supervisors>>>Human Rights 

Commission>>>OHREP. Reports to multiple Executive 

Offices. Appointed & Approved by County Exec & BoS. 

Director may dismiss a complaint prior to investigation; 

reasonable cause: attempt to conciliate or refer directly to 

the Commission

Human Rights Commission--reports to County Executive.  (12) members, County residents 

representative of the racial, sexual, religious, ethnic, disabled, and age groups. Appointed 

by Board of Supervisors. Director appointed by Board of Supervisors, with recommendation 

and approval of County Executive  & Commission. 

Full enforcement powers, determines need for public hearing, NO subpoena power, 

conciliation, negotiating with stakeholders/sectors to improve opportunities forprotected 

classes; advice on voluntary affirmative action programs, reporting of human rights 

conditions in County. Can initiate investigation independently, Director responsible for 

investigation process

No cause finding: 10 days to file Reconsideration claim 

directly to Director OR Appeal to Commission for a hearing 

with panel of +3 Commissioners

Commission:  adopt, promulgate, amend, and rescind, subject to the approval of

the Board of Supervisors, rules, and regulations to effectuate the purposes

and provisions of this Chapter. The Commission shall forward all proposed rules and 

regulations to the Board of Supervisors for their approval. One Fairfax responsible for 

implementation of racial equity policies and programs; passed by BoS and School 

Board

Covers discrimination complaints for private education and 

credit related issues. 1) establish forums for discussion of 

civil rights related issues, form committees of concerned 

groups to study and propose solutions; encourage the 

establishment of Advisory Committees within County 

Agencies

Only entity in VA with both HUD and FEPA certification; 

VA state agency only has EEOC

Mission: "...to institute an affirmative human rights 

program of positive efforts to eliminate discrimination and 

provide citizen recourse for discriminatory acts."

Accountability: Fairfax County Government and Fairfax 

County Public Schools will incorporate data and publish 

performance measures that can be analyzed, quantified, 

and disaggregated to evaluate the extent to which our 

systems are achieving goals. 

Montgomery 

County, MD

1.059 

million

1 Separate CR//No housing 

enforcement//

Quasi-judicial N/A Montgomery County Interagency Fair Housing 

Coordinating Group: purpose of the coordinating group is 

to facilitate and promote the County's efforts to prevent 

discrimination in housing. The coordinating group consists 

of one or more employees of each of the following 

agencies:

•  Office of Human Rights

• Housing Opportunities Commission

• Department of Economic Development

• Department of Housing and Community Affairs

•  Department of Health and Human Services

• Community Engagement Cluster

In addition, the Executive may designate one or more 

members of the Executive's staff, and employees of any 

other County department or office, to serve on the 

coordinating group. The Executive must also invite the 

County Council, the Montgomery County public schools, 

and the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning 

Commission to designate one or more staff members to 

serve as full members of the group. The Executive must 

invite representatives of the housing industry and active 

community groups to participate in meetings.

Commission has 15 members. The members are 

appointed by the County Executive and confirmed by the 

County Council. The members are men and women who 

are broadly representative of the diverse population of the 

County. Each member serves a 3-year term. The 

Executive designates a member of the Commission to be 

chair. The Commission may elect other officers, as it 

deems necessary. Three members of the Commission 

serve on the Case Review Board which handles appeals 

and hearings for discrimination complaints.

Montgomery County Committee on Hate/Violence is a 

citizen's advisory group created to work with the Office of 

Human Rights. Its function is to help to educate the 

residents of Montgomery County about hate/violence, to 

recommend policies, programs, legislation, or other 

initiatives needed to decrease and eliminate 

hate/violence in the county, and to promote respect for 

social and cultural diversity

Reporting and policy responsibilities of the Commission:

Initiate, analyze or promote new legislation which would further the agency's mission.

Enforce Montgomery County's human rights laws in 

employment, public accommodation, and housing.

Make citizens, both private and corporate, aware of their 

rights and obligations under the County's human rights 

laws.

Provide leadership, advocacy, education, and support for 

fair housing practices in the County. Perform investigative 

testing to identify barriers to fair housing and act on 

findings. Mobilize effective community partnerships with 

residents, the real estate industry, businesses, other 

public agencies, and non-profit groups.

Provide support to victims of hate/violence incidents 

through the Network of Neighbors and offer victim 

compensation through the Hate/Violence Partnership 

Fund.

Promote sensitivity, support and respect for cultural 

diversity through such programs as Study Circles and 

community dialogues.

Maintain and enhance agency visibility and interaction 

with the community by participating in special events.

Strong transparency and reporting on performance online: 

https://reports.data.montgomerycountymd.gov/stat/go

als/pezk-qxja/s7wg-ijww/ju72-nc4h

Community process for developing Countyw-ide Racial 

Equity policy

Hennepin 

County

1.252 

million

2 limited CR Non-adjudicatory N/A N/A Community Health initiative, 4th Judicial Courts Direct report to County Administrator, within C.A. Office--

Disparity Reducation Coordinator (not embedded in Office, 

on level of Chief Officers)

N/A N/A

Pinellas 

County, FL

917,398 1 Executive and independent 

(Board of County 

Commissioners, no direct 

authority, dotted line 

independent)//Coordinatin

g relationship with County 

Attorney & County 

Adminstrator//Investigatio

n & Enforcement//Works 

with ALJ for court filings

Quasi-judicial N/A N/A The Pinellas County Office of Human Rights, which shall be 

under the direction of the Human Rights’ Board, shall be 

headed by the Director of Human Rights, who shall be 

appointed by and answerable directly to the Human 

Rights’ Board.

Coordinating relationship with County Attorney & City 

Administrator, no direct authority report to Board of 

County Commissioners

Human Rights’ Board is responsible for insuring that Pinellas County complies with the 

provisions of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, and all other federal, state, 

and local laws pertaining to discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity.

Board of Commissioners Pinellas County Office of Human Rights conducts 

scheduled training sessions for public and private 

organizations upon request.

Washtenaw 

County, MI

347,962 N/A No CR N/A Ann Arbor: Sixty two people applied to serve on the newly-

formed 11-member Independent Community Police 

Oversight Commission, which was formed via Council 

resolution on Oct. 15, 2018. 

N/A N/A N/A Partners involved in One Community:

Washtenaw County is a community focused on achieving 

equitable outcomes for all of its residents. Key leaders of 

local equity efforts include:

Washtenaw County Administrator, Gregory Dill

City of Ann Arbor Administrator, Howard Lazarus

Washtenaw County Board of Commissioners

Mayor of Ann Arbor, Christopher Taylor

Ann Arbor City Council

Various County departments (including the Office of 

Community and Economic Development (OCED), Public 

Health Department, and Sheriff's Office)

Key community partners (including United Way of 

Washtenaw County, Washtenaw Intermediate School 

District, Washtenaw Coordinated Funders, University of 

Michigan) 

The Washtenaw Opportunity Index is a tool to benchmark 

opportunity in the community. 

Portland, OR 647,805 3 Centralized CR//Multiple 

Commissions, quasi-

judicial//Direct report to 

Commissioner of Public 

Utilities--

Legislative/Administrative 

branch

Quasi-judicial OEHR--2017-2018 FY:  

1,950,016

13 FTE (no investigators)

Training and education: 1,700 

employees trained in 2016

File complaint with Independent Police Review Prosper Portland is headed by an executive director who 

reports to a five-member, volunteer board of local citizens  

appointed by the mayor and approved by City Council. 

The structure allows us to exercise independence in 

program implementation and resource allocation. 

Direct/independent report to Mayor. Formally Portland 

Development Commission

Civil Service Board consists of three members elected by 

the registered voters of the city, one member is elected by 

classified employees in the City's work force, and one 

member is appointed by management. The Board is a 

quasi-judicial body.  

Portland Commission on Disability’s (PCOD) mission is to 

guide the City in ensuring that it is a more universally 

accessible city for all. To achieve its goals and follow this 

mission, the commission engages the community to 

advise City Council and its bureaus on policies, services, 

and practices.

Nominated by Mayor

Director of Office reports to Commissioner in Charge

Bureau Advisory Committee (BAC) will advise, support, and advocate for OEHR. 

Committee includes Portlanders from communities of color, the immigrant and refugee 

community, Commission on Disability, Human Rights Commission, Portland Public Schools, 

and a Tribal Council member from Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. Responsible for 

budget recommendations/requests for office

The Human Rights Commission (HRC) is a body of community volunteer representatives 

that works independently under the umbrella of OEHR. Commission is guided by the 

principles embodied in the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Equitable Contracting and Purchasing Commission was adopted by City Council in 2015. 

In mid-2016, Mayor Hales moved the Commission to OEHR. 

Title VI: The Title VI Program Manager will only 

re-consider a complaint if new facts come to light. If the 

complainant is not satisfied with the written decision of the 

Program

Manager, the complainant has 14 working days from the 

date of the decision to provide the Program Manager with 

written notice of intent to appeal. The appeal shall be to 

the Director of the involved City Bureau. The involved 

Bureau Director shall issue a decision on the appeal within 

30 working days of the notice of intent to appeal, which 

shall be the final decision of the City.

Prosper Portland has policy making authority related to economic development

Bureau Advisory Committee: assists with budget review and presentation to City 

Council. Contribute to the development and presentation of a budget that is 

responsive to achieving the equity goals of the City by:

Reviewing current service levels and determining if they should be continued or 

changed, including allocation of resources.

Identifying OEHR objectives and prioritizing budget items that need funding.

Advocating for adequate resources from city council.

City Attorney's Office has substantial power to amend or propose policy towards the 

implementationa of civil rights protections/enforcement. During the public review, a 

designee of the City Attorney shall hear testimony or receive written comment 

concerning the proposed rules.

Language Access Programs Mission: The Office provides education and technical 

support to City staff and elected officials, leading to 

recognition and removal of systemic barriers to fair and 

just distribution of resources, access and opportunity, 

starting with issues of race and disability.

Notes on form of government:

The Mayor, four Commissioners and the Auditor are the 

City's six elected officials. The Mayor and the 

Commissioners together make up the City Council.

The commission form of government differs from most 

other municipal governments in that its members have 

legislative, administrative and quasi-judicial powers.

Legislative - The City Council meets weekly in the Council 

Chambers to conduct the City's legislative business. The 

Council adopts the City budget and passes laws, policies 

and regulations that govern the City.

Administrative - The Mayor and Commissioners also 

serve as administrators of City departments, individually 

overseeing bureaus and carrying out policies approved 

by the Council. The assignment of departments and 

bureaus is determined by the Mayor and may be 

changed at his or her discretion. Bureau assignments do 

To community: Portland Human Rights Commission 

Roundtable was the Commission’s first step in 

implementing a discovery process designed to holistically 

identify, and assess human rights issues in the City of 

Portland and create a base of human rights information 

with the help of organizations from around the city. This 

Roundtable additionally offered a first-ever opportunity for 

Human Rights Commission (HRC) members and 

representatives of human rights advocacy groups to meet 

en masse in a format dedicated to cross-collaboration.

Diverse and Empowered Employees of Portland (DEEP) 

assists the City in creating and enhancing a work 

environment

that is inclusive and supportive of the City’s diverse 

workforce. 10+ Affinity Groups and mentorship programs

The City Council adopted Public Involvement Principles in 

August, 2010, and is committed to applying them in 

planning, providing services and decision-making: 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/oehr/article/523688

http://www.portlandonline.com/fritz/index.cfm?a=40527

6&c=49205

Grand Rapids, 

MI

198,829 1 State 

Enforcement//Separate 

CR&RE Initiative//No 

enforcement/investigation 

at local level//limited CR

Quasi-judicial (only 

for city ordinances, 

not for H, PA, or 

EMP)

In May 2017, the Grand Rapids City Commission approved 

the creation of a Police Policy and Procedure Review Task 

Force.

The Task Force reviewed our Police Department’s policies 

and procedures. They then identified those that may 

result in racial bias and recommended changes to policies 

or procedures. The goal is to reduce disparate outcomes.

Community Relations Commission serves as an advisory, operational and quasi-judicial 

body. It has a variety of duties relating to civil rights. Included are:

-investigation of complaints of discrimination and related concerns (which it can perform 

itself or delegate to staff)

-research and recommendations on discrimination and remedies for it

-educational and programmatic initiatives and activities.

The CRC is also the body to whom the City Commission has delegated the quasi-judicial duty 

of conducting hearings and making decisions on issues involving compliance with a number 

of City policies, including:

-Equal Business Opportunity policies (600-15 and 600-12)

-The Investment Policy (400-01)

-Tax Abatement Policy (900-09).

A claimant or respondent whodoes not agree with any 

final order may appeal to the circuit court for review of the 

case. 

City Commissioners earmarked $1 million annually for the 

next five years to strengthen community and police 

relations.

Held series of community meetings, listening sessions 

focused on strengthening community and police relations. 

The idea was to flip the script on our typical community 

engagement format – City staff and elected officials 

simply listened to small group conversations led by third-

party facilitators.The gatherings were held in 

neighborhoods throughout the city and included one in 

Spanish. Residents were asked to weigh in on six topics: 

communications, police officer training – particularly as it 

pertains to implicit bias – policies and procedures review, 

police officer hiring, the 2018 arrest disparity study and 

body cameras. Feedback from the sessions will be 

compiled for the City Commission to determine how best 

to use the money earmarked for community and police 

relations.

Salina, KS 46,994 1 Only CR//Independent 

Commission//Quasi-

judicial//CR Dept Indirect 

report

Quasi-judicial Equal employment opportunity evaluation committee 

composed of the city manager, the human resources 

director, the supervisor and other department heads as 

the city manager may deem appropriate. The city 

manager shall serve as chair of the committee. (b) The 

committee shall advise the department heads on 

implementation procedures, identification of areas for 

concentrated efforts, and aid in other matters related to 

implementation of the program. (c) The committee shall 

meet not less than semi- annually review overall progress 

on implementation of the program.

Director is appointed by City Manager

Code authorizes position of Community Relations 

Supervisor, reporting to Director

Human Relations Commission:  board’s mission is to eliminate discrimination and establish 

equality and justice for all people through civil rights enforcement, advocacy and education. 

They monitor discrimination and the affirmative action program and administers regulations 

in Code Chapter 13, which prohibits discrimination in employment, housing, public 

accommodations or public contracts and internal and external Affirmative Action programs. 

The board hears appeals, holds hearings, administers oaths, takes testimony, and studies 

the problems of youth, aged, physically handicapped and disadvantaged. Officers: Chair 

and Vice-Chair. 9 Members with at least three members representing significant ethnic or 

minority groups within the community plus two Youth on Board members.

To receive, initiate, investigate and pass upon complaints alleging violations of this chapter. 

Power of: subpoena, hold public hearings, administer oaths, and take depositions, apply to 

the district court for enforcement of any conciliation agreement, bring a civil action in the 

district court for temporary or preliminary relief pending final disposition of a complaint 

under this chapter, and issue such final orders after a public hearing.

Can form citizen advisory committees/working groups to study discrimination and other 

issues related to civil rights enforcement and community relation.

Whenever the commission has, in its own judgment, reason to believe that any person has 

engaged in an unlawful practice in violation of sections 13-71 or 13-72, the human relations 

commission may conduct an investigation without filing a complaint and shall have the 

Michigan 9.962 

million 

State wide

1 State 

enforcement//Centralized 

CR//External court 

appellate body

Quasi-Judicial Michigan Civil Rights Commission appoints Director of 

Department of Civil Rights

Director sits on Governor's Cabinet, full indepdent 

authority over Department

Michigan Civil Rights Commission, Governor appointed; Conduct public hearings during 

investigations. Civil Rights Commission may ask the circuit court to enforce an order. 

Appeal of Commission decisions directed to Circuit Court Separate (but Director of MDCR sits on Cabinet and direct collaboration with 

Legislative branch)

Authority to publish reports & data related to institutional racism/other

Community Relations Division seeks to enhance 

communication around common issues, provide new 

options in service delivery, and facilitate access to 

outreach and education by developing relationships with 

communities, organizations, businesses, and educational 

institutions. 

Prevention focus: MDCR is committed to preventing 

discrimination and working to bridge gaps in 

understanding and trust. We engage with community and 

faith-based organizations, advocates and law 

enforcement agencies to address civil rights issues and 

build partnerships to promote voluntary compliance with 

civil rights laws. 

Building Cultural Competency (BCC) Training: This 

workshop is offered in four-hour or eight-hour sessions. 

The information presented enhances participants' 

understanding of five major cultural groups. Topics 

covered include cultural protocols, cross-cultural 

communication, definition and name evolution, the 

impact of significant historical civil rights events, cultural 

characteristics, and myths and stereotypes that lead to 

bias and discrimination. The four-hour presentation 

concentrates on embracing cultural diversity in the 

workplace.

Crisis Response Team (CRT): The CRT initiates proactive 

measures and acts as needed to diffuse situations of 

community tension and unrest, and to assure that all 

people enjoy equal rights under the law.

Hennepin County supports and will help to enforce the prohibitions against discrimination found in the state/federal civil 

rights laws, including the Minnesota Human Rights Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Americans with Disabilities 

Act, and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. County managers and supervisors are responsible for 

investigating any reported situation of discrimination, including harassment and workplace bullying, and taking 

prompt and appropriate corrective action, which can include informal resolution or more formal action. 

All county managers and supervisors are also responsible for monitoring their work environments by promptly 

addressing all reports and observations of disrespectful behavior and discrimination, including harassment and 

workplace bullying. County managers and supervisors will receive training and, as a regular part of their performance 

appraisals, an evaluation of their efforts in regard to this policy.

Michigan Department of Civil Rights: compliance, investigation, enforcement--MDCR’s primary purpose is to investigate complaints of discrimination in employment, education, 

housing, public accommodation, law enforcement and public service. 

4 Divisions of Department:

Complaint Investigations

MDCR provides Outreach and Education activities in collaboration with governmental units, community-based organizations, law enforcement, advocacy groups, educational 

institutions, and the private sector.

The Community Relations Division seeks to enhance communication around common issues, provide new options in service delivery, and facilitate access to outreach and education 

by developing relationships with communities, organizations, businesses, and educational institutions.

Managing Attorney and MDCR staff attorneys serve as legal advisors to all MDCR organizational units

The attorneys' responsibilities include: providing legal guidance and strategy on issues and cases as they progress through the enforcement process, reviewing pending legislation 

impacting civil rights in Michigan, writing amicus briefs on pending court cases, drafting Charges for administrative hearings, litigating cases in the administrative hearing process, 

attending enforcement unit meetings, educating enforcement unit colleagues on current legal issues, conducting new employee training, and designing and implementing grants for 

fair housing programs.

Salina Community Relations Department: mission to eliminate discrimination and to establish equality and justice for people in Salina through civil rights enforcement, advocacy 

and education. We investigate complaints alleging discrimination in employment, public accommodations and housing. Together the commission and division work as a civil rights 

enforcement agency. Located within Community & Services Department

Charge: 

Civil rights consultations for individuals, employers, employees, educational institutions, municipalities, public accommodation, civic groups, tenants, landlords and organizations

Assistance filing discrimination complaints

Assistance with landlord/tenant concerns

Sample forms and information pertaining to civil rights issues

Diversity/cultural awareness training

Disability sensitivity training

ARTICLE VIII. - ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CARRYING OUT CITY'S COMMITMENT TO PRINCIPLE OF NONDISCRIMINATION IN CITY 

EMPLOYMENT--responsibility of City Manager to oversee and implement policies to ensure non-discrimination

Recruiting efforts shall be directed toward educational institutions having minority and/or female or disabled enrollment. (c) Communications and referral relationships shall be 

established and maintained with groups and organizations likely to yield minority, female or disabled applicants. (d) Advertising for applicants shall be done in the manner most 

likely to reflect the city's affirmative desire to attract minority, female and disabled applicants.

The city manager will take measures to assure that maximum opportunity is afforded to minorities, women and the disabled for entry into training or educational programs which 

will enhance their employment for upward mobility potential. City manager will submit an annual report to the board of commissioners on the status of the equal employment 

opportunity program.

City Attorney's Office investigates and enforces all discrimination complaints from protected classes.

Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor and Industries: investigations and enforcement powers for employment

The City’s process is not exclusive. A person filing a complaint with the City may also file a complaint with other state or federal agencies or the courts. Other agencies will have 

time limits for filing complaints. 

Internal Employee Complaints: Civil Service System for the City of Tacoma extends Civil Service protections and coverage to the majority of the City's work force. Powers and 

duties consist of making revisions to the Civil Service Rules, also known as Personnel Rules, advising City Council and other officials on Civil Service and personnel matters, 

investigating conditions of employment in Civil Service, conducting appeal hearings on suspensions more than 30 days, demotions, or terminations, and hearing complaints 

regarding Civil Service rules.

No adjudicatory/enforcement/investigations at city level for housing, employment, or P.A.

Community Relations Commission: quasi judicial body for city ordinances (other)

Enforcement and investigation: Michigan Department of Civil Rights/Michigan Civil Rights Commission

Office of Human Rights and Equity Programs (OHREP) is to ensure equal opportunity and to promote justice, diversity, and inclusiveness by protecting the civil rights of all in Fairfax 

County. OHREP receives and investigates complaints alleging violations of the Fairfax County Human Rights Ordinance and manages the County’s Fair Housing Plan. OHREP also 

administers the County’s Equal Employment Enforcement (EEO) program and ensures the County’s compliance with all federal, state, and county mandates. Covers anyone who 

works, lives, rents or owns property; PA complaints for visitors and residents.

Office of Human Rights investigates incidents of hate/violence and complaints of discrimination. Victims of 

hate/violence crimes can seek compensation for replacement of property through the County's Partnership Fund, 

administered by the Office of Human Rights. Compliance Section is the civil rights enforcement operation of the Office 

of Human Rights. It has jurisdiction over private employers in Montgomery County (including the Montgomery County 

Government), real estate transactions (both housing and commercial real estate), and places of public accommodation. 

The Compliance Section receives, investigates and resolves formal complaints of discrimination. Under OHR, the Fair 

Housing Program has developed a far-reaching program of outreach and monitoring activities.--NO JURISDICTION 

OVER ENFORCEMENT/INVESTIGATION OF HOUSING FOR THE COUNTY.

Duties of the Hate/Violence Committee are to develop and distribute information about hate/violence, promote 

educational activities that demonstrate the positive value of ethnic and social diversity; advise the County Council, the 

County Executive, and County agencies about hate/violence in the County, and recommend such policies, programs, 

legislation, or regulations as it finds necessary to reduce the incidences of acts of hate/violence.

The Pinellas County Office of Human Rights is committed to protecting all residents of Pinellas County from cases of discrimination in the areas of fair housing, employment, public 

accommodations, and government programs and assistance. Responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the affirmative action plan, including preparing reports, making 

recommendations, and conducting investigations, subject to direction from the Human Rights’ Board.

Employment: An investigator will be assigned to investigate the complaint. Following the investigation, the investigator will make a recommendation as to whether or not there is 

substantial evidence to believe that an act of unlawful discrimination has occurred. If the Pinellas County Office of Human Rights finds that there is no reasonable cause to believe 

that discrimination has occurred, it will dismiss the complaint. If the complaint has been dual filed with EEOC, a right-to-sue letter will be issued by that agency allowing the Charging 

Party to take the matter to federal court. Probable Cause Finding: Cases resulting in an unconciliated cause finding that are not dual filed with EEOC are referred to an Administrative 

Law Judge. The Administrative Law Judge then sets the case for public hearing, and may issue an order awarding actual damages, reasonable costs, and/or attorney's fees.

Fair Housing authority: OFFICE OF HUMAN RIGHTS may authorize the County Attorney to go to court to seek temporary or preliminary relief, pending the outcome of your 

complaint, if:

Irreparable harm is likely to occur without THE OFFICE OF HUMAN RIGHT'S intervention

There is substantial evidence that a violation of the Fair Housing Act and Pinellas County Ordinance Chapter 70 occurred

CR enforcement and investigation - Civil Rights Program - has authority to handle discrimination complaints ONLY FOR King County government and for employers, housing 

providers, and businesses in the UNINCORPORATED parts of King County (outside the cities). 

Multnomah County has a Civil Rights Policy - Establishes standards for the fair treatment and equal protection of all people in accessing programs, activities, benefits and services. 

Per Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VIII of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title 11 of the Americans with Disabilities 

Act, Section 1557 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, and other related Federal and state Civil Rights laws. 

State and city level enforcement only

Office for Equity and Inclusion: office will guide Dane County’s Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action, Contract 

Compliance, and Civil Rights Compliance functions. In addition, the new office serves as a resource for all County 

departments around issues of equity, disparities, conflict resolution, staff development and best practices. Receives 

complaints: employment, contracting, or receiving services from Dane County government, or in securing housing in 

Dane County

http://www.portlandonline.com/fritz/index.cfm?a=405276&c=49205
http://www.portlandonline.com/fritz/index.cfm?a=405276&c=49205


Colorado 3 Internal division with 

Regulatory Agency 

Department//Indirect 

report to Executive Office 

(Governor)//Enforcement 

only//External appeals

Quasi-judicial Colorado Civil Rights Commission determines if a case should go to administrative court

--The CCRD does not have the authority to initiate claims of discrimination.

--The CCRD does not have the authority to impose monetary penalties.

--The CCRD does not have the authority to seize property.

--The CCRD does not have the authority to bring criminal charges, jail, or imprison any 

individual.

N/A Policy making goes through Executive Office of Department of Regulatory Agencies, 

with public stakeholder engagement

Connecticut 3.588 

million 

1 State level enforcement 

body//Quasi-

judicial//Internal and 

external appellate process

Quasi-judicial   In situations where an officer is involved in a death, 

investigations now must be conducted by a state 

prosecutor whose jurisdiction does not include the officer’s 

police department.

The CHRO policy-making body is composed of five members appointed by the Governor 

and four members appointed by the Legislative leadership. Commission attorney presides 

over all public hearings.

The complainant, the respondent and the Commission 

may appeal a public hearing decision to the state courts. 

Reconsideration requests of Commission findings can go to 

Legal Department with Commission.

The CHRO policy-making body is composed of five members appointed by the 

Governor and four members appointed by the Legislative leadership.

https://www.ct.gov/chro/site/default.asp

State of New 

Jersey 

Division on 

Civil Rights

3 State enforcement Commission on Civil Rights to “consult with and advise the Attorney General with respect to 

the work” of the Division on Civil Rights. The LAD states that the Commission shall “report to 

the Governor and the Legislature with respect to such matters relating to the work of the 

[DCR] and at such times as it may deem in the public interest.” The Commission is comprised 

of seven members who are appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the 

Senate. Each serves a 5-year term and is not compensated for his or her service. The 

Commission meets regularly with the DCR Director and the Division’s chief counsel so 

members can be kept apprised of agency initiatives. Individual Commissioners also support 

DCR events, such as community roundtables and conferences, and serve as liaisons to 

various communities including public and private entities committed to eradicating 

discrimination and fostering public awareness of compliance to civil rights laws.

N/A  Policy Bureau monitors all legal matters involving the LAD and the New Jersey Family 

Leave Act and provides technical guidance and training to DCR employees and the 

general public. Attorneys in the Policy Bureau assist the Director in preparing Director’s 

Orders and other legal determinations in cases pending before the DCR. Among other 

duties, the Policy Bureau prepares and promulgates regulatory initiatives to maintain 

and update the DCR’s administrative rules and regulations, reviews employment 

advertisements for LAD compliance when employers or publications request approval 

based on a bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ), and responds to various 

motions filed by parties. The Policy Bureau is headed by DCR Assistant Director 

The Bureau of Public Outreach and Public Education 

(POPE) is responsible for conducting all DCR outreach 

initiatives, trainings, and distributing agency publications. 

POPE works closely with the Policy Bureau in preparing 

publications, responding to public inquires, and developing 

programs designed to educate the public as to the 

requirements and parameters LAD and the New Jersey 

Family Leave Act. Members of POPE also serve as liaisons 

to outside agencies such as the New Jersey Commission 

on Civil Rights and New Jersey Human Relations Council. 

POPE is headed by DCR Assistant Director

Maine 1.336 

million 

state wide

2 State 

enforcement//Enforcemen

t only//No appeals//Non-

adjudicatory

Non-adjudicatory Executive Director appointed by Commission; ED hires all 

staff

5 Commissioners, 5 year staggered terms, Non-partisan (no more than 3 from 1 political 

party), Appointed by Governor, approved by legislature. Commissioners make the final 

finding on all complaints of discrimination investigated by the Commission staff and not 

settled or administratively dismissed.

Colorado Civil Rights Division: “receive, investigate, and make determinations on charges alleging unfair or discriminatory practices in violation of [CADA].” Mandatory 

concilitation within Division; If conciliation is unsuccessful, then the Director reports the same to the Colorado Civil Rights Commission, who then may consider setting the matter 

for hearing with an administrative court. Located within CO Department of Regulatory Agencies, also offers Alternative Dispute Resolution in-house.

Connecticut Commission of Human Rights and Opportunities:  It is the statutory responsibility of the Commission to:

Enforce human rights laws that ban illegal discrimination in employment, housing, public accommodations and credit transactions.

Monitor compliance with state contract compliance laws and with laws requiring affirmative action in state agency personnel practices.

Establish equal opportunity and justice for all persons in Connecticut through education and outreach activities.

Mandatory mediation of all cases retained by Commission (even if no finding of discrimination)

Office of the Attorney General--Division of Civil Rights (Within department of Law and Public Safety)

Complaint process: When you file a complaint with the Division on Civil Rights (DCR), you are choosing to file a complaint with a state agency. There are several steps in the DCR 

process. You file a complaint. DCR will fully investigate the complaint. Then the investigator will recommend either that there is—or is not—probable cause to support your 

allegations. The DCR Director will review the investigation report, the investigator’s recommendation, and reach a finding. If the Director finds that probable cause exists to support 

the claim, the matter proceeds to the Office of Administrative Law where a hearing is conducted before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). A decision is issued by the ALJ. The DCR 

Director then decides whether or not to adopt the ALJ’s decision and findings. 

Maine Human Rights Commission: state wide, HUD & FEPA. No relationship with local enforcement agencies. Located within Executive but is quasi-independent and does not report 

to Governor.  The Maine Human Rights Act authorizes the Commission to pursue remedies for unlawful discrimination in Court when necessary to enforce the Act.

https://www.ct.gov/chro/site/default.asp
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